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Preface

The present volume contains ten contributions. Six of them were presented

in Stockholm at the workshop “The Theory and Description of Pluricentric Lan-

guages- Beyond Concepts of Dominance and Non-Dominance, which was hosted at

the conference “The Languages, Nations, Cultures: Pluricentric Languages in Con-

text(s) Conference was held at Stockholm University in May 2019. Four other con-

tributions have been accepted because some of the papers presented at the work-

shop could not be delivered because of difficulties beyond the control of the au-

thors.

Although many of these papers still utilize the concepts of dominance and

non-dominance, they are used to advance the theory of pluricentricity in general

or are used as tools to explain other linguistic or social phenomena. Each contri-

bution, in its own way, is a testimony to the usefulness of pluricentricity as a

theoretical framework. And, they show that the alternative concept of “pluriareal-

ity” that is favoured by some linguists working on German has no theoretical basis

and cannot describe pluricentric languages correctly.

Muhr explores the key ideas of the pluriareality concept and gives an over-

view of its development since the mid 1980s. He also deals with the linguistic data

that the pluriareality group uses and finds that their corpora do not fulfil the cri-

teria of reliability and representativity.

Edelmann, Ransmayr, Baranzini and Moskopf-Jenner deal with aspects of

pluricentric theory in general. Edelmann's contribution, “Karelian: a pluricentic

language?", answers that question in the positive about the two varieties of Kare-

lian which exist in Russia and in Finland, and how historical movements and

changing boundaries can induce language change. Ransmayr, using data from

German, Austrian and Swiss standard German, tested the axioms of relevance,

correctness and standardness for their validity in pluricentric theory in "Central

axioms of pluricentricity revisited. A validity-check beyond theory: the example

of German”. Baranzini and Moskopf-Janner in “Norm authorities for a weakly plu-

ricentric language: the case of Italian in Switzerland” show what sources can serve

as norm-setting authorities for Italian in Switzerland, which, in spite of not being

explicitly codified, has implicit models of codification from the press, television

and non-professional literary texts.

De Ridder and Leonardi and Hofer's papers corroborate the long-standing

view that non-dominant varieties are censured, yet they show this in some new

contexts. Staudinger, on the other hand, shows a context in which traits of a non-



dominant variety are not only accepted but indeed required in publications which

normally use only the dominant variety. De Ridder in “Linguistic diversity in

audiovisual media for children in Belgium and Austria” studied children's televi-

sion programs and some YouTubers in the Dutch and German speaking areas and

found that the linguistic varieties that children are exposed to can vary greatly,

especially dubbed foreign media tended to be less in Belgian Dutch than was local

programming. Leonardi and Hofer, in “Standard language variation in German at

educational institutions in South Tyrol (Italy)”, questioned the linguistic attitudes

of students at the University of Brixen-Bressanone in Bolzano, Italy. They found

that the future teachers were less tolerant of South Tyrolisms used in a fictitious

student's essay than they were of Germanisms from Germany, Austrianisms or

secondary south Tyrolisms (that is, a Germanism present in the South Tyrol but

also in other German-speaking centers). On the other hand, Staudinger in “Plu-

ricentricity and language practices – the visibility of Argentine Spanish in a plu-

ricentric communication context” shows how and why a characteristic prominent

in Argentinean Spanish, voseo, appears in a Spanish newspaper as well as in a

novel written by a peninsular author.

Three papers study the lexica of non-dominant varieties and show how ex-

ternal factors play a greater role in explaining divergence from dominant varie-

ties. Goritsaya's paper, “Belarusian flavour in Russian: how to measure gradual

differences between the varieties of pluricentric languages?” experimentalizes

graduality in Belarussian and Russian Russians and shows that words are not nec-

essarily different between two varieties, but rather their frequency. Thomas

(“Contact-induced pluricentricity? The role of Anglicisms in forging a new variety

of Spanish”) uses a sociometric method to show how Anglicisms influence the va-

riety of Spanish spoken in a small American city to a greater degree than the

home varieties of the majority of the city's Hispanic community (namely Domini-

cans and Puerto Ricans). Chudar also does a lexical study, specifically about di-

minutives in southern hemisphere Englishes (“Diminutives in Southern Hemi-

sphere Englishes: factors of variation”) and finds that linguistic factors play a

lesser role in the use of those diminutives than do social factors.

The editors would like to thank the authors for their contributions and we

would also like thank those colleagues who – in addition to the editors – acted as

reviewers.

Rudolf Muhr - Juan Thomas

Graz, and Utica in August 2020
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Pluriareality in sociolinguistics:
A comprehensive overview of key ideas

and a critique of linguistic data used

Abstract

This paper examines the “pluriareal concept” in German linguistics. Its pro-
ponents focus on proving that Austrian German does not exist and also claim
that the concept of pluricentricity is not applicable to because of the overlap-
ping usage of some Austriacisms with Bavaria and other regions in the of
south of Germany. The literature review yielded 7 claims by the first group
that was active until the mid 2000s. A second group of supporters started in
the late 2000s and after 2010 by drawing on many claims of the first group
and by adding new claims. A critical discussion of these claims, however,
shows that they are not tenable. As the second group is bringing forward em-
pirical data from their research projects to back their arguments, three chap-
ters of this paper are devoted to counter-check these data with the effect that
all claims were refuted by our own empirical data . The data of the so-called
“grammar of variants” (Variantengrammatik), which was primarily used to
support the pluriareal arguments, were also scrutized. It turns out that the
text-corpus is neither representative nor balanced casting their results into
doubt. The results were additionally counter-checked by using a representa-
tive corpus of newspaper texts. This revealed again a gross number of false
results which make the data of the entire project appear useless, since about
85% of the published data turned out to be incorrect. The arguments of the
pluriareal concept are refuted one by one and it is shown that there is no al-
ternative to the concept of the pluricentricity of languages.

PART I
A review of the pluriareal concept in sociolinguistics

Capter 1: Introduction

The concept of the pluricentricity of languages as it has been introduced

into sociolinguistics by Riesel (1953), Stewart (1962, 1968), Kloss (1978) and in par-

ticular by Clyne (1984, 1992, 1995) is under siege – at least for German and mostly

from researchers with a German or Austrian background.1 Recent publications by

1
To understand why Austrian Germanists are arguing against the existence of their own national variety see

Birkhan, Helmut (2003) which describes the long tradition of the pan-Germanic stance of the Austrian
Germanists.
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some linguists working on German are introducing empirical data and arguments

that try to invalidate the concept of pluricentricity in its totality. Instead the “plu-

riareal model” is favoured with a multitude of different of arguments that had al-

ready been rejected in the 1990s (Muhr 1997) and recently by Dollinger (2019).

However, this does not change the determination to negate the pluricentric model

that has been shown to be a well-founded concept based both on a sound linguistic

and social theory. In chapter (2) and (3), an overview about the publications of dif-

ferent authors of the pluriareal camp will be given in order to get a clearer view

about their core arguments and then compare them with the present model of

pluricentric languages.

1.1 Two events that triggered this paper

If the introductory remarks might look somewhat exaggerated, two notable

events should be mentioned.. Stephan Elspaß professor of German linguistics at

the University of Salzburg (Austria) held a key note at the International Confer-

ence on Pluricentricity vs. Pluriareality- Models Varieties Approaches” in Mün-

ster, Germany (08.02.2019) where he entirely abandoned the idea that German was

a pluricentric language (PCL). After showing maps from the project “Grammar of

variants” [Variantengrammatik] he concluded that German was a pluriareal and

not a pluricentric language. In the ensuing discussion of his key note he was then

asked by one of the conference organizers whether he believed that there was “no

Austrian German at all”? In reply, Elspaß made a dismissive gesture and said: “I

would not know where that would be!”

For a professor of German studies working at an Austrian university this is a

remarkable statement as he is telling the Austrians that they do not have their

own national variety of German and merely use a dialect (or a regional variety of

German at best). This obsolete position had been common in German linguistics

until 1984 – the year when Michael Clyne published his seminal volume on the

pluricentricity of German.2 After a short transitional period, the view that German

is a pluricentric language prevailed in German linguistics. However, in the years

since 2010, the concept of pluriareality is reintroduced with much more refine-

ment and comes along with empirical data that seem to support the claims of El-

spaß and colleagues. In chapter (4)-(6) evidence will be presented, that neither the

underlying language corpora nor the results stand up to critical review.

2
Clyne Michael (1984): Language and society in the German-speaking countries.
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In any case, the U-turn on the pluricentricity of German by Elspaß his col-

leagues can be seen as a case of scientific revisionism that is unseen in sociolin-

guistics. This cannot remain disregarded and has to be checked and critically

evaluated as it affects Austrian German (AG) and German as a pluricentric lan-

guage but also other pluricentric languages (PCLs). This will be done in chapter 4

to 6. In the preceding chapters core notions of the concepts are presented and dis-

cussed.

The second noteworthy event is no less important. Peter Auer Full Professor

of German linguistics at the University of Freiburg (Germany) and renowned for

his many publications on language variation gave a key note at the Second Inter-

national Conference on Pluricentric Languages of 2019 (Languages Nations Cul-

tures Pluricentric Languages in Context(s) 22–24 May 2019) taking place in Stock-

holm. Displaying the opening slide of his presentation, Auer assured the audience

“But of course there is a separate national standard of German in Austria and

Switzerland.”3 Some thirty minutes later, he concluded: “A proposal: “Let’s get rid

of pluricentricity and its problematic implications and rather speak of a language

which has several standard varieties.” Another ten minutes later, he came to the

overall conclusion that German is a “pluriareal” language, which does not have any

national varieties but just many centres that do not correspond to national bor-

ders. He summed sums up his point by saying: “The sociolinguistically relevant

question is not whether the [presented] maps show patterns according to which

Austrian German “exists” geographically but whether and how it is enregistered”.

He concludes that the construction of “Austrian German” and “Swiss German” is

an ideological process in which certain objective facts are “erased” while others

are fore grounded and generalized.4 The message is clear and claims that AG is an

ideological construction that has no empirical basis and hence does not exist.

AG is again deconstructed with Auer fully in line with Elspaß. Both advocate

the pluriareal concept. It will be shown in the course of this article that the plu-

riareal approach is a variant of the one-(German) nation-one (German) language-

concept that only allows for regional/ geographical/areal variation but on the na-

tional level. This has a number of negative consequences for AG and other na-

tional varieties.

3
All citations are taken from the slides of Auer’s presentation.

4
idib.
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Chapter 2: The pluriareal concept – a review of key publications
of group one: 1985-2007

There are two groups who advocate(d) the concept of pluriareality of Ger-

man: (1) an earlier group that was active in the 1990s consisting exclusively of

scholars of Austrian origin and working in Austria (Wolf, Pohl, Scheuringer and

Wiesinger). (2) a new group that became active after 2010 whose central members

are of German origin and are also working in Austria (Elspaß, Ziegler, Lenz, Nie-

haus) with additional German, Swiss, and Austrian members (Auer, Dürscheid,

Glauninger). While the first group mostly used anecdotal evidence to back its ar-

guments, the new group managed to get two large scale research programs

funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF): “Deutsch in Österreich” (German in

Austria5) and the tri-national project “Variantengrammatik” (Grammar of vari-

ants). The empirical data of this project are of particular importance as they are

regularly used to prove that the model of pluricentricity of German is obsolete.

The theoretical foundations of this research project and the data will therefore be

subjected to a detailed analysis.

2.1 The seminal publication of Wolf (1994 and 2012)

The term “pluriareal” with respect to the German language was invented and

first used in 1994 by Norbert Richard Wolf6 an Austrian born Professor of German

medieval language and literature and dialectologist who worked most of his pro-

fessional life in Germany. He held – among others – the position of the head of the

scientific council of the Institut für Deutsche Sprache (IDS) in Mannheim, Ger-

many. He can be seen as the “founding father” of the pluriareal concept and his

1994 paper can be considered as the founding document of this movement, which

shows itself largely resistant to counter arguments that have been published since

then. Wolf assembles the core notions of the pluriareal concept, which have been

repeated (with variations) by many other publications since then.

Wolf’s paper is a review of a book written by Wolfgang Pollak7 who had de-

fended Austrian German (AG) and praised the national Austrian dictionary

(Österreichisches Wörterbuch - ÖWB) as an important pillar of Austrian linguistic

identity.

5
For a critique of this nomination see Muhr (2018)

6
This is the only point where I disagree with Dollinger (2019) who says that Scheuringer 1990 was the first

realisation of the pluriareal concept. It was Wolf (1994) although Scheuringer (1990) anticipated the con-
cept.

7
Pollak (1992).
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2.2 The original claims on pluricentricity and pluriareality in 1994

A total of 7 claims can be distilled out from these first publications. They are

referred to as the (1) “German-is-a-pluriareal-language” claim, (2) the “overlap

claim”, (3) the “inconsistency-of-AG claim”, (4) the “non-existence-of-AG claim” ,

(5) the claim “There are no state-national varieties and pluricentricity is not based

on state-nations”, (6) the claim “Nations cannot be linguistic centres.”, (7) the

“The pluricentricity concept supports language separatist activities claim”, (8)

The claim that standard language gets levelled down in non-dominant varieties.”

These claims are discussed below.

1. Wolf doubts that the concept of pluricentricity is applicable to German. It

seems to him (1994: 74) “to be more favourable and adequate to call German a

pluriareal language”8 . This is justified mainly by the arguments 2-5. [This is the

“(1) German is a pluriareal language” claim.].

2. The lexicon of AG is in many cases not exclusive to the Austrian territory. There

is overlap with the south of Germany (esp. Bavaria). The author says (1994: 72):

“If we look through Jürgen Eichhoff's word atlas of colloquial German, we will

find only a few words or phrases whose use is limited to the current territory of

Austria (partly together with South Tyrol) and applies to the whole of Austria”.9

Wolf used four words to back his claim but ignored many others as will be

shown in chapter 4. [This is the “(2) Overlapping claim.”]

3. The lexicon of AG is not shared in all regions of the country (esp. in the western

parts) most of the AG lexicon is only typical for the language in the eastern part

of the country especially Vienna. Lexical specifics used in the west of Austria

are (allegedly) not taken into account or even not considered as “Austrian”. He

concludes (1994: 75): “… that there is no such thing as 'Austrian German' as a

uniform variety but that within Austria - as in the entire German-speaking area

- several linguistic landscapes must be differentiated.”10 [This is (3) “The incon-

sistency claim of AG.”]. [It leads to (4) The “There is no Austrian German

claim”.]11 .

8
All citations have been translated by the author R.M. The original texts of all citations will be included in

footnotes in order to give readers the opportunity to check the translations and to read the text in their
original wording.

9
„Wenn wir Jürgen Eichhoffs Wortatlas der deutschen Umgangssprachen durchsehen, dann finden wir nur we-

nige Wörter oder Wendungen, deren Gebrauch auf das heutige Staatsgebiet Österreichs (teilweise zusam-
men mit Südtirol) beschränkt ist und für ganz Österreich gilt:“

10
Wolf (1994: 75): „Auch als Österreicher plädiere ich zumindest im Augenblick beim derzeitigen Stand der
Diskussion dafür, dass es 'das österreichische Deutsch' als eine einheitliche Varietät nicht gibt sondern daß
auch innerhalb Österreichs — wie im gesamten deutschen Sprachraum —mehrere Sprachlandschaften zu
differenzieren sind.”

11
Wolf (1994:75) [daß es 'das österreichische Deutsch' als eine einheitliche Varietät nicht gibt.].
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4. The claims 2-4 lead the author to the conclusion that it is questionable

whether German spoken and written in Austria really is a “nation-state vari-

ety” [staatsnationale Varietät]. The author argues “the additional question is

whether the situation of German standard language is actually characterized

by "pluricentricity" ... or whether this term can adequately describe the situa-

tion of the standard German language at all.”12 [This is (5) the claim “There

are no state-national varieties and pluricentricity is not based on state-

nations.”].

5. It has to be clarified whether entire nations can function as “centres” of a lan-

guage and whether there is only one centre in a single nation or several.13 He

doubts whether a national variety like the one of the former GDR simply can

disappear when the nation disappears as it was incorporated into former West

Germany. As this is highly improbable to him, he concludes that nations can-

not be linguistic centres. [This is (6) “The claim that nations cannot be linguis-

tic centres.”].

6. The foundation of the Austrian Dictionary after WWI (issued in 1951) is con-

sidered by Wolf (1994: 67) as an act of “a strange restorative cultural policy af-

ter WWII” and led by a separatist ideology.14 [This is (7) “The pluricentricity

concept supports language separatist activities claim”.]

7. Common expressions of everyday usage which do not conform to the usual

12
Wolf (1994:74) “Ultimately the question is whether the German spoken (and written) in Austria is really a

"state-national variety”. The additional question is whether the situation of the standard German language
is actually characterized by a "pluricentricity" ... or whether this term can adequately describe the situation
of the standard German language at all.]

[Es fragt sich letztlich ob das Deutsch das in Österreich gesprochen (und geschrieben) wird tatsächlich eine
„staatsnationale Varietät" ist. Es fragt sich des weiteren, ob die Situation der deutschen Standardsprache
tatsächlich durch eine „Plurizentrizität" (S.24 passim) gekennzeichnet ist oder ob dieser Begriff überhaupt
die Situation der deutschen Standardsprache angemessen benennen kann.”]

13
Wolf (1994: 74): With this choice of words however it would have to be clarified whether states at that

time there were still four could be called "centres" of a language and whether only one such centre was ac-
tive in the Federal Republic of Germany at that time whether this was Bonn or Munich or Stuttgart or Ham-
burg whether this was Vienna in Austria whether the people of Vorarlberg with their pronounced self-
confidence attach themselves to this centre or even subordinate themselves to it.

[“Bei dieser Wortwahl müßte aber geklärt werden ob Staaten damals waren es noch vier als „Zentren" einer
Sprache bezeichnet werden können und ob auch in der damaligen Bundesrepublik Deutschland nur ein sol-
ches Zentrum gewirkt habe ob dies Bonn oder München oder Stuttgart oder Hamburg gewesen ist ob dies
in Österreich Wien ist ob die Vorarlberger mit ihrem ausgeprägten Selbstbewußtsein sich diesem Zentrum
zu- oder gar unterordnen.”]

14
“The ÖWB is to be seen in the context of the establishment of a - restorative - idea of Austria which cha-

racterizes the 1950s and a large part of the 1960s …”.

[Das ÖWB ist im Kontext der Etablierung einer — restaurativen — Österreich-Idee zu sehen welche die
1950er und einen großen teil der 60er Jahre kennzeichnet …].

Note: After WWII Austria wanted to get rid of Nazi jargon and reconstitute itself the independent nation it
had been before 1938. Wolf calls the establishment of a national dictionary as part of a “restorative idea of
Austria” not in a positive sense but with a derisive undertone. That implies covert support of the pan-
Germanic idea of German that denies Austria the national independence and self-governance. An attitude
that can be found to a greater or lesser extent with many supporters of the pluriareal concept.
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phonology and morphology of (Germany based) written standard are declared

as „dialectal“ or „vernacular“ and deemed to have no place in a dictionary of

the standard language.15 [This is (8) “The claim that standard language gets

levelled down in non-dominant varieties.”).16]

2.3 Some additional claims in 2012

While other members of the first pluriareal group somewhat distanced

themselves from the pluriareal concept by not denying the existence of AG or

even produced a Austrian German-Romanian dictionary 17 , Wolf continued to

maintain his position of 1994. In a second paper of 2012, he rejects the widely held

opinion that German is a PCL as “misleading and wrong” and puts up four ques-

tions (2012: 499).

1. “Does the fact that the German reunification took place in 1990 mean that a

centre has been lost and the remaining centre has become even larger?” 18

2. “Is the German speaking part of Switzerland equally a centre of the German

language or only a segment of a centre?”

3. “The interpretation of the lemma "centre" in the latest edition of the Wahrig

dictionary (2011) is centre, centre point, centre of gravity. Can a state with a

surface area of 357,123 km2 (Fischer 2012: 119) be considered a centre i.e. a

“centre point”?”

4. “Even if I accept the term 'centre' the observation must still be made that for

example the centre of the Federal Republic of Germany is anything but uni-

form. Almost everyone who has ever been to Germany or has studied the Ger-

man language knows about the differences between Hamburg and Munich even

15
Wolf (1992: 69): ..dialektale und umgangssprachliche Elemente in diesem primär areallinguistischen Sinn

haben in einem standardsprachlichen Wörterbuch nichts zu suchen sie sind aber auch nicht Elemente einer
„staatsnationalen Varietät" ...des Deutschen. […dialectal and colloquial elements in this primarily areallin-
guistic sense have no place in a standard language dictionary, but they are also not elements of a "state-
national variety" ...of German.]

16
In this point, he differs largely from the “new” pluriareal group.

17
 See Lăzărescu /Scheuringer (2007), Pohl 2018) and Wiesinger (2006). 

18
Wolf (2012: 499): (1) „Bedeutet die Tatsache, dass es im Jahre 1990 zur deutschen Wiedervereinigung ge-

kommen ist, dass ein Zentrum verloren gegangen ist und das verbleibende Zentrum noch größer geworden
ist?“ (2) Ist die deutsche Schweiz gleichermaßen ein Zentrum der deutschen Sprache oder nur ein Segment
eines Zentrums? (3) Das Interpretament zum Lemma Zentrum in der jüngsten Auflage des Wahrig Wörter-
buchs (2001) lautet: 'Mitte, Mittelpunkt, Schwerpunkt'. Kann da ein Staat mit einer Fläche von 357.123
km2 (Fischer 2012: 1119) ein Zentrum sein, also ein "Mittelpunkt" sein? (4) “Bedeutet die Tatsache dass es
im Jahre 1990 zur deutschen Wiedervereinigung gekommen ist dass ein Zentrum verlorengegangen und
das verbleibende Zentrum noch großer geworden ist? *Ist die deutsche Schweiz gleichermaßen ein Zent-
rum der deutschen Sprache oder nur ein Segment eines Zentrums? *Das Interpretament zum Lemma
Zentrum in der jüngsten Auflage des Wahrig-Wörterbuchs (2011) lautet .Mitte. Mittelpunkt. Schwerpunkt'.
Kann da ein Staat mit einer Fläche von 357.123 km1 (Fischer 2012 119) ein Zentrum also ein ..Mittelpunkt“
sein?
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in the standard language area. Even a small "centre" like Austria is by no means

uniform. Is the term "centre" still appropriate in view of this situation?”19

2.4 Some remarks on the claims of Wolf of 201220:

A few comments should be made on the four questions Wolf posed in 2012,

because they are also relevant to the arguments posited by the second pluriareal

group.

1. The disappearance of linguistic centres like the one of the former German

Democratic Republic (GDR/DDR): Linguistic centres can of course disappear.

The prerequisite for their constitution is a political or social authority that

decides on the status and the social validity of languages that are being used

in a certain territory or in a certain social group (cf. Muhr 2019). If a nation

state like the former GDR disappears and gets incorporated into another po-

litical unit (the Federal Republic of Germany/FRG) its character as a linguistic

centre with its own norms will of course disappear after some time as the

former national norms will be downgraded to regional ones or simply be no

longer in use. Language(s) follow the rise and downfall of power. Whenever a

territory loses its independence or a dominant social group loses its privileged

status, their language is (gradually) replaced by the language(s) of the new

rulers.21

2. Is Switzerland to be considered a linguistic centre or just a fragment of a cen-

tre? Switzerland has four (4) national languages that enjoy equal status. The

population of German-speaking Switzerland is around 5.9 million, or about 70

percent of the total Swiss population. Why should it not be a linguistic centre?

3. Question 3 and 4 deal yet again with the “inconsistency claim” demanding

that a linguistic centre must be “uniform”. We have to ask in return: Is there

any country or nation in the world where there is no regional or social varia-

19
“Bedeutet die Tatsache dass es im Jahre 1990 zur deutschen Wiedervereinigung gekommen ist dass ein
Zentrum verlorengegangen und das verbleibende Zentrum noch großer geworden ist? *Ist die deutsche
Schweiz gleichermaßen ein Zentrum der deutschen Sprache oder nur ein Segment eines Zentrums? *Das
Interprelament zum Lemma Zentrum in der jüngsten Auflage des Wahrig-Wörterbuchs (2011) lautet .Mitte.
Mittelpunkt. Schwerpunkt'. Kann da ein Staat mit einer Fläche von 357.123 km1 (Fischer 2012 119) ein
Zentrum also ein ..Mittelpunkt“ sein? *Selbst wenn ich den Begriff “Zentrum" akzeptiere dann ist immer
noch die Beobachtung zu bewerten dass z. B. das Zentrum Bundesrepublik Deutschland alles andere als
einheitlich ist. Nahezu jeder der schon einmal in Deutschland war oder sich mit der deutschen Sprache be-
fasst hat weiß um die Unterschiede zwischen Hamburg und München auch im standardsprachlichen Bereich.
Selbst ein “kleines Zentrum“ wie Österreich ist mitnichten einheitlich. Ist angesichts dieser Situation der
Begriff ..Zentrum“ noch angemessen?”

20
The claims (1)-(7) will be dealt with in part II of this paper when the claims are confronted with empirical

data.

21
Low German once was a written language with a rich literature but became gradually downgraded mostly to

a regional vernacular when the merchants of the German Hanseatic League switched to Luther’s High Ger-
man. Today it is (only) a recognised minority language.
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tion? In addition, what kind of “uniformity” is Wolf assuming there has to be?

Only few items are necessary to create a variety of its own.22 All present day

nation states are marked by variation across their territory. That does not

change the fact that usually there are direct or indirect regulations and con-

sent about (a) which languages have which linguistic rights in their territory

and (b) which norms of the standard language(s) are to be used as there are

either reference books or informal regulations that set the norms for public

and administrative usage. Clyne's important statement on national and re-

gional variation can clear up the confusion evident in Wolf's statements/

questions:

The D-nations tend to confuse “national variation” with “ regional variation”
on the strength of overlapping linguistic indices without understanding the
function status and symbolic character of the ”national varieties” and their
indices.23

There were a number of other members of the first pluriareal school: Heinz

Peter Pohl, Peter Wiesinger and Hermann Scheuringer published a large number

of papers about Austrian German. Especially Scheuringer and Wiesinger were par-

ticularly fervent supporters of the pluriareal concept. Wiesinger fought for a long

time against pluricentricity by denouncing the concept and its supporters as “na-

tionalist” and in one case even as “chauvinist” but only once used the term „plu-

riareal“ in his publications. Their contributions will be discussed briefly in the fol-

lowing chapters.

2.5 The contributions of Pohl to the concept of pluriareality

Pohl outlined his position in respect to the status of AG as a national variety

in a major paper of 1997. The key sections are:

I consider it [the term “pluriareal”] to be more appropriate for two reasons
because (1) the term "pluricentric" overestimates the centres and distorts the
view of the underlying area(s) of the language area and (2 ) Austria is not a
single linguistic area … but rather lies in two larger dialect regions which
cross national borders in several respects.24

The primary classification is North/South, the small areas of the South are
"Bavarian-Austrian" "Alemannic" etc. in which the search for the typical Aus-

22
See Dollinger (2019) for Canadian English. The Dutch in the south of the Netherlands also have a soft „g“ just like the Bel-

gians, yet it remains one of the main features of Belgian Dutch pronunciation. (Information by courtesy of Reglindis de Rid-

der. Personal communication.)
23

Clyne (1992:459).
24

Pohl (1997: 69) „...ich halte ihn [den Begriff „pluriareal“] aus zwei Gründen für besser denn (1) überbewer-

tet der Begriff “plurizentrisch” die Zentren und verstellt den Blick auf die zugrundeliegende(n) areale(n)
Gliederung(en) des Sprachgebietes und (2) ist z.B. Österreich kein einheitliches Sprachgebiet... sondern
liegt vielmehr auf zwei durch dialektale Großräume bestimmten Arealen die in mehrfacher Hinsicht staats-
grenzüberschreitend sind.“
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trian "national" variety is lost.25 If one examines the word lists with (alleg-
edly) Austrian expressions as they are attached to the cookbooks one finds
that 80% of these "Austrian" expressions are either Southern German (e.g.
Weichsel [egriot, cherry] Knödel [dumplings] Hendl [chicken]) or Bavarian-
Austrian (e.g. Brösel [bread crumbs] Kren [horseradisch] Nockerl [small dump-
lings]) only max. 30% ... are "Austrian" in the narrower sense of the word...26

Pohl’s views are more or less in line with Wolf (1994) by supporting the

claims 1-4, 6 and 8 by arguing against the inclusion of expressions from spoken

language. He does not support claim 4 (There is no AG) and 6 (Language separatist

claim) and is arguing in favour of the AG-national dictionary but strongly focuses

on similarities of the lexicon with nearby Bavaria and equates AG with Southern

German. The author has gradually changed his position towards AG in recent

years and has given up his earlier reservation against the term AG by stating (Pohl

2018:142):

I therefore consider Austrian German a national variety as a result of histori-
cal sovereignty [...]. I am therefore of the opinion that the regional patterns as
they exist in German on a big scale are matched in Austria on a smaller scale.
It is beyond dispute that some variables are limited to Austria alone though
such only rarely cover the entire area of Austria.

In 2007, he published a dictionary about Austrian culinary language that on

the one hand merits credit for the many entries but on the other hand surpris-

ingly qualifies the two thirds of the entries as being not solely Austrian but also

Bavarian. This is highly questionable.

2.6 The contributions of Peter Wiesinger on pluriareality

Peter Wiesinger was full professor of German linguistics from 1972-2006 at

the University of Vienna and by far the most powerful player in the field of Ger-

man linguistics in Austria. He shared most of the opinions expressed by Wolf

(1994) and Pohl (1997) as well as of Scheuringer (1996). Only in a review of Ammon

(1995) in 1997, he reveals himself as a supporter of the pluriareal concept on the

ground that - in his view - there is only a small number of Austriacisms and the

lack of uniformity within Austria. He argues one cannot speak of national varia-

tion or pluricentricity, since the term „nation“ presupposes homogeneity and the

25
Pohl (1997: 86) “Primär ist die Gliederung Nord/Süd die Kleinräume des Südens sind “bayerisch-
österreichisch” “alemannisch” usw. in denen sich die Suche nach der typisch österreichisch-“nationalen” Va-
rietät verliert.”

26
Pohl (1997: 86) “Untersucht man die Wortlisten mit (angeblich) österreichischen Ausdrücken wie sie den

Kochbüchern beigefügt sind stellt man fest, dass 80% dieser “österreichischen” Ausdrücke entweder süd-
deutsch (z.B. Weichsel Knödel Hendl) oder bairisch-österreichisch (z.B. Brösel Kren Nockerl) sind nur max.
30% … sind “österreichisch” im engeren Sinn des Wortes...”
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term „centre“ is a punctual rather than a areal (planar) concept.27 In this point, he

is completely in line with Scheuringer.

2.6.1 The fight against pluricentricity by all means possible

Wiesinger’s contribution to the discussion was on the one hand the edition

of an anthology on AG in 198828 but without reference to pluricentricity. On the

other hand, he fought vehemently against the supporters of pluricentricity (M.

Clyne, A. Domaschnew, H. Möcker, R. Muhr, W. Pollak, and R. Wodak) who he ac-

cused of striving for the linguistic independence of Austria and in creating a new

language “Austrian” and to separate it from German29.

The author of this paper was identified by Wiesinger as something like the

main agitator of this group because in my very first paper published in 1982, I had

naively used the term “Österreich(isch)” (Austrian) at a time when the idea of plu-

ricentricity and national varieties did not yet exist. Merely using this term was

enough to launch personal attacks against me, singling me out as a “nationalist.

Wiesinger implied in several publications that I and other pluricentrists are alleg-

edly pursuing linguistic separatism and accused us of secretly trying to construct

an Austrian national language of its own. This was a deliberate misinterpretation

of three papers of mine3 0 and of the term “national variety”. Never did any of the

pluricentrists, including me, have such a language political agenda.

Nevertheless, it showed the line of division: On the one side, there was/is

the pluricentric camp that argued for linguistic self-determination in the frame-

work of a national variety, on the other hand the pluriarealists who want(ed) to

keep AG as undifferentiated and un-codified as possible in order to keep it “inte-

grated” into German German (GG). A position that by political scientists is called

“großdeutsch” [pan-Germanic]. This line has become stronger with the new plu-

riareal group that is openly stating that it abandons the concept of national varie-

ties and wants to undo AG. The following excerpt from Wiesinger (1995: 65) is a

key passage from which central notions are also taken over by the “new” plu-

riareal group:3 1

27
Wiesinger (1997: 48).

28
Wiesinger (1988): Das österreichische Deutsch. Wien.

29
Wiesinger (1995: 66f)

3 0
Muhr (1982), (1987) and (1989).

3 1
Wiesinger (1995: 65): “Bei genauerer Betrachtung aber bietet die Bezeichnung "nationale Variante" bzw.

"nationale Varietät" die Möglichkeit, über den realen Sprachzustand mit der uneinheitlichen Gültigkeit der
einzelnen Varianten hinweg und unter Vernachlässigung der überwiegenden, allgemein verbindlichen deut-
schen Gemeinsamkeiten das nationale Moment ungebührlich hervorzukehren und die Varietät als selbstän-
dige, territorial abgegrenzte, staatsgebundene Sprachform im Sinne einer Nationalsprache hinzustellen und
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“On closer examination, however, the term "national variant" or "national
variety" offers the possibility of unduly emphasizing the national moment
and the variety as an independent one beyond the real linguistic state with
the non-uniform validity of the individual variants and neglecting the pre-
dominant, generally binding German commonalities, to establish a territori-
ally delimited, state-bound form of language in the sense of a national lan-
guage and then to demand corresponding codifications of grammar and vo-
cabulary in order to achieve an identity of state nation and language in for-
mal demarcation, but against the linguistic reality. In this respect, Rudolf
Muhr's approach is that, although he accepts the German language in Austria
as a variety of German, he deliberately calls it "Austrian" in order to achieve
further language policy goals.”

2.6.2 Playing down the number of Austriacisms

During more than two decades Wiesinger tried to play down the number

Austrian specific expressions and claimed (1995: 62) that AG does not comprise

more than 4000 words - a number he had derived from Ebner’s dictionary3 2 which

contained exactly that number. He concluded that only 2% of the vocabulary is

Austriacisms.3 3 A number, that any linguist at that time doubted because Ebner’s

dictionary was the work of a single person and even though it was well done, it

was far from exhaustive. In the last edition of 2009 there were almost 9.000 en-

tries. The “Variantenwörterbuch” [Dictionary of Variants of German], which is

largely based on Ebner’s dictionary contains 10.600 entries. Not to mention the re-

sults of many studies that were conducted after 2010. Again, the diminishing 2%-

argument of Austriacisms is also used by the “new” pluriareal group against bet-

ter knowledge in 2013. At this time, the Variantenwörterbuch (2004) had already

dann entsprechende Kodifizierungen von Grammatik und Wortschatz zu verlangen, um auf diese Weise in
formaler Abgrenzung eine Identität von Staatsnation und Sprache, allerdings gegen die sprachliche Reali-
tät, zu erreichen. In dieser Hinsicht verfährt Rudolf Muhr, wenn er zwar die deutsche Sprache in Österreich
als eine Varietät des Deutschen gelten läßt, sie aber bewußt als "Österreichisch" bezeichnet, um damit wei-
tere sprachpolitische Ziele anzusteuern.“

32
Ebner Jakob (2009: 84) Wie sagt man in Österreich? [What’s the word in Austria?]

3 3
Wiesinger (1995: 63): Diese gut erfassten lexikalischen Austriazismen verteilen sich auf unterschied-

liche Sachgebiete und belaufen sich nach ihrer Zusammenstellung von Jakob Ebner in seinem Wör-

terbuch "Wie sagt man in Österreich?" auf etwa 400 Wörter. Demgegenüber verzeichnet Dudens

"Großes Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache" einschließlich der Ableitungen und Komposita über

20000 Stichwörter. Im Vergleich machen daher die Austriazismen etwa 2 % aus, oder anders aus-

gedrückt entfallen auf einen Text von 100 Wörtern im Durchschnitt 2 Austriazismen, wobei aber das

tatsächliche Vorkommen auf Grund der unterschiedlichen Verteilungen je nach Sachgebiet und In-

halt wechselt. [These well-recorded lexical Austriacisms are distributed over various subject areas

and, according to their combination by Jakob Ebner in his dictionary "Wie sagt man in Österreich?",

amount to about 400 words. In contrast, Duden's "Großes Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache", inc-

luding the derivations and composites, lists over 20.000 keywords. In comparison, Austriacisms

make up about 2%, or in other words, an average of 2 Austriacisms are found in a text of 100

words, although the actual occurrence varies according to subject area and content due to the diffe-

rent distributions.]
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been published and contained about 12.600 entries for each of the three major va-

rieties of German.

Shortly before his retirement in 2006 Wiesinger seems to have changed his

mind. After 2000, he began to advocate AG and regretted the loss of traditional

Austrian vocabulary due to GG influence.3 4 However, he never changed his basic

ideas about pluriareality and AG. This became apparent when he (re)published a

collection of his major papers in 20063 5 where all the made up allegations about

the pluricentric group were left unchanged or uncommented.

2.7 The contributions of Herman Scheuringer on pluriareality

Scheuringer (1996a) is a kind of summary of his works on the matter of the

pluriareality and his native country Austria. Within the “first” group, advocating

pluriareality Hermann Scheuringer was the most outspoken supporter and

fervently opposing the pluricentric concept as he refused to accept national

borders as being substantial for the definition of language varieties. In his PhD

dissertation of 1985, he researched the dialect of Simbach in Bavaria and Braunau

in Austria, which are just separated by a bridge across the river Inn. Despite the

geographical closeness, the author concludes, that “characteristic features have

developed on either side of the border”3 6 . In his “Habilitationsschrift”3 7 of 1990

about the same area he reverses his original position in stating that there are only

„minor differences between the Austrian and the Bavarian areas“3 8 . It is unclear

what caused the sudden change of opinion – the data could not have changed in

five years time.

Peter Auer (see chapter 3.2) used Scheuringer’s data in two publications -

(2004) and (2013)3 9 and concluded that the state border between Austria and Ba-

varia was a linguistic border as the Bavarian town converged towards Munich

while the Austrian town towards Vienna. Something, which seems plausible and

natural, as these are the linguistic and political centres of gravity with the strong-

est influence on language in this region on both sides of the river Inn. Scheuringer

had already published a paper in 1987 pondering on „Adaptation or demarcation?

34
Wiesinger (2015): Das österreichische Deutsch in Gegenwart und Geschichte. Wien 2006 (Austria: For-
schung und Wissenschaft – Literatur- und Sprachwissenschaft 2), 428 S.; 2. durchges. und erweit. Aufl.,
Wien 2008., 450 S.; 3. aktual. und neuerl. erweit. Aufl., Wien 2014, 512 S.

3 5
Wiesinger (2006).

36
Scheuringer (1985b: 447)

37
Postdoctoral thesis leading to a full professorship.

38
Scheuringer (1990a 424).

39
Auer not only used the data of Scheuringer (1990) in two papers ((2004) (2013b) but published the same
findings literally in the same wording twice.
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Bavaria and Austria and the difficult use of the standard German language“ in

which he denounces the 35th edition of the Austrian national dictionary as na-

tionalist, separatist and isolationist and talks of „language control“ when certain

(Austrian) lexical variants are put forward as preferable while others (German

ones) are marked in the dictionary.40 Another paper in 1988 is entitled „Powidl-

tatschkerl or the Kakanian view on Austrian“41 where he ridicules AG as

“Kakanian” [retrograde/ backward] that is allegedly fighting at the so called

„Sahne-Front“ [whipped cream frontier]42 to define the Austrian standard norms

in a rather satirical and dismissive tone. In 1992, one year after the German unifi-

cation – he published the paper called „German people and the German language.

On the relationship between speaking German and being German in Switzerland

and Austria after 1945“.43 In this paper, he discusses the effects of the German uni-

fication in 1992 on German-speaking countries outside Germany (Austria and

Switzerland) arguing that they are confronted with „the old conflict between na-

tion state (Staatsnation) and ethical nation (Sprachnation) and the question of

“Germanness” (Deutschsein) of these nations“.44

It was to some degree legitimate to discuss this question after the German

unification but his considerations were ultimately not relevant after all since he

himself admitted (1992: 220) “that the majority of Austrians regard themselves as

a nation in their own right because nowadays the state is the equivalent of the na-

tion.” As all opinion polls on the feeling of belonging of the Austrian population to

the Austrian nation since the 1970s show45: The Austrians simply do not/did not

want to be united with Germany again and are also legally prevented from doing

so via the state treaty of 1955 that brought Austria’s sovereignty back.

This begs the question what exactly the aim of this paper is? This becomes

clear after the author discusses the involvement of the Austrians in Hitler’s Third

Reich and its atrocities and accuses them of the missing reappraisal of their his-

40
Scheuringer (1987 113 119)

41
“Powidltatschkerl oder die kakanische Sicht aufs Österreichische.” “Powidltatschkerl” is a is a pastry filled
with special kind of plum jam originating in Bohemia. “Kakanian” is a term that refers to the Austro-
Hungarian Empire and is used here with a negative connotation in sense of “old-fashioned” and “retro-
grade”.

42
The Austrian word for “whipped cream” is “Schlagobers”, the GG word is “Sahne”. In some areas in the
western parts of Austria that are strongly affected by tourism and the demands to cater for German tourists
it has been replaced by the GG word “Sahne”. This was met with opposition as Austrian speakers found
that this language use should be avoided. For that reason, Scheuringer speaks of the “Sahne-frontier”.

43
“Deutsches Volk und deutsche Sprache. Zum Verhältnis von Deutsch-Sprechen und Deutsch-Sein in der
Schweiz und in Österreich nach 1945.”

44
Scheuringer (1992. 218)

45
See Tribusch/Ulram (2008) and footnote 43 for data on this point.
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tory. This had in fact already started after chancellor Vranitzky on July 8 1991 in

an official declaration at the Austrian Parliament admitted the complicity of the

Austrians in the atrocities of the Second World War. Scheuringer’s accusation

however did not aim at this part of Austrian history but took a surprising turn:

“It is to be hoped that official Austria will also at some point come to recog-
nize Austria's essential participation in German history - as the history of
those who understood and see themselves as Germans - up to 1945 for only in
this way can it achieve further recognition of its independent Austrian his-
tory after 1945 and also to admit what is an undeniable fact in the history of lan-
guage that most Austrians are citizens of German culture and in this sense Germans
linguistically and in those cultural expressions which are primarily related to lan-
guage and language area. Only an Austria that is honest with itself will have no
problem coming to terms with the fact that it is a very small part of the sec-

ond largest closed European linguistic area after Russian ...”46 [own emphasis
R.M.]

Scheuringer obviously pleads for the Austrians to consider themselves as

Germans again47 – a standpoint that is on the same level of reality, as the Ameri-

cans, who again consider themselves British. Scheuringer also notes that the dis-

cussion about Austrian German is a “proxy debate” since in reality it is about the

“autonomy of the Austrian nation whether Austria is German or not whether it is

monopolised by Germany and above all - the magic word of recent years - about

Austria's identity”.48 The author is certainly right that any debate on AG is also a

debate about Austria's identity and the underlying question of the demarcation

from Germany - analogous to Luxembourg, which has created its own national

language from a Mosel-Franconia variety of German.

46
Scheuringer (1992: 171) “Es wäre zu hoffen, daß sich auch das offizielle Österreich einmal dazu durchringt

die essentielle Teilhabe Österreichs an der deutschen Geschichte - als Geschichte jener die sich als Deut-
sche verstanden und verstehen - bis 1945 anzuerkennen denn nur so kann es auch die weitere Anerken-
nung seiner eigenständigen österreichischen Geschichte ab 1945 erreichen und auch einzugestehen was
sprachhistorisch unumstößliches Faktum ist daß die meisten Österreicher sprachlich und in jenen kulturel-
len Ausdrucksformen die primär sprach- und sprachraumbezogen sind Bürger deutscher Kultur und in die-
sem Sinne Deutsche sind. Erst ein mit sich ehrliches Österreich wird sich problemlos damit arrangieren
können daß es ein sehr kleiner Teil des nach dem Russischen zweitgrößten geschlossenen europäischen
Sprachgebiets ist,...” [Italics R.M.]

47
Tribusch / Ulram (2008) state in this respect: “82% [of Austrians] clearly affirm that Austrians are a nation

8% believe that Austrians are beginning to feel like a nation 7% think that Austrians are not a nation.
[“82% bejahen eindeutig dass die Österreicher eine Nation sind 8% glauben dass die Österreicher beginnen
sich als Nation zu fühlen 7% halten die Österreicher für keine Nation.”]

Also see Coudenhofe-Kalergi, Barbara (1988) for a well done description of the development of national
awareness in Austria after 1945 “Wie deutsch sind die Österreicher?” In Der Spiegel. [https://www.spie-
gel.de/spiegel/print/d-13531257.html]. [accessed 18.05.2020]

48
Scheuringer (1996a: 150) “Im Grunde ist die Debatte ums österreichische Deutsch heute nur eine Stellver-

treterdebatte oder eine Teildebatte. Im größeren Rahmen geht es um die Eigenständigkeit der österreichi-
schen Nation um Österreichs Deutschsein oder Nichtdeutschsein um Vereinnahmung durch Deutschland
und vor allem — das Zauberwort der letzten Jahre — um Österreichs Identität. [Italics in original].
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Clyne (1992: 460) points in this connexion to Geerts, who in his paper (in

Clyne 1992) “makes the observation that some national varieties are disadvan-

taged by there not being a name for them (e.g. Austrian, Belgian, Canadian).” In

addition, one must add that these varieties have less means to contain the linguis-

tic pressure that is exerted by a (very) dominant variety of the same language

name. Personally I think, it is regrettable that after 1945 Austria did not take the

step of renaming its language to "Österreichisch - Austrian". It would have helped

the country to curb neo-Nazi (German-national) activities and would certainly

have emphasized the country's independence from Germany, which was cast in

doubt up to the 1970s by former Nazis who still considered Austria as a German

state and as a part of the German nation. 49

However, Scheuringer’s paper - inadvertently or not - uncovers - as already

mentioned in the chapter about Wiesinger - what the pluriareal concept is all

about: It follows in principle a one-language-one-nation concept by trying to

abandon the national variety of AG and its identity function by symbolically

downgrading it to simply geographical phenomenon and by that reuniting the

language area. This process - in the light of the history of Austria and Germany –

always has political implications as in the past entailed a political unification.

This covert implication is the common thread that runs through all publica-

tions on the subject of the pluriareality of German by Scheuringer and others but

is not openly admitted – with the exception of Scheuringer and indirectly by Wi-

esinger. Otherwise, the discussion on the pluriareality of German appears mean-

ingless. All publications about the pluriareality concept solely deal / are directed

against AG but only marginally touch upon Swiss German.

Scheuringer also devotes much criticism to the fact that in Austria after

1945 the adjective “German” is avoided (1996: 150) and instead the term “German-

speaking country”/“German-speaking Austrians” is used – just as it is the case in the

English-speaking world, for instance. This critique is usually only used by the ex-

treme right and causes unease. It lets the reader get the impression that Scheur-

inger is adhering to some pan-Germanic stance - an assertion that the author is

strictly denying in the paper. He claims instead to be “anti-national” and (1996a:

151) “deutsch-integrativ/German-integrativ”, which seems to mean the same thing

albeit, but without political connotations.

Scheuringer does not devote much space to the linguistic side of “pluriare-

49
The first Austrian Chancellor from 1945-1953, Leopold Figl, is reported to have rejected the idea of a lan-

guage of its own with the words “Unser Vaterland heißt Österreich und unsere Sprache ist Deutsch”. [“Our
fatherland is Austria and our language is German.”] There is no document that proves this citation but it is
repeated in many publications.
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ality” is in this 1996a paper. Nevertheless, there are some substantial statements

towards the end (1996a: 152f) which show that Scheuringer adds further claims to

the 8 of Wolf:

(1a) In recent years it has become increasingly clear that the term pluricen-
tric cannot do justice to the areal patterns of the German language area.” …its
application to German-speaking nations did not bring pluralism but merely
multiple centralism just as pluricentric was and is used in the discussion it suggests
nationally or state-wide uniform varieties of German in relatively strict demarcation
from one another which do not exist in this form.50 [own emphasis R.M.] [The strict
demarcation claim that pluricentricity demands nationally or state-wide uni-
form varieties.]
(1b) I don't know whether the term pluricentric established by Kloss at the end
of the seventies should consequently lead to a view on linguistic space that is
restricted by the horizon of states. The fact is however that this was the outcome
because it is ambiguous. With its word-base centric pluricentric suggests uni-
formity. [The claim that pluricentric theory is restricted by the horizon of
state borders and demands linguistic uniformity.]
(2) Particularly with regard to the standard German language in Austria areas
which for example show an old Bavarian-Austrian area or those which show a
southern German area are far more common than state areas and spatial pat-
terns exist below the state level. [The overlap claim.]
(3) And even more frequently and overwhelmingly dominant is the "single
spatiality" (Ein-Räumlichkeit). It is after all the basis of a functioning and
practicable standard language. But, because it is not the only pattern just like
the state-oriented pluricentric pattern German is pluriareal. [The claim that a
single language area is the prerequisite for a functioning standard language.]

Some short remarks on Scheuringer’s allegations:

(1a) can only be judged as an invention of the author as none oft he plu-

ricentrists have ever made such claims in terms of uniformity and strict demarca-

tion of national varieties.

(1b) This assertion is only noteworthy as it is also repeated by the “new”

pluriareal group. It seems strange to say that the concept of pluricentricity “leads

to a view on language areas with a horizon narrowed by the state borders”. The

state borders define the area for the variety and its specific norms and acts as the

framework for their description as it is usual in sociolinguistics. I cannot detect a

“narrowing if horizons” in this concept.

(2) Citation (2) shows the usual overlap claim, which already has been dis-

cussed. It will later be dealt with in detail in chapter 4 and 5 by empirical data.

50
Scheuringer (1996): “Ich weiß nicht ob der Ende der siebziger Jahre von Kloss aufgebrachte Terminus plu-

rizentrisch konsequenterweise zu einer Sprachraumbetrachtung mit staatlich eingeengtem Horizont führen
sollte. Tatsache jedoch ist dass er dazu geführt hat auch weil er missverständlich ist. In seinem Grundwort
zentrisch suggeriert plurizentrisch Einheitlichkeit.
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(3) Passage (3) reads a bit unclear but upon closer reading the author seems

to suggest that only a single area/space is “the basis of a functioning and practi-

cable standard language”. And, indirectly he seems to allude that national varie-

ties prevent the development of a standard language. If this is what the author in-

tended, the history of German proves him wrong in that there always were several

standards in the course of its development within the area of the Holy Empire of

the German Nation. It seems difficult for him to accept that Austria has estab-

lished itself as a nation state after 1945 with 90% of the population themselves as

belonging to the Austrian nation (not to the German nation) giving clear prefer-

ence to a single nation (at least linguistically).51

In (1996b) Scheuringer expressed his disappointment that there was no way

for a compromise possible between the pluricentric and the pluriareal camp and

announced that he will stop publishing on the topic of pluricentricity. However in

the years to follow (e.g. Scheuringer, 1997) he published several papers that re-

peated more or less the same content but under different titles.52 Remarkably, in

2007 he published a dictionary of Austrian German-Romanian53 contrary to his

fierce rejection of the existence of AG a decade ago. In the dictionary, AG is sub-

sumed under the term “süddeutsch” (south German) and there is also information

in the dictionary entries which of the expressions purportedly are also used in Ba-

varia. The dictionary can be seen as the lexicographic realization of Scheuringer’s

ideas about the sociolinguistic structure of AG and GG and trying to give credit to

the overlap claim.

Chapter 3
The concepts of the second pluriareal group: Stefan Elspaß,

Arne Ziegler, Konstantin Niehaus, Alexandra Lenz,
Christa Dürscheid, and Peter Auer

The second pluriareal group consists of six scholars, which are named in the

title of this section. Their joint work began in the late 2000, early 2010s and led to

the revival of the pluriareal theory.

Stefan Elspaß can be considered as the head of this group as he defined a

51
See M. Clynes important statement in this respect (1992: 1): Pluricentric languages are both unifiers and

dividers of peoples. The unify people through the use of the language and separate them through the de-
velopment of national norms and indices and linguistic variables with which the speakers identify. They
mark group boundaries … indicating who belongs and who not.

52
Scheuringer (1996b), Scheuringer (1997) passim.

53
 Lăzărescu Ioan/Scheuringer Hermann (2007): Limba germană din Austria. Un dictionar German Român. 
Österreichisches Deutsch. Ein deutsch-rumänisches Wörterbuch. Passau:Strutz.
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number of important principles taken up by the group. Elspaß, Ziegler and Lenz

are of German origin and since the beginning of 2005-2012 affiliated as full profes-

sors to Austrian universities (Salzburg, Graz and Vienna). Niehaus is also of Ger-

man origin and a lecturer at the University of Innsbruck, Dürscheid is Swiss and a

full professor at the University of Zürich, Switzerland and Auer is likewise full

professor at the University of Freiburg in Germany. The latter only joined the

group recently. A major publication of his (Auer 2014) will be dealt with in chapter

3.2. The approach of this group is documented in a number of papers: Elspaß

(2005a) and (2005b) are the starting points where most of the ideas and arguments

against the pluricentric concept are already present. The papers of El-

spaß/Niehaus (2013), Elspaß/Dürscheid/Ziegler (2017), Dürscheid/ Elspaß/ Ziegler

(2015) and Elspaß/Kleiner (2019) will also be referred to in this chapter.

3.1. The contributions of Stefan Elspaß to the concept of pluriareality of
German

3.1.1 Core notions of Elspaß publications on pluriareality

Elspaß (2005a) and (2005b) are key publications where all arguments for the

concept of the “new group” of the pluriareality of German are assembled. In the

ensuing publications, they are repeated in different forms. The contributions of

Elspaß to the pluriareal concept are based on two core notions:

Notion (1): The concept of pluricentricity is empirically invalid and should be re-

placed by the concept of pluriareality because pluricentricity is based on wrong

assumptions that are not in accordance with linguistic reality and real language

usage (= notion (2)). This leads to the abandonment of the concept of national va-

rieties - contrary to the acknowledgement (2005a: 298) that language variants

contribute for the social identity of speakers and groups.

Notion (2): The concept of „standard language“ should be extended by the concept

of „standard of usage“ [Gebrauchsstandard]. This should lead to a kind of „democ-

ratisation of the standard language“ and the establishment of a „language history

from below“ concentrating on „everyday language of ‘ordinary people’, ... the pri-

vate correspondence of nineteenth-century farmers, artisans, soldiers, house-

maids, etc. – people who had received elementary education only and for whom

writing was not a daily task.”54

This sounds quite revolutionary and appears to be driven by a positive social

attitude towards disadvantaged groups in modern industrial societies. As it will be

54
Elspaß (2005b:6ff)
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shown later, this objective increasingly takes on the status of a pseudo-argument,

as in the empirical projects (Grammar of variants and Atlas for the pronunciation

of the German standard of usage) the “everyday language of ordinary people” is

not taken into account. The concept of “Gebrauchsstandard” disguises the actual

goal of abolishing the pluricentricity concept by employing the “Gebrauchsstan-

dard” as a means to show that there are no national varieties of German. Two ma-

jor research projects were directly or indirectly initiated by Elspaß and based on

his ideas of the „standards of usage“: the „Atlas zur Aussprache des deutschen Ge-

brauchsstandards (AADG)” [Atlas for the pronunciation of the German standard of

usage (AADG)], and the “Variantengrammatik (VG)” [Grammar of [German] vari-

ants]55. The latter will be discussed in chapter (6) (Elspaß/Kleiner 2019: 159).

3.1.2 Arguments used by Elspaß against the pluricentric concept and other
members of the „new“ pluriareal group to back core notion (1)

Most arguments used by the new pluriareal group are not “new” but recy-

cled from the first pluriareal group. In Elspaß/Niehaus (2013: 50) we find a kind of

summary of the pluriareal arguments of the “new” group against pluricentricity

but adorned a bit with new details. Overall, there are five arguments, which are

repeated time and time again in the publications of this group.

1. The pluricentric concept “is an entirely political concept based on the notion of

Überdachung [lit. roofing] of the language area by a political state” which

“would have had the somewhat odd consequence that on 3 October 1990 the

German language literally overnight has lost an entire national variety, namely

GDR German.” This “argument” has been copied from Wolf (1994) and (2012)

and has already been discussed and refuted in chapter 2.1.

2. “Are ‘national varieties of German’ really varieties? One can argue that less

than two per cent of variation in standard German lexis and pronunciation and

even less variation in grammar does hardly make a ‘variety’”. This “diminishing

argument” has been taken from Wiesinger (1995) and is refuted by the many

publications describing AG. In 2013, it has been used against better knowledge

as at that time there was the 2004 edition of the “Variantenwörterbuch” with

12.600 entries for each of the three major varieties of German. It is incomplete

as it does not include the content of recent publications - to name but a few:

The 2000 entries of the “Wörterbuch rechtsterminologischer Unterschiede

55
In Elspaß (2019: 159) the author mentions that the „Variantenwörterbuch“ (Dictionary of German varieties)
(Ammon et. al. 2016) is also based on the notion of the so-called „standard of usage“. This is an allegation
which is simply not true.
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Österreich-Deutschland”56 , special terms on different levels of the administra-

tive system of Wissik (2014), economic terms of journalistic articles in newspa-

pers of Schneeweiß (2000) as well as many specific Austrian terms in texts deal-

ing with economy and trade (Messina 2015) etc. Not to forget: There is the

Österreichische Wörterbuch in its 43rd edition with 100.000 entries, which is

now linguistically an exhaustive and well-done dictionary. No need to say, a lit-

tle more research on relevant literature would also have helped here.

3. Standard German variants are not limited to national borders and are not “ab-

solute variants” but “relative variants” as they are “employed in a part of the

respective country”. Therefore, “‘pure’ national variants may even be the ex-

ceptional case in the German speaking countries.” This is the overlap claim re-

visited like the inconsistency claim of Wolf and others. They will be dealt with

in chapter 4-6.

4. In Dürscheid/Elspaß/Ziegler (2015: 210) it is maintained that “the object - na-

tional variety - created by linguists has obviously not (yet) arrived in the per-

ception of laypersons… This means that neither objective data (see b) nor sub-

jective data provide clear evidence for the existence of national varieties.57

There is sufficient literature that rejects this claim. The empirical studies of

Legenstein (2008) and results of the project of de Cillia/Fink/Ransmayr about

„Austrian German as a language of instruction and education“ clearly showed

that there is strong language loyalty of Austrian teachers and pupils awareness

towards AG and the existence of AG. Fink (2016: 270f) states that „The vast ma-

jority of teachers (89.6%) and pupils (79.2%) consider German to be a language

with differences in its standard form among the German-speaking countries.“

And „a clear majority of teachers (80.5%) and two thirds of the pupils (59.4%)

are convinced that Austrian Standard German as such exists.” This is in line

with my own queries made over the past 20 years.

5. Elspaß (2005a: 302) states that “…most of the test persons perceive Helvetisms

as a worse standard German, which is not appropriate in certain contexts and

media” and whether it is "existing in the perception of speakers, let alone being

a relevant factor in their everyday actions". The author questions the pluricen-

tricity concept, whether it “has not created an object that has become inde-

56
Dictionary of legal terminological differences Austria-Germany” (Muhr/Peinhopf 2015).

57
Der von Linguisten geschaffene Gegenstand ,nationale Varietät ist in der Wahrnehmung von Laien offenbar

(noch) nicht angekommen, wie etwa bei empirischen Untersuchungen zu Einstellungen von Deutsch-
schweizern (vgl. Scharloth 2005) sowie von Deutschen und Österreichern (vgl. Pfrehm 2007) zum Stan-
darddeutschen festgestellt werden konnte. Das heißt, dass weder objektive Daten (vgl. b) noch ,subjektive
Daten eine eindeutige Evidenz für die Existenz nationaler Varietäten liefern. (Dürscheid/Elspaß/Ziegler
2015: 210).
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pendent in language-political discourse”. Clyne (1992) has already pointed out

that members of non-dominant varieties generally tend to regard their own

norms as inferior and those of dominant varieties as superior. This is not a fault

of pluricentric theory but an empirical fact caused by the present education in

German that teaches the pupils that there is only one correct standard in writ-

ten German.

3.1.3 The concept of „Gebrauchsstandard“ used by Stefan Elspaß and other
members of the pluriareal group

The term „Gebrauchsstandard“ (standard of use58) has been introduced by

Elspaß in the early 2000 as already mentioned before. It is central to the ideas of

the „new“ pluriareal group and defined in the following way: 59

In the spirit of the 'realistic' concept of standards of use that we advocate,
however, the following applies: (1) Standard is that which is in use according to
the rules [regelhaft] in contexts that are understood as standard language. … As far
as written German is concerned, this includes texts from German-(2) language
newspapers (unless dialects or other varieties are explicitly used in them).60

… In the field of vocabulary and grammar, what occurs in a (3) larger region
or supra-regionally with (4) sufficient frequency in texts of conceptual writ-
ing is accordingly regarded as written standard.61 … (Elspaß/Kleiner 2019:

58
Translation by R.M.

59
Elspaß/Kleiner (2019: 159): “Die Zugehörigkeit sprachlicher Varianten zum Gebrauchsstandard wird danach
bestimmt, ob diese Varianten in einem hinreichend häufigen Maße sowie in einer bestimmten Region oder
überregional unmarkiert in diesen Gebrauchsbereichen Vorkommen. Dabei ist nach dem Medium zu unter-
scheiden: Im Bereich der Aussprache kann als gesprochener Standard gelten, „was in einer größeren Regi-
on den Aussprachegewohnheiten der Gebildeten in formal hochstehenden Situationen entspricht oder was
in der gleichen Sprechweise in hinreichender Häufigkeit ohne spezifische regionale Verteilung vorkommt“
(König 1997: 266). Im Bereich des Wortschatzes und der Grammatik wird entsprechend als geschriebener
Standard angesehen, was in einer größeren Region oder überregional in hinreichender Häufigkeit in Texten
konzeptioneller Schriftlichkeit vorkommt.” ...

Zur Ermittlung standardsprachlicher Formen wurden in den einzelnen Projekten einschlägige Gebrauchsbe-
reiche festgelegt - in Abhängigkeit vom Medium der Sprachverwendung, dem Benutzerkreis und dem For-
malitätsgrad der Situation. Beim AADG ist dies überwiegend die Vorleseaussprache von Oberstufenschü-
ler/inne/n. Der Variantengrammatik sowie dem VWB liegt der Sprachgebrauch vor allem der regionalen
Presse zugrunde; hier gilt also, dass „der geschriebene Standard im Prinzip statistisch durch eine Auswer-
tung umfangreicher Zeitungskorpora zu ermitteln ist“ (Eisenberg 2007: 217). Das VWB setzt darüber hin-
aus auch auf andere schriftsprachliche Quellen, wie Zeitschriften, Illustrierte, Magazine, Belletristik, Sach-
texte und Sonstiges (Broschüren, Formulare, Kalender, Werbematerial u. a., s. das Quellenverzeichnis in
VWB 2016: 859-895).

60
Dürscheid/Elspaß/Ziegler (2017: 71): „Im Sinne des von uns vertretenen .realistischen' Begriffs der
Gebrauchsstandards gilt dagegen: Standard ist das, was in Kontexten, die als standardsprachlich aufgefasst
werden, regelhaft in Gebrauch ist. Was das geschriebene Deutsch betrifft, zählen dazu Texte deutschspra-
chiger Zeitungen (sofern in ihnen nicht explizit Dialekte oder andere Varietäten verwendet werden).”

61
Elspaß/Kleiner (2019: 159): “Die Zugehörigkeit sprachlicher Varianten zum Gebrauchsstandard wird danach
bestimmt, ob diese Varianten in einem hinreichend häufigen Maße sowie in einer bestimmten Region oder
überregional unmarkiert in diesen Gebrauchsbereichen Vorkommen. Dabei ist nach dem Medium zu unter-
scheiden: Im Bereich der Aussprache kann als gesprochener Standard gelten, „was in einer größeren Regi-
on den Aussprachegewohnheiten der Gebildeten in formal hochstehenden Situationen entspricht oder was
in der gleichen Sprechweise in hinreichender Häufigkeit ohne spezifische regionale Verteilung vorkommt“
(König 1997: 266). Im Bereich des Wortschatzes und der Grammatik wird entsprechend als geschriebener
Standard angesehen, was in einer größeren Region oder überregional in hinreichender Häufigkeit in Texten
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159). [Italics by R.M.]This approach of a “standard of use” seems to be an at-
tempt to get closer to the actual usage of language. However, some problem-
atic aspects to this approach need to be addressed.

1. The above „definition“ of the “standard of use” is obviously circular and

not a definition in the true sense as the definiendum (standard) is identical with the

definiens (standard language).62 As such, it epitomizes the „normative circle“:63

„Standard language is what looks/sounds like standard language“. The authors

use an approach that is based purely on formal linguistic and structural consid-

erations and not on sociolinguistic criteria when they state “Standard is that

which is in use according to the rules [regelhaft] in contexts that are understood

as standard language.”64 The approach also postulates a single standard for all

communicative contexts which is contrary to the demands of natural communica-

tion in different social contexts.

2. The approach represents no innovation when the authors base their de-

scription solely on regional newspaper articles. In general, newspaper texts have

been used in the past as a source for the description of the norms of written lan-

guage. Nevertheless, why regional newspapers should better characterize the ac-

tual usage of standard language than national newspapers remains completely

unclear and is not addressed by the authors. The British National Corpus (BNC) (as

one of many comparable corpora), uses a much broader approach, as it contains,

in contrast, the following text types: Spoken demographic; Spoken context-

governed, All Spoken, Written books and periodicals; Written-to-be-spoken; Writ-

ten miscellaneous; All Written.65 Taken from that, the limited text base of the

“standard of use” cannot provide a true reflection of the actual use of the German

language in its pluricentricity and constitutes a substantial flaw in their research.

konzeptioneller Schriftlichkeit vorkommt.” ...

Zur Ermittlung standardsprachlicher Formen wurden in den einzelnen Projekten einschlägige Gebrauchsbe-
reiche festgelegt - in Abhängigkeit vom Medium der Sprachverwendung, dem Benutzerkreis und dem For-
malitätsgrad der Situation. Beim AADG ist dies überwiegend die Vorleseaussprache von Oberstufenschü-
ler/inne/n. Der Variantengrammatik sowie dem VWB liegt der Sprachgebrauch vor allem der regionalen
Presse zugrunde; hier gilt also, dass „der geschriebene Standard im Prinzip statistisch durch eine Auswer-
tung umfangreicher Zeitungskorpora zu ermitteln ist“ (Eisenberg 2007: 217). Das VWB setzt darüber hin-
aus auch auf andere schriftsprachliche Quellen, wie Zeitschriften, Illustrierte, Magazine, Belletristik, Sach-
texte und Sonstiges (Broschüren, Formulare, Kalender, Werbematerial u. a., s. das Quellenverzeichnis in
VWB 2016: 859-895).

62
The definition of a term must not consist of terms, which are synonymous with it. I would therefore like to

recommend the „Best practices for terminologists“ of the terminology service of the EU where there are
also instructions how to design a definition: https://iate.cdt.europa.eu/iatenew/help/best_practice.html
[accessed 154.2020].

63
Muhr (2013: 35).

64
For the description of standard varieties in pluricentric languages see Muhr (1997) and Muhr (2016).

65
BNC: http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/corpus/index.xml?ID=numbers [acc. 25.05.2020]
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3. The purely formal structural approach that excludes (so called) “dialects

or other varieties” in written texts has another downside: Many Austriacisms (or

Helvetisms etc.) have their origin in spoken language and often differ in their

phonological and/or morphological form from the given norms. A typical example

is the expression “schiach” [ugly, mean, nasty etc.], which has many meanings in

AG and is indispensable in emotional contexts.66 The definition of Elspaß/Kleiner

excludes any such formally non-conformant expressions irrespective of its com-

municative and sociolinguistic status and role. This is a grave disadvantage for the

development of endogenous norms of non-dominant varieties (NDVs) of pluricen-

tric languages as it excludes endogenous forms that are in widespread usage. And

it distorts language reality as non-conformant forms are typical for national varie-

ties when an endogenous norm is developed. Likewise it also leads to the fossiliza-

tion of standard language and a widening of the structural gap between spoken

and written language, which in turn increases the linguistic and educational bar-

rier for anyone without a long formal education.

4. The spoken standard is defined as “what corresponds in a larger region to

the pronunciation habits of the “educated speaker” in “formally high-ranking

situations” or what occurs in the same manner of speech with sufficient frequency

without specific regional distribution” … “depending on the medium of language

use, the group of users and the degree of formality of the situation. In the case of

the AADG67 , this is predominantly the reading speech of upper school pupils.”

Here the data basis is again to narrow as the main source is the pronuncia-

tion of read speech of upper school pupils who are untrained speakers and (in the

case of Austria) usually marked by regional features of pronunciation. Pronuncia-

tion forms of free monologue or dialogue speech in front of an audience or in in-

formal situations are not taken into account and such speech is therefore missing

in the data. I would like to refer to the Austrian pronunciation dictionary (Muhr

2007: 29) where a definition of standard pronunciation has been put forward

based both on linguistic and sociolinguistic principles and on the media-

presentation norm that at present acts as the general reference point for the “cor-

rect” target pronunciation norms in public language situations.68

66
See Muhr (2017) for a description of that term and its status in AG.

67
AADG: Atlas zur Aussprache des deutschen Gebrauchsstandards [Atlas for the pronunciation of the German

standard of use.]

68
Muhr (2007: 29): Als Standardformen einer Sprache werden hier jene Sprachformen verstanden, die (a)

überregional verständlich/gebräuchlich, (b) innerhalb definierter politischer Einheiten akzeptiert, (c) sozial
anerkannt und (d) einer identitätsstiftenden Norm angehören. [Standard forms of a language are under-
stood here to be those forms of language which (a) are understandable/used nationwide, (b) are accepted
within defined political units, (c) are socially recognised and (d) belong to an identity-creating norm.
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Elspaß/Kleiner’s concept of the “standard of use” falls far behind the pre-

sent state of art of a contemporary standard language concept as its data basis

both for the written and the spoken norm is too narrow, clinging to linguistic-

structural principles and not representative of actual usage. This will also become

clear in chapter 6 where the Variantengrammatik (Grammar of variants) is being

discussed.

3.2 Peter Auer: A new voice on pluriareality

As already mentioned in the introduction of this paper Peter Auer is a re-

nowned linguist working at the University of Freiburg Germany. He is well-known

for his many works on linguistic variation. Except for two papers on the effects of

state borders in 2005 and 2013, he did not publish anything in particular on the

pluricentricity of German before. This changed in 2014 with a larger paper called

“Enregistering pluricentric German” and his 2019 key note at the Stockholm con-

ference. The two events show that he is an important member of the “new” plu-

riareal group.

The 2014 paper on “Enregistering of pluricentric German” was used by the

author himself in his key note as a major argument for the purported pluriareality

of German. Additionally, Auer uses a number of arguments about pluricentricity

in general and of German in particular which are largely a repetition of arguments

from the “older” pluriareal group.

3.2.1 Auer‘s notions about AG and the theory of pluricentricity

Auer’s arguments against AG and the theory of pluricentricity in his 2014

paper will – apart from some short comments in the footnotes - only be listed as a

summary because they have been discussed extensively in this paper before and

commented briefly in footnotes.

1. A pluricentric language is typically defined as one, which has more than one

normative national standard variety. (2014: 19).69

2. The “centres” are not always nations.70 For the German language differentiates

between national centres state centres (the GDR and the FRG were commonly

considered to be two states within one nation) … non-complete national centres

69
Many PCLs would not be counted as pluricentric if this definition would be applied.

70
Auer – just like Ammon (1995) did before – follows the ideological line that the former GDR was not a no-

tion of its own but just a “German state” that was part of the “German nation”. This is not conformant to
pluricentric theory, which is based on the idea of the nation state where every state is an independent na-
tion.
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of a language (such as Switzerland where German is the administrative lan-

guage)71 and sub-national centres (he mentions Bavaria). (2014: 21).

3. … the term “centre” would imply that there is a periphery as well into which it

“radiates”. This issue of radiation is seemingly avoided in the current discus-

sion of pluricentricity. It may therefore be more accurate to simply speak of the

(two or more) national standard varieties of a language instead of a pluricentric

language. German would then simply be a language with three national varie-

ties… (2013: 22).72

4. … as shown in this paper while the number of Teutonisms is huge73 there are

only comparatively few Austracisms and Helveticisms since most of the candi-

date features are also found in the southern part of Germany.”74 (2014: 19)

5. Austriacisms and Helvetisms are restricted by and large to the following three

groups of words of administrative terms … words of foreign origin and words

for food... (2014: 27f).75 [Numbering is mine R.M.]

3.2.2 Auer: The alleged necessity of a different enregisterment of Austrian
German and Swiss varieties of Standard German

Quite important is the application of the concept of enregisterment to AG

and Swiss German (CHG) by the author. The concept of enregisterment was intro-

duced by Agha (2003, 2007) to describe “processes whereby distinct forms of

speech come to be socially recognized (or enregistered) as indexical of speaker at-

tributes by a population of language users”. The effect is (Auer 2014: 37) that

“processes of enregisterment produce social values attached to language forms.”

The author states that in the case of standard languages of a pluricentric language

the social values encode internal values of the national language community and

external values, which is the “national identity against the alterity of the other

language centres of the same language”.

A crucial point about the three German standard varieties is that the second
dimension is mapped upon the first in the sense that German StdG76 , when
construed (enregistered) from an Austrian or Swiss perspective, has all the

71
Why Switzerland is an “incomplete national centre” is not addressed by Auer.

72
Why there should be „three national varieties” but no pluricentric language German remains unclear just as

well what is meant with the term “radiation”.

73
The number of Teutonisms (Deutschlandisms) is not huge as they are still not marked in standard dictionar-

ies like in the Duden. Only the Variantenwörterbuch registers them and there are about 12.000, which is
about the same number as for the three major varieties of German.

74
The overlapping theory. See the data in chapter 4-6.

75
This is echoed from Wiesinger (1996) and other publications of this author and not correct.

76
StdG = Standard German.
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(negative and positive) features (Austrian/Swiss) standard German also has
when opposed to the dialects or regional dialects. In this sense, German StdG
becomes an ultra-standard. (2014:35)
Enregisterment means that certain features of German StdG are picked out
(are made salient) and are construed as co-occurring but also that social
meaning is construed for these forms by their association with typified
speakers. (2014: 36)

In order to prove his point Auer uses a cartoon (Graphics 1) that was pub-

lished in teacher-training material by the Austrian ministry of education for

courses in further education for teachers of German as a foreign language in 1992.

A Tyrolean hotel owner “teaches” his foreign employee German – that is to say, he

instructs him how to speak to the guests from Germany, in contrast to the every-

day Tyrolean language.

H: Dös isch a Semml. [This is a
roll=Semmel] Ali: Semml.

H: Von Dezember bis April und
übern Sommer isch dös a Bröt-
chen. [From December until
April and during summer this is
a Brötchen (roll). Ali: Brötchen.

H: Dös isch a Knedl. (Knödel) [This
is a dumpling.] Ali: Knedl.

H: Und in der Saison isch dös a
Kloß. [During the season this is
a Kloß (dumpling)]. Ali: Kloß.

H: Wiederholen. [Repeat!] Ali:
Semmel, Brötchen, Knedl, Kloß.

H: Und de da draussn mitn dickn
Mercedes sein Piefke.77 Ali:
Piefke.

H: … aber in der Saison sein des
unsere lieben Geschte [But du-
ring the season these are our
kind guests.] Ali: Lieben Gäste.

What are Auer’s conclusions? (2014: )

The Austrian, who speaks some kind of (1) mixture of (Tyrolian?) dialect and
standard, teaches the guest worker two different registers which are easily
identified as Austrian and German StdG. (2) The Austrian forms are presented
as the ones to be used “normally”, while the German forms are to be used
with the German tourists.

77
„Piefke“ is a pejorative term used in Austria for Germans, comparable to "Kraut" in Anglo-Saxon countries.
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(3) Irrespective of how Germans speak in reality their variety of German be-
comes normatively enregistered as one in which rolls are called Brötchen and
dumplings are called Klöße. The fact that many Germans do not use these
words but rather the alternants which are portrayed as part of the Austrian
Standard register is irrelevant.
But the cartoon does more it also (4) provides meaning through role align-
ment. The German words are not only used by German tourists, these Ger-
mans are tourists who drive a Mercedes. They are economically superior to
the Austrians but behave in such a way that they are thoroughly disliked.
The cartoon also (5) enregisters Austrian StdG as a variety which contains the
words Semmel, Knödel and the expression unsere lieben geschte and aligns it
with the hypocritical Austrian who profits from tourism by exploiting sea-
sonal workers from Turkey. (2014: 38). [The inserted numbers are by me R.M.
for the sake of better readability.]

What are the conclusions from an Austrian point of view about Auer’s inter-

pretation of the cartoon as expressed in the citations?

Ad (1): Auer is wrong when he assumes that the Austrian hotel owner

“speaks some kind of mixture of (Tyrolian?) dialect and standard”. This is Tyro-

lian standard, that shows all the primary phonetic features of this regional variety

of AG. Apart from everyday situations, it can also be heard in daily morning shows

on radio stations and on TV.

Ad (2): It is also surprising that a renowned linguist of the German language

negatively evaluates the fact that the Austrian language forms are presented as

“normal”, whereas the GG forms are only valid for tourists. How else should the

Tyroleans talk since Tyroleans do not usually speak GG.

Ad (3): Auer’s claim that the “Germans do not use these words [Kloß,

Brötchen] but rather the alternants” is of course wrong as well. In three quarters of

the German territory Kloß and Brötchen are the “ordinary” expressions and also

used in all textbooks for German as a first and foreign language. The map from

Pfeifer’s “Atlas der deutschen Umgangssprachen” [Atlas of German colloquial lan-

guages] which Auer presents shows exactly this distribution. The majority of

German tourists, who spend their holidays in Austria, do indeed use these expres-

sions, which became shibboleths for this group. It is irrelevant that some Germans

– the Bavarians and other speakers from the south of Germany - use expressions

like the one, which are Austrian standard (Knödel, Semmel). The guests are still

Germans because there is a multitude of other features in their language and their

way to communicate makes them different from the way Austrians communicate.

The expressions taught to “Ali” are the “normal” standard expressions used in Ty-

rol and in the rest of Austria. Knödel and Semmel definitely are Austrian standard

expressions and the only one for the two objects and therefore genuine Austria-
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cisms. That these words are also used in some areas across the border in Bavaria is

irrelevant for the average Austrian speakers as this is their standard usage and

the only word they use for these items.

Ad (4)/(5): Finally the cartoon allegedly provides „meaning through role

alignment“, which means that „the German words are not only used by German

tourists these Germans are tourists who drive a Mercedes“, they „are economi-

cally superior to the Austrians“78 but behave in such a way that they are „thor-

oughly disliked.” In somewhat clearer language: Auer seems to say that the social

values attached to language forms in the enregistering of Austrian words against

German words are negative sentiments because of the alleged economic superior-

ity of the Germans causes envy and because of the (alleged) „bad behaviour“ of

the German guests there is dislike. In contrast, the Austrian words align positively

with the „hypocritical Austrian who profits form exploiting seasonal workers

from Turkey“. According to Auer, the Austrians align their words with the false

assumption that they are Austriacisms while they are used in other parts of the

German-speaking countries too.

This is far-fetched is not even close to the linguistic reality in Tyrol and the

situation of tourism in this region that is marked by overtourism. In addition, it

also shows that the author interpreted the cartoon at face value and did not un-

derstand that this is a satire and Austrian self-irony. In fact, the cartoon makes

fun of both the (economical) opportunism of Tyrolean tourism operator towards

his customers from Germany and the linguistic stereotypes and linguistic adapta-

tions used in relation to the German guests, which he deems necessary to use in

order to please his guests and achieve economic success.79 This complex situation

is typical for many regions suffering from too many tourists.

And finally: The dialogue fails to prove what Auer intended to prove: That

Austrians are linguistic and social hypocrites and align their national variety with

negative sentiment towards “Germans” and build their linguistic identity on false

assumptions about “their” language e.g. that AG standard language “contains the

words Semmel and Knödel”. AG standard language “contains the words Semmel and

Knödel” and there are no other words for these objects.

Ever since satellite TV has been introduced in 1991, the Austrians have GG

78
The economic superiority of Germans might have been still the case in the early 1990s but no longer. Auer

should have informed himself about the economic status of Austria that is at par with Germany or higher.

79
About at the same time when the cartoon was published there was a satirical TV-series called “Piefke-Saga”

written by the famous Austrian writer Felix Mitterer – a satire about Germans spending their holidays in Ty-
rol. It caused a lot of uproar both in Austria and Germany but hit the bull’s eye as it was close to reality and
at the same time a satire and addressing the difficult situation that comes with overturism.
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television in their homes and know the differences between their variety and GG

quite well. A recent research project at the University of Innsbruck (SPIRIT Ti-

rol80) shows exactly the challenging social and linguistic effects of language adap-

tation in regions with a high proportion of tourists as the project leader Monika

Dannerer in an interview explained:81

I: On South Tyrol's menus you will very often find expressions that do not
correspond to our variety of German. For example one reads more often
"Apfelschorle” [apple juice spritzer] instead of “gespritzter Apfelsaft” “Quark”
[curd] instead of “Topfen” or sometimes "Aprikosen” [apricots] instead of
“Marillen”. Do you observe similar things in Tyrol?
D: Yes, it is very similar. When people do that it is out of a desire that the
guest feels comfortable and understands everything - or the hosts don’t want
to always have to explain everything. So one adapts.82

To sum Auer‘s paper up: the analysis of the cartoon turned out to be un-

founded and based on wrong assumptions. He insinuates that there is no AG and

that Austrians encode their variety with negative social values against Germans.

Both allegations are as unjustified as his attempt to undo the pluricentric theory

and the AG. Auer clings to two words to construct a whole theory, which is not

supported by the linguistic data.

Part II
Empirical data that check the claims of the pluriareal group

The following three chapters present empirical data that help to check the

claims and data presented by the pluriareal group. Chapter 4 presents data from

Jürgen Eichhoff’s “Atlas of German colloquial languages”. Chapter 5 presents data

from a project conducted at the Austrian German research centre in 1997-1998

that was intended to check the inconsistency claim and the overlap claim. Finally,

in chapter 6 the data of the “Variantengrammatik” [Grammar of variants] is sub-

jected to an examination both in respect of the representativity of the underlying

language corpus and in respect to the results presented.

80
(SPIRIT Tirol: Sprachen und Varietäten in Regionen mit intensivem Tourismus am Beispiel Tirols) [Languages and
varieties in regions with intensive tourism using the example of Tyrol].

81
https://www.kulturinstitut.org/fileadmin/Sprachstelle/pdf_Publikationen/Nachlese/Sprache_und_Gesell-
schaft/Monika_Dannerer_Veraendert_der_Tourismus_unsere_Sprache.pdf [accessed 10.05.2020]

82
I: Auf Südtirols Speisekarten finden sich sehr häufig Ausdrücke die nicht unserer Varietät des Deutschen

entsprechen. So liest man etwa häufiger „Apfelsaftschorle“ als „gespritzter Apfelsaft“ „Quark“ anstatt „Top-
fen“ oder manchmal auch „Aprikosen“ anstatt „Marillen“. Beobachten Sie Ähnliches in Tirol?

D Ja das ist ganz ähnlich. Wenn man das tut dann geschieht es aus dem Wunsch heraus dass der Gast sich
wohlfühlt und alles versteht – oder man möchte dass man nicht alles immer erklären muss. Man passt sich
also an.
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Chapter 4
The data of the “Atlas der deutschen Umgangssprachen”

of Jürgen Eichhoff (1977/1978)

In the early 1970s Jürgen Eichhoff started a large scale project with inter-

views in about 400 places in Austria, the German Democratic Republic, the Federal

Republic of Germany and in South Tyrol. The informants were presented 126 lexi-

cal and a few grammatical and phonetic items and asked which expres-

sion/structure or form they used in their daily life. The results were published in

2 volumes in 1977 and 1978 in the way of maps showing the regional (and na-

tional) distribution of the items in question. Even though the data are now about

45 years old they can still be used to check the two central claims of the pluriareal

group: (1) The overlap claim and (2) the inconsistency claim and derived from that

(3) the pluriareal language claim and (4) the claim that there are very few Aus-

trian expressions, respectively (5) there is no Austrian German claim.

Of the 125 maps, 121 were included83 . The queried expressions/grammatical

or phonetic features were checked in respect (a) to their occurrence in Austria

and (b) in the neighbouring areas of Germany and (c) whether there are other ex-

pressions used. It is necessary to say that quite often several expressions are being

used for the queried word. The following data are therefore an approximation

based on the most common expressions used in Austria as shown on the maps of

Eichhoff’s atlas. Eichhoff’s data show four main categories and five subcategories

of expressions if checked in respect to the claims of the pluriareal group.

4.1. Category (1): Expressions used throughout the territory of Austria
and specific to Austria

The first category contains expressions that are unique for Austria and

these words are being used in all parts of the country. The following list shows in

its first position the queried GG expression followed by the English translation and

in third position the AG expression.

1.Abendmahlzeit [evening meal] Nachtmahl; 2.Bindfaden [cord] Spagat; 3.die Blue
Jeans [blue jeans] Bluejean; 3.Bonbon [candy] Zuckerl; 4.Brot länglich [long bread]
Strutzen/Wecken; 5.Betonung von Tunnel [stress on initial of final sylable of „tunnel“]
der Túnnel; 6.Dachboden [attic] Dachboden; 7. Diminiutiv von Haus [Diminutive of
house] Häuserl; 7. Frikadelle [Meatball] Fleischlaberl/Faschierte Laberl; 8. Hausflur
[corridor] Vorraum, Vorzimmer; 9.heute morgen [This morning] heut in der Früh; 10.
Kaffeesieb [coffee sieve] Seicherl Seicher; 11.Kneipe [tavern/pub] Beisel; 12.Schoko-

83
3 maps did not show enough information and were left out, and another one presented a specific Northern
German expression (Mitschnacker - Child abductor) that has no relevance for Austria.
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kuss84 [chocolate marshmallow] Schwedenbombe; 13. Putzfrau [Cleaning lady] Auf-
räumerin, Bedienerin; 14.reinigen (Zimmer) [cleaning (room)] aufräumen, zusammen-
räumen; 15.Schornstein [chimney] Rauchfang85; 16.Schornsteinfeger [chimney swee-
per] Rauchfangkehrer; 17. Schulranzen [satchel] Schultasche; 18.Scheuertuch [floor
cloth]: Fetzen, Putzfetzen; 19.sich erkälten [getting a cold] sich verkühlen; 20.Springseil
[skipping rope] Springschnur/Sprungschnur; 21.Stechmücke [gnat / mosquito] Gelse;
22.Traktor [tractor] Traktor;86 23.Ohrfeige [slap in the face] Tetsche; 25.Vormittags-
frühstück (am Arbeitsplatz) [Mid-morning breakfast (at work)] Jause; 26. Weißkohl

[White cabbage] Kraut;87 27.Zwischenmahlzeit am Nachmittag [snack in the afternoon]
Jause, Marende; 28.Zwischenmahlzeit am Vormittag [snack in the morning] Jause.

The results: 28 (23.14%) of the included 121 expressions are used throughout

Austria and are specific for Austria.

4.2 Category (2): Expressions that are also specific to Austria used in
most parts of the territory of Austria but not in the two western states

1.Boden aufwischen/aufwaschen [wipe up the floor]: aufreiben, zusammenwischen; 2.
dicke Milch [curds]: saure Milch; 3.Flaschenkorken [bottle corks]: Stoppel; 4.Fleischer
[butchers]: Fleischhauer, Fleischhacker; 5.Handbesen Hand brush]: Bartwisch; 7.Hei-
delbeere [blueberry]: Schwarzbeere; 8. Jahrmarkt [funfair]: Kirtag/Kirchtag; 9.
Kehrschaufel [dustpan]: Mistschaufel; 10.Lutscher [Lollipop]: Schlecker; 11.Mädchen
[girl]: Dirndl, Gitsch, Madl, Mensch; 12.Mehlklumpen in Soße [lumps of flour in sauce]:
Bröckerl; 13.Möhre [carrot] Karotte; 14.Murmel [marble] Kugerl; 14.Ohrfeige [slap in
the face]: Tetschn, Fotzn; 15.Putzfrau [cleaning lady]: Aufräumerin, Bedienerin, Putze-
rin; 16.Porree [leeks] Porree; 16.Schluckauf [hiccups]: Schnackerl Schnackerlstoßen.

The results: Another 16 (13.22%) expressions are used in the seven of nine

federal states of Austria with the exception for the two western states Tyrol and

Vorarlberg. The expressions are also specific to Austria.

4.3 Category (3): Expressions that are also specific for Austria but are only

used in western parts of Austria and show no overlap

1. dicke Milch [curd] gstockte Milch; 2. Heidelbeere [blueberry] Moosbeere; 3.
Kehrschaufel [dustpan] Kehrschaufel; 4.Lutscher [Lollipop] Lutscher; 5.Porree [leeks]
Lauch; 6.Putzfrau [cleaning lady] Zugeherin;

The results: The maps of Eichhoff also show 6 (4,96%) expressions that are

specific for the western parts of Austria but do not overlap with neighbouring ar-

eas of Germany or Switzerland.

84
The original word in the query was “Negerkuss” [negros kiss] which was still in use in the 1970s. This ex-
pression is considered as discriminatory and no longer in use. It has been replaced by “Schokokuss”
[chocolate kiss] and designates a chocolate marshmallow.

85
“Rauchfang” is the official legal expression in the whole of Austrian, in the three western federal states the
term “Kamin” is used in spoken informal language. See chapter 5.4.1

86
“Tractor” also occurs in Germany, but there it is a little used secondary form to "Bulldog", "Trecker" or

"Schlepper".

87
"Kraut" also occurs in Bavaria, but the usual term there is "Weißkraut".
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When the results of the categories 1-3 are added together there are 50

(41.32%) out of 121 researched items specific for Austria that do not show an over-

lap with other German speaking areas outside Austria.

4.4 Category (4): Expressions that are used throughout Austria but are

not specific to Austria as they overlap with neighbouring parts of Germany
and Switzerland - Checking the overlap claim

4.4.1 Expressions used throughout Austria that are overlapping with
southern Germany (including Bavaria)

1.5Uhr45 [5:45 a.m.] Dreiviertel 6; 2.3.Ps. Sg. von schlafen: schläft [3.Ps. Sg. of sleep]
schlaft; 3. Apfelbutzen [Apple core] Butzen; 4. Apfelsine [Orange] Orange; 5. arbeiten
[work] arbeiten; 5.Aussprache von „China“ [Pronunciation of „China“] Kina; 6. Aussprache
von gehabt [pronunciation of had] gehabt; 7.Aussprache von Leute [pronunciation of the
word „people“] Leut; 8.Aussprache von „nicht“ [pronunciation of „not“] Nit, net, ned; 9.
Bindfaden [Thread] Schnur; 10. Bordstein [curb] Randstein; 11. Verbreitung von “Laib”
‘rundes Brot’ [spread of "loaf", "round bread] Laib; 12.Brotrinde [bread crust] Rinde; 13.
Dose [can] Dose; 14. Gebäude zum Aufbewahren von Stroh/Heu [Building for straw/hay
storage] Tenne; 15.der Junge [boy] Bub; 16.eben/halt [modal particles] halt; 17. fegen
[sweep] kehren, aufkehren; 18. Ferse [Heel] Ferse, Fersn; 19. gesessen haben/sein
[formation of perfect tense of „to sit“ with past particle of “to have“ or „to be“]; 20.Gruß
am Nachmittag (Geschäft) [form of greeting in the afterno on (in shop)] Grüß Gott; 21.
Harke [rake] Rechen; 22. Installateur [plumber] Installateur; 23. Kartoffelpuffer [Potato
pancakes] Kartoffelpuffer/Erdäpfelpuffer; 24. Klingel [bell] Glocke, Klingel; 25. klingelt
[rings] Es läutet, 26. klingelt; kneifen [pinch] zwicken; 27. Krawatte [tie] Krawatte,
Selbstbinder; 28. Lutscher [Lollipop]: Lutscher; 29. nach Hause [home] heim; 30.
Napfkuchen [pound cake] Gugelhupf; 31.nicht mehr [not any more] nimmer; 32.Pfeifen
(ein Lied) [whistling (a song)] Pfeifen, ein Lied; 33.Plastik, das [plastic] Plastik, das; 34.
Plural von “Wagen” [Plural of “carriage”] Wägen, Wagen; 35.reinigen (Zimmer) [cleaning
(room)] putzen; 36. Rotkohl [red cabbage] Rotkraut, Blaukraut; 37. Samstag [saturday]
Samstag; 38. Schaufel [shovel] Schaufel; 39. Schornstein [chimney] Kamin; 40. Senf
[mustard] Senf; 41. verkaufen für/um [verb selling + for/around] verkaufen um; 42.
Verbreitung umlautloser formen in der 3. P. Sg. von „schlafen“ [spread of mute forms of
3.p.sg. of “sleep”] schlaft; 43. Weihnachtsbaum [Christmas tree] Christbaum; 44. Wer
bringt die Geschenke [Who brings the gifts at Christmas?] Christkind; 2.wir [1.Ps. Pl. we]
mir; 45.Ziege [goat] Geiß, Ziege; 46.zu Hause [at home] daheim.

The results: There are 46 (38%) expressions and linguistic features that oc-

cur in AG and in the whole area of southern Germany up to the Rhine-Main-line.

Many of these expressions are part of the formal standard of GG and are therefore

not different from GG or southern German.

4.4.2 Expressions used throughout Austria that are overlapping only with
larger parts of Bavaria

1. Abschiedsgruß unter Freunden [Farewell among friends] Servus, Pfiati; 2.Äpfel auflesen
[pick up apples] aufklauben, aufheben, zusammenklauben; 3. Berliner Pfannkuchen
[doughnut] Krapfen, Faschingskrapfen; 4.Bier und Limonade gemischt [Mixed beer and
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lemonade] Radler; 5.Brötchen [Bread roll] Semmel; 6.Brotkrumen [breadcrumbs] Brösel;
7.Bürgersteig [sidewalk] Gehsteig, Trottoir; 8.dieses Jahr [this year] heuer; 9. Diminiutiv
von Hase [Diminutive of rabbit] Haserl; 10. Diminiutiv von Haus [Diminutive of house]
Häusl, Häusl; 11. Festzeit vor Aschermittwoch [time before Ash Wednesday] Fasching; 12.
Flaschenkorken [bottle corks] Stopsel; 13. Gebäude zum Aufbewahren von Stroh/Heu
[building for straw/hay storage] Stadel; 14. guck mal [look at this] Schau einmal; 15.
Meerrettich [horseradish] Kren; 16. Mehlschwitze [roux] Einbrenn; 17. Kloß [Dumpling]
Knödel; 18. Nase reinigen [blow your nose] schneuzen; 19. Partizip von „hauen“ [past
participle of „to hit“] gehaut; 20.Schnee wegräumen (Schaufel) [snow removal (shovel)]
Schnee schaufeln, räumen; 21.Schnürsenkel [Shoelaces] Schuhbandl.

The results: This list comprises 21 (17.36%) AG expressions and linguistic

features that occur in larger parts of Bavaria.

4.4.3 Expressions used throughout Austria that are overlapping with only a
small area of Bavaria (mostly along the Austrian border)

1.Ausguss der Kaffeekanne [Spout of the coffee pot] Schnabel; 2.Ausprache von erste
[pronunciation of first] Erschte, erste; 3.Betonung von Kaffee [stress on initial of final
sylable of „coffee“] Kaffée; 4.Brotkanten [bread edges ] Scherzl, Scherzerl; 5.Heidel-
beere [blueberry] Schwarzbeere; 6.Mädchen [girl] Madl, Dirndl; 7.Pferd [horse] Roß;
8.Kartoffelbrei [mashed potatoes] Püree, Kartoffelpüree; 9.Schornsteinfeger [chimney
sweep] Kaminkehrer; 10.Streichholz [match] Zündholz.

The results: This list comprises 10 (8.26%) expressions and linguistic fea-

tures that occur in AG and in a small part in the south and east of Bavaria along

the Austrian border.

4.4.4 Expressions used in the west of Austria but also in other parts of the
German-speaking area.

1. Expressions that are used in western parts of Austria but overlap to Switzerland:
1.Apfelbutzen [apple core] Bitzgi, Britschgi; 2.Mehlklumpen in Soße [lumps of flour in
sauce] Knollen; 3. Steinschleuder [slingshot] Steinschleuder; 4. Zwischenmahlzeit am
Nachmittag [snack in the afternoon] Zvieri; 5.Zwischenmahlzeit am Vormittag [snack in
the morning] Znüni.

2. Overlap between western parts Austria and south Germany: 1. Fleischer [butcher]
Metzger; 2.Aussprache von „letzte“ [pronunciation of "last"] letschte.

4.4.5 Expressions used in Austria and in northern parts of Germany:

1.Aussprache des anlautenden [g] als [j] in „gehabt“ [Pronunciation of the initial [g] as [j] in
„had“] gehabt; 2.Es gibt/es hat [there are] es gibt; 3.Marienkäfer [ladybird] Marienkäfer; 4.
Tischler [carpenter] Tischler.

The results of 4.4.4-4.4.5: Another 11 (9%) expressions and linguistic features

overlap with some other parts of the German speaking area than the ones men-

tioned in chapter 4.3.1-4.3.3. The data also show that the overlapping with Swit-

zerland with 7 expressions (5.79%) is rather small.
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5. Discussion and summary of all results of chapter 4

1. A most striking result is the fact that 50 (41.32%) out of the 121 included items

from Eichhoff’s atlas are specific for Austria. From these data, it can be con-

cluded that claim (4) that there are only very few Austrian expressions and

claim (5) that there is no Austrian German are both refuted, as more that 40%

of the expressions examined are specifically Austrian – at least if we take Eich-

hoff’s maps as a point of reference. The validity of this result will additionally

be confirmed by further data in chapter 5 where the result with an even higher

percentage of Austria-specific expressions will be presented.

2. A second major result is that there is (of course) overlap with the neighbouring

areas of Germany and (to a much lesser degree with) Switzerland. 50 (38%) of

the expressions and linguistic features are shared with the south of Germany;

another 21 (17.36%) are used on most of the Bavarian territory. 10 (8.26%) co-

incide in a small stretch alongside the Austrian border. The data under sub-

heading 4.4.4 show that overlap with Switzerland with 7 expressions (5.79%) is

rather small.

3. Altogether, this amounts to 71 (58.68%) expressions and linguistic features that

overlap with Germany or Switzerland.88 With almost 60% of the researched

items, the overlap is a linguistic fact. It could be interpreted – as the pluriareal

group does – that this number confirms their central premise that there is no

AG. As already mentioned in point (1) the opposite is the case: The 40:60 ratio

shows in fact a high autonomy of AG as almost half of the researched items are

native for Austria. This must also be seen in the light of the fact that there are

strong economic, cultural and major media connections between the German

speaking countries.

4. The inconsistency claim of the pluriareal group is also refuted. AG shows a

high degree of consistency. Only 22 (18.18%) of the queried expressions show

variation in the western parts of the country. This is surprisingly low and

shows a high degree of homogeneity of AG despite the fact that most of the

items chosen by Eichhoff were known to show variation across the German

speaking area.

5. The essential question is whether these data confirm or reject the central

claim of the pluriareal group that there are no national varieties of German

because of the overlap. In my view, this claim is also rejected because the over-

88
Note: 14 (11.57%) of the expressions that are different in the western and eastern parts of Austria appear

twice in the lists. This percentage had to be deducted in order to get a consolidated number that sums up
the total percentage of 100%.
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lap turns out to be not relevant as there are many native AG expressions that

constitute a solid autonomy of AG.

6. Finally, it must be added that the data of Eichhoff have only been checked with

respect to the occurrence of expressions and structures on both sides of the

Austrian-German border. There is no information included about the social

and identity values of these variants associated with these expressions. An

overwhelming number of the AG expressions are considered as standard

whereas the Bavarian expressions (and partly also the ones used in south Ger-

many) are considered as regionalisms because of the strong dominance of

northern German norms. This is also a strong argument against the pluriareal

concept that only considers the occurrence of lexical and structural features

leaving the sociolinguistic value of variants aside.

Chapter 5: Empirical data II:
The data of the Austrian German-Project that check the

overlap claim and the inconsistency claim
(Glauninger (1997/2000) and Kurnik (1998)

5.1 The project

After the publication of the papers of Wolf (1994) and Scheuringer (1996), it

seemed necessary to check the validity of both claims and to do empirical field-

work in order to find out whether these claims are well-founded. I initiated two

master theses and provided project money for the research.

The first master thesis „Untersuchungen zum Wortschatz des

Österreichischen Deutsch“ [Studies on the vocabulary of Austrian German] was

written by Manfred Glauninger. He interviewed 8-20 informants per capital city of

the 9 states (Bundesländer) of Austria, in total 105 persons by means of picture

cards representing 181 terms in the lexicographic form that is used in GG. The GG

expressions were not shown to the informants. The lexical fields covered belonged

to the lexicon of everyday language:

Apartment, bakery, bathroom and toilet, roof, hallway, dining room, house and house
types, household appliances, department store, basement, children's room, kitchen ap-
pliances, kitchen, grocery store, kitchen garden, infant care and baby equipment, bed-
room, city (downtown), supermarket, living room.

The informants were chosen according to their affiliation to 3 age groups,

gender and their professions that were divided into three groups based on the cri-

teria of the „verbal intensity“ (low, middle, high). The explicit objective of the re-

search was (1997: 34) „What vocabulary do Austrians use in their everyday lan-
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guage, and what are the common features of the whole country?“ - by also looking

into the postulated differences in the lexicon between the western and eastern

parts of Austria and by that to verify or refute the inconsistency claim. A second

aim was to find out how large the GG influence on the Austrian lexicon was.

The second master thesis „Österreichisches Deutsch und seine nachbar-

sprachlichen Bezüge. Die Lexik der Alltagssprache Österreichs und Bayerns im

Vergleich. Eine empirische Studie [Austrian German and its relation to neighbour-

ing languages. The lexicon of the everyday language of Austria and Bavaria in

comparison. An empirical study.]. It was provided by Jutta Kurnik. This study re-

searched the designations of 139 objects presented on picture cards89 in four Ba-

varian towns: Passau, Rosenheim, Augsburg and in the capital city Munich. A total

of 55 informants were chosen according to age, gender and the verbal intensity of

their profession. They were interviewed and asked for the designations of the ob-

jects shown on the picture cards in respect to their oral and written usage. The

queried vocabulary was the same as used by Glauninger in order to allow the

comparison between Austria and Bavaria. The primary research aim of this study

was to determine the amount of convergence of the Austrian and Bavarian lexical

usage and by that to verify or refute the overlap claim. A second research aim was

to check the convergence of the Bavarian language usage with the one in the

northern parts of Germany.

5.2 The results of Glauninger‘s study90

5.2.1. The lexical correspondence between the Austrian state capitals
(Glauninger, 1997:258f)

Table (1) (on next page) shows the amount of lexical conformity between

the 9 Austrian state capitals.91 It answers a number of questions:

1. Is there any evidence to support the inconsistency claim?

Answer: No, there is no evidence to support the claim. The conformity in the

lexical usage in the 9 state capitals is nowhere lower than 76%. This means that

Austrian German shows a high degree of conformity throughout the country.

89
Apart from a few exceptions, the queried terms were identical with those of Glauningers study.

90
The study has been published at Peter Lang Verlag in 2000.

91
Explan ation ofthe abbreviation softhe n am esofthe capitalcitiesofthe A ustrian states(B un d e-

slän d er): BR = Bregenz (Vorarlberg, West); IN = Innsbruck (Tyrol, West); SZ = Salzburg (Salzburg,
West); LI = Linz (Upper Austria, Centre); KL = Klagenfurt (Kärnten, South), GR = Graz (Styria, Centre); SP
= St. Pölten (Lower Austria, East); Wi = Wien (Vienna, East); EI = Eisenstadt (Burgenland, East); DE= the
column with the data for the German German expressions.
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T able(1):T hedatafortheconform ity oflexicalusagebetw eenthe
9 A ustrianstatecapitalsandtheGG lexicon

% m ax DE BR IN SZ LI KL GR SP WI EI

DE 36 31 29 23 27 35 26 23 22

BR 36 87 81 77 76 86 79 79 76

IN 31 87 91 85 93 86 87 85 82

SZ 29 81 91 100 98 95 93 92 87

LI 23 77 85 100 92 90 97 92 90

KL 27 76 93 98 92 92 88 87 84

GR 35 86 86 95 90 92 84 92 83

SP 26 79 87 93 97 88 84 93 98

WI 23 79 85 92 92 87 92 93 92

EI 22 76 82 87 90 84 83 98 92

2. Is there any evidence of the alleged lexical East-West divide?

Answer: No, the results of this analysis in table 2 do not show any evidence.

Table (2)

SP WI EI

BR 79 79 76

IN 87 85 82

SZ 93 92 87

Table (2) is a cross-tabulation of the three cities in the far west (Bregenz

(BR), Innsbruck (IN) and Salzburg (SZ)) and three cities in the far east (St. Pölten

(SP), Vienna (WI) and Eisenstadt (EI). The table is an excerpt from table (1). It

shows that out of the 81 compared pairs of towns there are only 5 pairs where the

correspondence in lexical usage with the other Austrian towns is less than 80%:

Bregenz in the outermost west compared to Klagenfurt and Eisenstadt (both 76%,

south and east), Linz (77%, centre); St. Pölten and Vienna (both 79%, east). 14 pairs

of towns range between 80-90% and 17 pairs between 90-100%.

Conclusion: There is no east-west divide as alleged by the pluriareal group.

Glauninger (1997: 260) concluded that “in none of the four comparison modes ap-

plied does an alleged lexical West-East contrast within Austria have a significant

effect.” The inconsistency claim is clearly disconfirmed with Glauninger’s data.

3. The claim that there is no AG as the number of Austriacisms is very low is also

rebutted.

If this allegation was true, the number of lexical conformity with the GG

lexicon should have been very high and at least surpass the 50% level or be even

higher. Instead, the data presented in table (1) disconfirm this allegation: The first

vertical column of table (1) (marked “D”) shows data that represent the concor-

dance with the GG lexicon in each of the 9 capital cities of the Austrian Bunde-
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sländer (states). The data are: Concordance with the GG-lexicon in: Bregenz 36%;

Innsbruck 31%; Salzburg 29%; Linz 23%; Klagenfurt 27%; Graz 35%; ST. Pölten 26%;

Wien 23%; Eisenstadt 22%. The concordance with the GG expressions descends

from Bregenz in the far west with 36% gradually to Eisenstadt in the far east to

22%. Summary: Glauninger‘s data show that none of the central claims of the plu-

riareal group has been confirmed. This pertains to (a) the inconsistency claim, (b)

the west-east divide and (c) the claim that there is no Austrian German as there

are only very few Austriacisms that mostly are found in institutional and adminis-

trative lexical fields.

5.2 The results of Jutta Kurnik‘s study

5.2.1. The congruence in the researched lexicon between Austria and Bava-
ria

Kurnik calculated the congruence between Austria and Bavaria in four cate-

gories: (1) Full congruence in spoken language; (2) full congruence in written lan-

guage;92 (3) partial congruence in spoken language; (4) partial congruence in writ-

ten language. „Partial congruence“ means, that responses that are not showing

exactly the same form (= full congruence) are mostly composites of different lexi-

cal-morphological formation which were exclusively classified according to the

stem lexeme.

Table (3)93

Fullcongruencespoken language 12%

Fullcongruencewritten language 13.40 %

P artialcongruence spoken language 17.9%

P artialcongruence written language 20.5%

average 15.95 %

The data in table (3) show that across the four categories only 15.95% of the

lexical usage on average is same in Austria and in Bavaria. This means that only

every sixth expression is being used in the same way. And, it means that the over-

lap theory put forward by the pluriareality camp is again refuted. The highest rate

of congruence is 20.5% in the partial congruence in written language.

5.2.2. The congruence between Austria and Bavaria with respect to the GG
standard norm of the Duden dictionary

92
The terms “spoken language” and “written language” explained: The respondents of both studies were

asked which expressions they use for objects shown on picture cards in daily spoken language and which
expression they would consider appropriate when writing a text.

93
Kurnik (1998: 127).
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Table (4) Congruence

A ustria-Duden

Congruence

Bavaria-Duden

Difference

A ustria-Bavaria

Fullcongruencespoken language 5.1% 7.8% 2.7%

Fullcongruencewritten language 6.6% 10.3% 4.7%

P artialcongruencespoken language 10.2% 14.8% 4.6%

P artialcongruencew ritten language 13.4% 20% 6.6%

Discussion of results: The data in table (4) confirm the distance of the Austrian

lexicon usage towards the GG standard. The GG norms are used to a much higher

degree in Bavaria than in Austria. The rate differs between 2,7% - 6,6%. Data show-

ing the opposite would be surprising. Austria is an independent country while Ba-

varia is a subordinate part of Germany. The data also refute the claim that there is

no AG, however only tangentially as the differences are not too large.

5.3 Comparision of average percentual usage of lexical items by the infor-
mants in Austria and Bavaria

The following data are based on the findings of Glauninger‘s and Kurnik‘s

research. The data were used to calculate an average usage of each primary and sec-

ondary item across all towns and all informants. The result is a number in percent that

indicates the relative number of informants per item in AG and in Bavarian German that

use a certain expression. The comparison between the lexical usage in Bavaria and

Austria resulted in three categories of usage:

1. Category one includes expressions that are different in both varieties and

constitute Austriacisms and Bavarisms/Deutschlandisms;

2. Category two includes items where the same lexical form is used in both va-

rieties but with a substantial difference in percentage. In addition to that

there are other expressions also being used, quite often at large differences in

percentage;

3. Category three includes lexical items of the same form that are used in about

the same amount in both varieties.

5.3.1 Category (1) of the lexical differences between Bavaria and Austria:
Both varieties use different lexical items for the same object constituting
Austriacisms and Bavarisms/Deutschlandisms.

The respective data are shown in table (5): Explanation: The table shows in

column (1) the GG-expressions that were queried via picture cards. In column (2)

there is the primary Austrian expression and in column (3) the percentage of in-

formants that used this expression on average across all age-groups and all towns.

Column (4) lists the secondary Austrian expression and in column (5) the average

percentage of informants that used them. The columns (6) and (7) contain the
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primary Bavarian expressions and the percentages of informants. In the columns

(8) and (9) there are the secondary expressions and again the percentages of in-

formants that used them. Note: The asterisks at the end of words indicates that

there are diminuitive endings like -l, erl, -chen etc. - Kastl, Sackerl, Kästchen etc. The

results:

1. In 68 of the 13994 researched items, Austria has - compared to Bavaria – differ-

ent expressions for the same object. This amounts to 48.2% of the researched

items and is a clear indication that the allegation that Austrian German does

not exist is again contradicted. The reason for the high amount of Austriacisms

in this research might be that the lexical fields chosen all belong to basic ob-

jects of everyday life where there are most differences.

2. The second outcome of this research is that quite often there are also (several)

secondary expressions. The Austrian primary expressions are in some cases

used in Bavaria as secondary variants and vice versa.

3. And, it is quite common that there are several different secondary expressions

used for one and the same object in each variety. This complicates compari-

sons on the one hand but also shows that the linguistic reality is not as simplis-

tic as the supporters of pluriareality pretend as they usually only present word

duplicates. Table (5) presents all 68 line-ups and documents the results.
Table (5)

(1)DE-GG-
S tandard/
Engl.term

(2)P rim ary
A ustrian

expressions

(3)%
ofin-
form -
ants

(4)S econ-
dary A ustri-
anexpres-

sion

(5)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(6)P rim ary Ba-
varianex-
pression

(7)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(8)S econ-
dary Bava-

rianex-
pressions

(9)% of
infor-
m ants

Handrührgerät;
[hand mixer]

Mixer 97.67 0 (Elektro) Quirl 36.4 Mixer 32.7

Hörnchen;
[croissants]

Kipferl 95.5 Gipfel,
Horn*

4.0 (Nuss) Hörn* 74.5 Hörnchen 10.9

Bierkasten
(KastenBier);
[beercrate]

Bierkiste 94.5 Biertragerl.
Biersteige.
Bierbox

4.9 (Bier) Trag* 63.6 Bierkasten 14.5

Bonbon;
[candy]

Zuckerl 94.3 Böller. Bon-
bon

5.7 Gu(a) t* 72.7 Bonbon 16.4

O berschrank
(Hänge-
schrank);[wall
unit]

Einbau/
Geschirr/
Küchen/
Hängekas-
ten/ Kastl

92.0 Einbau/
Geschirr/
Küchen/
Schrank

8.0 (Ober/Hänge/G
eschirr/ Kü-
chen/Küchen-
ober/Wand)
Schrank

54.5 (Hänge/
Ober/Gesch
irr/Küchen)
Kast*

30.9

S cheuerbürste;
[scrub brush]

Reibbürste.
Boden-
Putzbürste

92.0 Schrubber 5.5 (Putz/Wasch/
Wuzel/Hand/
Schrubb) Bürste

69.1 Schrubber 29.1

94
In Jutta Kurniks study the number of researched items was reduced to 139 as it had turned out that some

items that were included in Glauninger’s study did not yield always valid data as the respondents some-
times did not have a name for the shown object and secondly the interviews took too much time and
strained the informants.
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(1)DE-GG-
S tandard/
Engl.term

(2) Primary
Austrian

expressions

(3)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(4)S econ-
dary A ustri-
anexpres-

sion

(5)%
ofin-
form a

nts

(6) Primary
Bavarian ex-

pression

(7)% of
infor-
m ants

(8)S e-
condary
Bavarian
expressi-

ons

(9)% of
infor-
m ants

T reppenstufen;
[steps]

Stiege, Stu-
fen

88.11 Treppe 11.0 Treppe 70.9 (Treppen)
Stufen

12.7

Handlauf;
[handrail]

Stiegenge-
länder

88.1 Handlauf 11.9 (Treppen/
Stiegen) Ge-
länder

85.5 Handlauf 14.5

U nterschrank
[base cabinet]

Einbau/Kü-
chen/Unter/
Kast*

87.8 Schrank 12.2 (Unter/ Unter-
bau/Küchen-
unter/Ge-
schirr)
Schrank

61.8 (Unter/-
Küchen)
Kast*

23.6

Grill;[grill] Griller 87.3 Grillgerät.
Grillofen.
Grill

12.7 (Tisch) Grill 98.2 Grillofen 1.8

P oularde;[pou-
lard]

Hendl 86.0 Henne.
Huhn.
Hühnchen

8.8 Hend* 61.8 Geflügel 9.1

Diele(Flur,
Korridor,Vor-
raum ,Vor-
platz);[hall]

Gang, Vor-
raum, Vor-
zimmer

83.2 Garderobe 5.1 Garderobe 29.1 Diele 20.0

Klebestreifen;
[adhesive tape]

Tixo 81.2 Klebestrei-
fen. Klebe-
band

11.1 Tesafilm 49.1 Tesa 40.0

N achtkästchen;
[night table]

Nachtkastl 81.2 Nachttisch/
-kästchen

7.5 (Nacht/Nacht-
tisch/Bett/
Schlafzimmer)
Kast*

63.6 Nacht-
tisch*

10.9

Apartment-
wand
(Schrankwand,
Studiowand)
[wall unit]

Kastl, Kas-
ten, Ein-
bauKastl

79.2 Schrank/Sch
rankteil

6.3 (Bücher)
Kast*

45.5 (Einbau/
Hänge/
Ober)
Schrank

23.6

T öpfchen
(T opf);[potty]

Nachttopf,
Nachthäfen

78.7 Topferl 21.4 (Nacht) Haferl 32.7 (Kinder/
Nacht)
Topf

25.5

A bfallkorb(A b-
fallbehälter,
P apierkorb);
[litter basket]

Mistkübel,
Abfallkübel,
Müllkübel

78.1 Abfall-
/Papierkorb

19.6 Abfall/ Pa-
pierkorb

50.9 Müll/Ab-
falleimer

34.5

S chornsteinfe-
ger(Kam inkeh-
rer,Essenkeh-
rer);[chimney
sweep]

Rauchfang-
kehrer

77.8 Kaminkeh-
rer. Kamin-
feger. Ruß-
kehrer

25.2 Kaminkehrer 87.3 Kamin-
feger

5.5

Kopfkissen;[pil-
low]

(Kopf)Polste
r

77.5 (Kopf)Kissen 22.5 (Kopf)Kissen 100.0

Esszim m er-
stuhl; [dining
chair]

Sessel 76.2 Stuhl 23.8 Stuhl 85.8 Esszim-
merstuhl

10.9

Fahrstuhl
(Fahrkabine);
[elevator]

Lift 75.61 Aufzug 20.5 Aufzug 72.7 Lift 23.6

M ilchbeutel;
[m ilkbag]

Michpackerl 75.1 Tetrapack 11.9 Tetrapack 36.4 (Milch)
Tüte

30.9
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(1)DE-GG-
S tandard
Engl.term

(2) Primary
Austrian ex-

pressions

(3)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(4) Seconda-
ry Austrian
expression

(5)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(6) Primary
Bavarian ex-

pression

(7)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(8) Seconda-
ry Bavarian
expressions

(9)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

S piegel-
schrank;[m ir-
rorcabinet]

Allibert 75.0 Spiegel-
schrank/
Spiegel-
kasten

16.7 Spiegel-
schrank

43.6 Spiegel/
Bad/ Toilet-
ten/ Glas-
schrank*

23.6

P apierbeutel;
[paper bag]

Papiersackerl 74.33 Papiertüte.
Papiersack

10.5 (Papier/
Obst/Plastik)
Tüte

78.2 (Papier)
Tüt*

9.1

Geschirrspüle
(S püle,S pülbe-
cken);[sink]

Abwasch 73.0 Waschbe-
cken

6.0 Spüle 63.6 Spülbecken 25.5

L aufstall(L auf-
ställchen,S täll-
chen);[playpen]

Gehschule 72.7 Laufstall 5.0 Laufstall 92.7 Babybett-
chen. Lauf-
wag*/Lauf-
gestell

1.8 1.8
1.8

T ürklinke;[door
handle]

Türschnalle 72.4 Türklinke 16.3 (Tür) Klinke 63.6 Türgriff 20.0

Holztreppe;
[wooden stairs]

Stiege 72.33 Treppe 27.1 (Holz/Dach/D
achboden/
Boden/ Spei-
cher) Treppe

52.7 (Holz/Speich
er/ Boden)
Stiege

36.4

Dachboden;
[attic]

Dachboden 72.1 Dachge-
schoß. Man-
sarde

27.9 Dachgeschoss 27.3 Dachboden 25.5

P utzeim er
(S cheuereim er);
[cleaning
bucket]

Wasserkübel,
Putzkübel, Kü-
bel

72.0 Putzeimer 16.0 (Putz/Spül) Ei-
mer

67.3 (Putz) Kübel 32.7

Kehrschaufel;
[dustpan]

Mistschaufel 70.8 Kehrschau-
fel/Schaufel

22.1 (Kehr/Keh-
richt/Besen)
Schaufel

69.1 (Putz/Kehr/
Kehricht)
Schaufe*

30.9

L ätzchen;[bib] Latzerl, Bar-
terl,

70.24 Trenser.
Trierler

20.0 (Ess) Latz* 74.5 Latz 12.7

S pitzeT üte;
[lace bag]

Tüte 70.1 Stanitzel 20.4 (Dreieck/Pa-
pier/ Obst/
Plus/Spitz) Tü-
te

70.9 Stranitze(n) 10.9

S cheuertuch
(P utztuch,Feu-
del);[floor
cloth]

Putzfetzen,
Bodenfetzen,
Reibfetzen

70.0 Lumpen. Lap-
pen. Putzlap-
pen. Putzhu-
der. Putztuch

23.9

S chlafzim m er-
schrank,Hoch-
schrank;[bed-
room closet]

Kasten/ Kast* 69.5 Einbau/
Wandkas-
ten

30.5 (Schlafzim-
mer/Kleider/G
arderoben/
Schiebe/Ein-
bau) Schrank

92.7 Schlafzim-
mer/Kleider-
kasten

5.5

Gartentreppe;
[garden stairs]

Gartenstiege 68.9 Gartentrep-
pe/Garten-
stufen

31.1 (Garten) Trep-
pe

58.2 (Treppen/
Terrassen)
Stufen

27.3

P ostersessel
(Fauteuil);
[upholstered
armchair]

Fauteuil 68.8 Polsterses-
sel. Sessel.
Sofa

15.8 (Couch/Pols-
ter/Leder/
Wohnzimmer)
Sessel

70.9 Couch 16.4

Badepantoffel;
[bath slipper]

Bade/ Haus-
schlapfen

67.0 Patschen 8.0 (Bade/Haus)
Pantoffel

56.4 Bade/Haus-
schuhe
/Schlappen

14.5
14.5
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(1)DE-GG-
S tandard/
Engl.term

(2) Primary
Austrian ex-
pressions

(3)%
ofin-
form -
ants

(4) Seconda-
ry Austrian
expression

(5)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(6) Primary
Bavarian ex-
pression

(7) %
of in-
for-

mants

(8) Seconda-
ry Bavarian
expressions

(9) % of
infor-
mants

T reppenleuch-
te;[stair light]

Gang/Stie-
gen/Vorzim-
mer/Lampe/
Licht

66.33 Gang/Auf-
ganglicht

(Treppen/
Gang/Wand/
Flur) Lampe

60.0 (Treppen/
Flur) Licht

10.9

S chreibtisch-
sessel;[desk
chair]

Sessel/
Schreibtisch-
sessel

66.2 Schreib-
tischstuhl

30.6 Stuhl 69.1 Schreib-
tisch/Büro/
Arbeits-
/Arm-/stuhl

21.8

Gully;[gully] Kanaldeckel 66.0 Gully 17.0 (Strassen)
Gully

81.8 Gully/ Ka-
naldeckel

9.1

S chnellkoch-
topf(Dam pf-
kochtopf)
[pressure
cooker]

Kelomat 65.8 Schnell/
Druckkoch
topf

27.8 Schnellkoch-
topf

50.9 Dampftopf 16.4

Geräteschup-
pen;[equip-
ment shed]

Gerätehütte*,
Gerätehaus

64.1 Schuppen 12.7 Garten/
Schreber-
haus*

56.4 Schupfen 9.1

S chrankele-
m ent;[cabinet
element]

Kasten/ Kastl 62.7 Schrank 17.0 (Wohnzim-
mer/Fernseh-
/Hänge-/
Abstell-/
Wand-/Regal-
) Schrank

41.8 (Wohnzim-
mer/ Fern-
seh) Kast*

25.5

(R egistrier-
kasse(L aden-
kasse);[Cash
register]

Kassa 62.20 Kasse 16.40 (Registrier/
Laden)Kasse

100

S chornstein
(Kam in);
[chimney]

Rauchfang 61.1 Kamin 28.4 Kamin 98.2 Schornstein 1.8

Fensterbrüs-
tung[window
sill]

Fensterbrett 62 Fensterbank 29 (Fenster)
Sims

32.7 Fensterbrett 29.1

Bauklötzchen;
[building
bricks]

Bausteine 56.0 Bauklötze 30.7 (Bau/Spiel/
Holz) Klötz*

40.0 Bauklötze 27.3

Gardinenleiste;
[curtain rail]

Karnische 54.8 Vorhang-
schiene.
Vorhan-
gleiste

18.3 Gardinen/
Vorhangleiste

40.0 Vorhang-
stange

34.5

S chlafdecke,
S teppdecke;
[blanket]

Tuchent 54.8 Steppdecke 26.4 Zudeck(e) 25.5 Bettdecke 18.2

L ebensm ittel-
geschäft(L e-
bensm it-
telhandlung);
[grocerystore]

Greissler/
Kramer

51.5 Gemischt-
waren-
handlung.
Lebensmitt-
elgeschäft.
Laden

21.0 (Lebensmit-
tel/Tante-Em-
ma-/Ver-
kaufs/Kra-
mer/Kauf)
Laden

78.2 Lebensmit-
tel/Einzel-
handelsge-
schäft

7.3

Kaffeetasse;
[coffeecup]

Kaffeetasse 50.5 Kaffeehä-
ferl. Kaffee-
schale.

40.0 (Kaffee) Tas-
se

92.7 Kaffeege-
schirr

5.5

Gem üsekorb;
[vegetablebas-
ket]

Gemüsesteige 50.3 Gemüsekis-
te

21.6 (Gemüse) Kis-
te

30.9 (Gemüse)
Steige

27.3
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(1)DE-GG-
S tandard/
Engl.term

(2) Primary
Austrian ex-
pressions

(3)%
ofin-
form -
ants

(4) Seconda-
ry Austrian
expression

(5)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(6) Primary Ba-
varian ex-
pression

(7)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

(8) Seconda-
ry Bavarian
expressions

(9)%
ofin-
for-

m ants

A partm ent-
w and
(S chrankw and,
R egalw and);
[wall unit]

Wandverbau 50.0 Einbau-, re-
gal, -wand;
Bücher-
wand,Wand
schrank, Re-
galwand

23.6 Schrank/Re-
gal/Einbau/
Stollenwand

45.5 (Wohnzim-
mer-/Stell-
/Büche-r/
Wand-/ Hä-
nge-/Über-
bau-/ Ein-
bau-)
Schrank

32.7

Kassenzettel
(Kassenbon,
Bon);[sales
slip]

Kassazettel 49.0 Rechnung/
Beleg

10.8 (Kassen/Ein-
kaufs/Laden/Qu
ittungs-) Zettel

58.2 (Kassen)
Bon

30.9

P apierkorb;
[paper bin]

Mistkübel 48.0 Papierkorb 33.0 Papierkorb 65.5 Abfalleimer 20.0

A partm ent;
[apartment]

Graconiere 46.3 Wohnküche.
1-Zimmer-
wohnung

15.3 (Ein-Zimmer)
Apartment

54.5 (Ein-
Zimmer-)
Apparte-
ment

29.1

S tufe(Leiter-
stufe);[level]

Sprosse 46.2 Stufe. Tritt.
Sprießl

22.0 Stufe 45.5 Sprosse 21.8

Gartenstuhl;
[garden chair]

Gartenliege/
Lehnstuhl

45.2 Gartenses-
sel

37.5 (Garten/
Liege/
Balkon/Ter-
rassen) Stuhl

72.7 (Terrassen)
Sessel

12.7

Blum enkasten;
[flower box]

Blumenkister* 43.0 Blumentrog.
Blumenkiste

19.2
10.2

(Balkon) Blu-
menkasten

67.3 Balkonkas-
ten

14.5

Handfeger
(Handbesen);
[hand brushes]

Bartwisch/
Kehrwisch

42.5 Besen. Kehr-
besen.
Handbesen

34.0 (Hand/Kehr/
Kehricht) Besen

60.0 (Putz/Hand/
Kehr) Bese*

40.0

Einw eckglas
(W eckglas);
[preserving jar]

Rexglas 42.0 Ein-
weck/Ein-
machglas*

15.6 Einweckglas 21.8 Weckglas 18.2

S ofa;[sofa] Sofa 34.1 Couch 23.4 (Sitz/Polster)
Couch

78.2 Sofa 10.9

M ilchkänn-
chen;[m ilkjug]

Milchhäferl 31.6 Milchkan-
nerl

36.5 (Milch/Mili/
Sahne) Kan*

49.1 (Milch/Mili)
Hafer. Mili-
kanne / Sah-
nekanne
/Milihafer

21.8

S tielkasserolle;
[saucepan]

Pfandl, Hefen,
Reindl

31.8 Topf 23.0 (Stiel)Kasserolle
Milchtopf. Topf

16.4 Milch/ Mili-
hafer*

10.9

Verkaufspult;
[salesdesk]

Budel 30.0 Verkaufs-
pult. Ver-
kaufstisch.
Ladentisch

19.4 (Verkaufs/ Wa-
ren/ Laden)
Theke

54.5 Verkaufs/
Ladenbudel

18.2

5.3.2 Category (2): Lexical items where the same primary lexical form is
used in both varieties but with a difference in percentage of at least 20% and
more.

The results: A total of 26 (18.7%) expressions belong to this category. The

data in table (6) show that there is a high amount of variation and strong differ-

ences in quantitative language use also for the primary expressions between Aus-
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tria and Bavaria even though the same expressions are used in both areas. The

many secondary expressions – often unknown in Austria – contribute to the im-

pression that there are few concordances between the two language areas (Wi-

esinger, 1990).
Table (6)

DE-GG-
S tandard/
Engl.term

Primary Aus-
trian expres-
sions

% ofin-
for-

m ants

S econdary
A ustrianex-

pression

% ofin-
for-

m ants

Primary Ba-
varian Ex-
pression

% of
infor-
m ants

S econdary
Bavarian

expressions

% of
infor-
m ants

Bettuch
(Bettlaken),
[sheet (bed
sheet)]

Leintuch 100 Leintuch 47.3 Betttuch 18.2

S ahnerolle;
[cream roll]

Schaumrolle 92.7 Schlagrou-
lade

3.7 Schaumrolle 43.6 Sahnerolle 9.1

Zahnputzglas
(-becher);
[toothbrush
glass]

Zahnputzbe-
cher

86.24 Zahnputz-
glas

13.7 Zahnputzbe-
cher

50.9 Zahnbecher 21.8

Erdgeschoß
(P arterre);
[ground floor

Erdgeschoß 84.4 Parterre 15.6 Erdgeschoss 56.4 (Hoch)Par-
terre

32.7

Zim m erde-
cke;[ceiling]

Zimmerdecke 73.4 Plafond 26.6 (Zimmer)
Decke

90.9 Plafond 9.1

Isolierkanne;
[vacuum jug]

Thermoskan-
ne

73.0 Warmhalte-
kanne

12.8 Thermoskan-
ne

43.6 Kaffeekanne 25.5

Einkaufsw a-
gen;[shop-
ping cart]

Einkaufs-
wagerl

70.4 Einkaufs-
wagen

29.0 Einkaufs-
wagen

50.9 Einkaufs-
wag*

45.5

W rasenabzug
(Dunstabzug);
[fume extrac-
tion fan]

Dunstabzug 67.8 Dunstab-
zugshaube

12.8 Dunstabzug 29.1 Abzugshau-
be

21.8

L euchtstoff-
röhre
(L euchtstoff-
lam pe);[fluo-
rescent tube]

Neon/Licht-
röhre

67.6 Neonlampe 18.2 Leucht(Stoff)/
Neon (Stoff)-
Röhre

40.0 (Leucht-
stoff/ Neon/
Ober/ De-
cken/
Lampe

32.7

Fleischha-
cker;[meat
chopper]

Fleischwolf 65.6 Fleisch-
häckler.
Faschier-
maschine.
Faschierer

24.3 (Fleisch)Wolf 90.9 Fleischma-
schine

3.6

Kleiderhaken;
[coat hooks]

Kleiderhaken 63.3 Hakel/Hen-
kel. Aufhän-
ger

19.2 (Kleider/ Gar-
deroben)
Haken

92.7 Hakel. Gar-
derobenbü-
gel. Auf-
hänger

1.8
1.8
1.8

S portw agen
[buggy]

Kinderwa-
gen/Sitz-
kinderwagen

60.5 Buggy 20.3 (Kinder)Sport/
Kinderwagen

43.6 Kinder/
Sportwag*

29.1

A nkleideka-
bine(A nklei-
dezelle,A n-
proberaum );
[dressing
room]

Umkleide-
kabine

58.2 Umkleide.
Ankleideka-
bine. Garde-
robe

9.4 Umkleideka-
bine

72.7 Kabine 10.9

Dachkanal
(Dachrinne);
[roof gutter]

Dachrinne 57.1 Dachkärner.
Dachröhre.
Regenrinne.
Dachtraufe

20.8 Dachrinne 92.7 Regenrinne 5.5

T agesdecke;
[bedspread]

Überwurf/
Überdecke

47.3 Tagesdecke 33.0 Tagesdecke 45.5 Über(wurf/
zieh)decke

25.5

Gardine;[cur-
tain]

Store 47.1 Vorhang 43.6 Store 74.5 Gardine 21.8
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DE-GG-
S tandard/
Engl.term

Primary Aus-
trian expres-
sions

% of
infor-
m ants

S econdary
A ustrianex-

pression

% ofin-
for-

m ants

Primary Ba-
varian Ex-
pression

% of
infor-
m ants

S econdary
Bavarianex-

pressions

% of
infor-
m ants

Kochtopf
(Fleischtopf);
[cooking pot

Kochtopf 43.6 Topf. Hefen.
Rein

25.8 Topf 56.4 Kochtopf 21.8

Kom posthau-
fen; [compost
heap]

Misthaufen 43.6 Kompost-
haufen

46.6 Komposthau-
fen

69.1 Misthaufen 29.1

Fensterladen
(Klappladen);
[window
shutter]

Fensterladen 41.0 Fensterbal-
ken

12.9 Fensterladen 83.6 Jalousie. La-
den. Fenster-
lad*

7.3

T eppichstan-
ge;[carpet
rod]

Teppich-
stange

39.2 Klopfstange 25.4 Teppichstange 78.2 Teppichklop-
fer. (Teppich)
Klopfstange

3.6

W äsche-
trockner
(W äschestän-
der);[clothes
dryer ]

Wäsche-
ständer

37.0 Wäsche-
spinne

11.5 Wäsche/Tro-
cken/Flügel-
ständer

63.6 (Wäsche)
Trockner

12.7

S chuh-
M ehrzw eck-
S chrank;
[shoe multi-
purpose cup-
board]

Schuhkastl/
Kasten

36.7 Kommode 22.0 Kommode 30.9 (Schuh)Kast* 23.6

Hebelkorken-
zieher;[cork-
screw]

Flaschen-
öffner

34.7 Stoppelzie-
her/Korken-
zieher

47.6 Korkenzieher 65.5 Flaschenöff-
ner

25.5

Flötenkessel;
[flute boiler]

Teekessel 31.2 Wasserkes-
sel

16.2 Wasserkessel 34.5 Teekessel 29.1

R asenspren-
ger;lawn
sprinklers]

Rasenspren-
ger

28.8 Rasen-
sprinkler

22.5 (Rasen/ Was-
ser) Sprenger

67.3 (Wasser)
Sprinkler

7.3

5.3.3 Category (3): The same lexical form is used for the same object in about
the same amount in percent across all informants and towns in Austria and
Bavaria.

This category includes lexical items with a difference in usage between the

two compared varieties of less than 20%. The following list should be read as fol-

lows: The GG expression is in first position (eventually in brackets with secondary

expressions), the English translation follows in second position. In position three

in bold print is the common Austrian and Bavarian expression. The numbers show

the percentage of usage in both varieties with the Austrian numbers in first posi-

tion and the Bavarian in second position.

(1)Kellergeschoß [basement]: Keller: 100:87.3; (2)Harke [rake]: Rechen: 100:90.9; (3)
Weizenbrötchen [wheat roll]: Semmel, Semmerl: 100:92.7; (4) Straßenkehrer [road
sweeper]: Straßenkehrer: 96.3:87.3; (5) Kühlschrank [refrigerator]: Kühlschrank:
93.5:96.4; (6)Fußgängerüberweg (Zebrastreifen) [pedestrian crossing (zebra crossing)]:
Zebrastreifen: 93:87.3; (7) Berliner Pfannkuchen (Berliner) [Berliner pancakes]:
Krapfen: 93:94.5; (8)Napfkuchen (Topfkuchen, Gugelhupf) [Bundt cake]: Gugelhupf:
92.5:83.6; (9) Übergardine [curtain]: Vorhang: 92:98.2; (10) Handlauf [handrail]:
Geländer: 91.97:94.5; (11)Obergeschoß [first floor]: 1.Stock: 91:80; (12)Trockenauto-
mat (Abluftwäschetrockner) [drying machine]: Wäschetrockner / Trockner: 90:96.4;
(13) Garderobe (Flurgarderobe, Garderobenwand) [cloakroom]: Garderobe: 85:92.7;
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(14)Toilette (Klosett, Klo, Abort, Lokus) [toilet]: Klo: 84.63:72.7; (15)Straßenbahnzug
[tram]: Straßenbahn: 84:78.2; (16)Toilettenpapier (Klosettpapier, Klopapier) [toilet pa-
per]: Klopapier: 83.7:60; (17) Kinderwagen [stroller]: Kinderwagen: 83.4:74.5; (18)
Wäscheleine [clothesline]: Wäscheleine: 82:83.6; (19) Zeitungsverkäufer [newspaper
vendor]: Zeitungsverkäufer: 77.3:69.1; (20) Napfkuchenform [Bundt pan]:
Gugelhupfform: 77:58.2; (21) Warengestell (Warenregal) [goods rack]: Regal: 77:96.4;
(22)Rückenkissen [back cushion]: Lehne: 76.3:40; (23)Wasserkasten [toilet cistern]:
Spülkasten: 72.4:65.5; (24)Rundbrot (Landbrot, Mischbrot) [round bread]: Laib Brot:
70.7:70.9; (25)Gartenleuchte [garden lamp]: Gartenlampe: 68.11:65.6; (26)Rasselring
[rattle ring]: Rassel: 64.5:50.9; (27)Allesschneider [bread slicer]: Brotschneidemaschine
61.4:60; (28) Wäschetruhe [laundry chest]: Wäschekorb 58: 40; (29)Langbrot (Rog-
genmischbrot) [long bread]: Wecken Brot: 56:43.6; (30) Anbauvitrine [display case]:
Glasvitrine: 53.4:52.7; (31) Lutscher (Schnuller) [lollipop]: Schnuller: 50.4:52.7; (32)
Couchtisch [coffee table]: Wohnzimmertisch: 40.9:45.5; (33)Geschirrschrank (Vitrine)
[crockery cupboard]: Glasvirtrine, Geschirrvitrine: 43.3:50.9; (34)Rolladen [shutter]: Ja-
lousie: 37.5:41.8.

The results: A total of 34 (24.46%) expressions falls into this category. Ten

variants are not listed, as their usage is 100% in both language areas.

5.4 Summary of empirical results of chapter (4) and (5)

Three empirical resources were used to check the claims of the pluriareal

group. The findings of Jürgen Eichhoff‘s „Word-atlas of German colloquial lan-

guage“ in two volumes, the results of the master thesis of Manfred Glauninger

who researched the linguistic variation within Austria via interviews of infor-

mants in all 9 Austrian state capitals and the master thesis of Jutta Kurnik who re-

searched the language usage in 4 towns of Bavaria with the same questionnaire as

Glauninger. A fourth resource came out of the data of both master thesis by calcu-

lating the average usage of expressions in percentages used in Austria and Bavaria

across all researched towns and informants and to compare them. The important

outcomes of the four studies are:

(1) A refutation that there are only few AG expressions and that, as a result there

is no AG. Eichhoff’s data showed that 50 (41.32%) out of the 121 items are spe-

cific for Austria. The calculation of the average usage in AG and Bavaria based

on Glauninger’s and Kurnik’s data even showed that 48.2% of the 139 items are

Austria specific. Kurnik’s study found only 15.95% of the lexical usage on aver-

age is same in Austria and in Bavaria. The conformity of use towards GG ex-

pressions by Austrian speakers lies between 35-22% in the Austrian regional

capital cities. It is considerably lower than in Bavaria.

(2) A clear refutation of the inconsistency claim as the concordance in the lexical

usage in the 9 Austrian state capitals is nowhere lower than 76%. There is a

high amount of uniformity of the Austrian lexicon across the country. The
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maps of Eichhoff and the data of Kurniks study also confirm this finding. There

is no east-west lexical divide as always alleged by the pluriareal group but

there are of course some lexical differences. However, they do not exceed more

than 24% as Glauninger’s data show.

(3) Overlap with neighbouring German-speaking areas exists and is a linguistic re-

ality. According to Eichhoff’s data 58.6% of the 121 items overlap either with

Germany or Switzerland. The combination of Glauninger’s and Kurniks data

showed that this only concerns 51.8% of the expressions. In the light of the

high amount of the Austria-specific expressions, the overlap does not have a

significant effect. Many AG expressions are standard expressions while in

Germany Bavarian and south-German expressions are often considered as re-

gionalisms.

Chapter 6
The data of the „Variantengrammatik“ used by the pluriareal

group to back their claims: A critical examination

The „Variantengrammatik“ (VARGR) [grammar of variants] is key in the ar-

gumentation of the „new“ pluriareal group as its data are used as a proof for their

anti-pluricentric stance. As shown in chapter (1) and (3) both Elspaß and Auer

made extensive reference to VARGR when drawing the conclusion that there are

no national varieties and that there is no AG. The VARGR was created in the

course of an international trilateral project of scholars from Austria, Germany and

Switzerland that started in 2013 and ended in early 2020.

6.1. The theoretical principles of the VARGR (as outlined on the website95):

1. The VARGR lists standard language usage in the fields of morphology, word-

formation and syntax: “The VARGR “structures the German-speaking area ac-

cording to the concept of "areality" and “only give[s] advice on the written

standard language “.

2. The data source are the online editions of 68 regionally distributed newspa-

pers, from the entire German-speaking area that have been assigned to 15 ma-

jor regions (= areas) just like the Variantenwörterbuch (Ammon et. al. 2004,

2016) did.

3. Newspapers of national distribution were only represented in very small

numbers of articles. The included newspapers are either of smaller circulation

and/or designed for a smaller region. This was justified by the fact that the

95
http://mediawiki.ids-mannheim.de/VarGra/index.php/Start [accessed 15.05.2020]
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authors wanted to represent the so called Gebrauchsstandard – a concept which

had not been the used before in German linguistics. The reasoning behind this

is that regional newspapers are expected to better reflect this kind of stan-

dard. Why this should be the case is not explained and elaborated in any of

the numerous publications of the pluriareal group.

4. The corpus contains some 600 million running words and a total of 1.699.115

articles. The corpus has been processed for the recognition of duplicate arti-

cles, which are said to have been removed. Many Austrian newspapers have

local editions that differ only marginally from each other and often include

duplicate articles. It is not clear whether the given number of 1.699.115 arti-

cles includes such duplicate articles or not. The reason for this is that if one

divides the number of words by the number of articles, the result is that each

article contains 353 words on average. According to the IT-division of the APA

this is much too high. They only found 120 running words on average. It

would therefore be necessary to know how many running words the corpus

included after having been processed.

5. The corpus has also been processed/annotated in respect to morphology,

parts of speech, named entities, grammatical function, but not semantically in

order to distinguish homonyms. This is important in order to distinguish

homonyms (i.e. identical word forms that have different meanings), as this

impacts on the results. It will be later shown that this lack causes some incor-

rect results.

6. All results are presented via maps and percentages. There are no absolute

numbers for the areas given which means that the results cannot be verified.

The calculation of the differences and percentages is described as follows:96

On the one hand, the absolute frequency of occurrence in an area must also be
at least ten occurrences in order for the area to be mentioned in the form
commentary. For variants with counter-variants, the individual frequencies
are summed up, but in addition, an individual variant must have at least 5 oc-

96
http://mediawiki.ids-mannheim.de/VarGra/index.php/Datenerhebung#Verarbeitung_von_Varianten

_und_Statistik [accessed 15.06.2020]:

„Zum einen muss auch die absolute Vorkommenshäufigkeit in einem Areal bei mindestens zehn Vorkom-
men liegen, damit das Areal im Formkommentar erwähnt werden kann. Bei Varianten mit Gegenvarianten
werden die Einzelhäufigkeiten aufsummiert, aber zusätzlich muss eine Einzelvariante zumindest 5 Vorkom-
men in einem Areal aufweisen, um im Formkommentar berücksichtigt zu werden. .... Zum anderen muss
die relative Häufigkeit bei mindestens 5% liegen. Als Bezugsgröße dient dabei entweder die Summe der Be-
lege aller Varianten, sofern mit Gegenvarianten verglichen wird. Oder aber für eine Variante ohne Gegenva-
rianten die Belegzahlen in allen Arealen, die zu dem Zweck bezüglich Subkorpusgröße der einzelnen Areale
normalisiert werden. … Damit gilt als erwiesen, dass eine statistisch auffällige Verteilung der Belege des un-
tersuchten Phänomens vorliegt. Unter Zuhilfenahme von standardisierten Pearson Residuals können nun
diejenigen Areale identifiziert werden, die für die Heterogenität verantwortlich sind. Absolute Werte über 2
gelten als klares Indiz für eine Abweichung von dem zu erwartenden Wert.“
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currences in an area in order to be considered in the form comment. .... On
the other hand, the relative frequency must be at least 5%. The reference
value is either the sum of all occurrences of all variants, if compared with
counter variants. Or, for a variant without counter variants, the number of
occurrences in all areas, which are normalized for the purpose with regard to
sub-corpus size of the individual areas. It is thus proven that there is a statis-
tically conspicuous distribution of the occurrences for the phenomenon un-
der investigation. With the help of standardized Pearson residuals, those ar-
eas responsible for heterogeneity can now be identified. Absolute values
above 2 are considered a clear indication of a deviation from the expected
value.

This sounds somewhat unclear. It would have been expected that the per-

centages of each area were calculated either in respect to the absolute numbers of

hits in the single areas or if this was not possible in reference to the hits in the

whole corpus by normalizing the sub-corpora. Instead, variants with counter vari-

ants and without are distinguished and significance tests conducted. It is not clear

exactly how the statistical significant tests were carried out. For example, have

the numbers of all 15 regions been subjected to a mutual significance test with all

others? And, what did it mean if the differences between 2 or more regions were

not significant? in any case, the following review is based on the data as presented

on the web site and the VARG-project will be assessed on the basis of its own ob-

jectives and stipulations.

6.2. Review of the VARGR-corpus - reliability of corpus and soundness of
results

6.2.1 Criteria for checking the representativeness and balance of linguistic
corpora

A corpus of language data must fulfil certain criteria in order to be valid and

useful for the specific linguistic analysis to be carried out. This is expressed by the

criteria of representativeness. MacEnery et.al. (2010: 13) point out that one must

„consider balance and sampling to ensure representativeness“. For Leech (1991: 27)

this is achieved „if the findings based on its contents can be generalized to the

said language variety“ and for Biber (1992:243) a corpus is representative if „a

sample includes the full range of variability in a population.“ MacEnery et.al.

(2010: 15) add that a general corpus (which the VARGR-corpus is) „should cover,

proportionally, as many text types as possible …“ and its representiveness „depends

heavily on sampling from a broad range of genres...“.

6.2.2 Suitability of the VARGR-corpus in terms of balancedness? Does it
contain „as many text types as possible“ and a „sampling from a broad range
of genres“?
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According to the data given on the VARG-website, the VARGR-corpus is not

balanced. It does it contain „as many text types as possible“ and a „sampling from

a broad range of genres“?, as put forward by MacEnery (2010). It only contains

newspaper texts of local newspapers. It does not contain any other text types: no

texts from spoken language and no other genres from written language. The au-

thors state instead (2015: 212f):97

„our aim is to compile the phenomena with which one “moves inconspicu-
ously in the written standard“... We will therefore not focus on texts in which
deviations can be expected (such as texts from Internet discussion forums,
chat rooms or blogs).“ … On the basis of our text selection (press releases) a
grammatical phenomenon is either standard (then it is included in our
grammar) or it is non-standard (then there will be no mention of it).

This means in fact that the results of VARGR are not an overall description of

the so called German „Gebrauchsstandard“ in different domains – as implied by El-

spaß et.al. but a selection of grammatical phenomena of written newspaper lan-

guage of local newspapers. The sample/corpus does not „show the full range of

variability in a population“ but a reductive and obsolete conception of „standard

language“ that has been overcome in English linguistics already in the early 1990s

with the release of the British National Corpus.

6.2.3 Is the VARGR-corpus representative? Is it designed in a way that „if
the findings based on its contents can be generalized to the said language
variety“?

Explanation of data in table (8): The comments follow the numbers in bold in the

table:

1. The numbers (1) and (2) in table (8): What immediately catches our attention is

the fact that almost half of the data was taken from only two newspapers – the

„Kleine Zeitung Steiermark/Kärnten“ and the „Kronen Zeitung Steiermark/Kärnten“

make up 48.23% of the VARGR-corpus. Both are produced in the south of Aus-

tria. This raises the question why these two newspapers are overrepresented in

the data? Instead, the corpus sample should represent and reproduce the actual

media situation in the country. A reliable benchmark for this is the daily/

weekly circulation each media product has. In the case of these two papers, the

97
Dürscheid/Elspaß/Ziegler (2015: 212f): „...unser Ziel ist es, die Phänomene zusammenzustellen, mit denen

man sich »im geschriebenen Standard unauffällig bewegen.“ Wir werden also gerade nicht solche Texte in
den Blick nehmen, in denen verstärkt mit Abweichungen zu rechnen ist (wie z. B. Texte aus Diskussi-
onsforen im Internet, Chaträumen oder Blogs). Auf der Basis unserer Textauswahl (Pressetexte) ist ein
grammatisches Phänomen entweder Standard (dann wird es in unsere Grammatik aufgenommen) oder es
ist Non-Standard (dann bleibt es unerwähnt).
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circulation is just 15.73%. Compared to their circulation the data of the two

newspapers in the VARGR-corpus are three times overrepresented.

T able(8)T hestructureoftheVA R GR -corpus– Checkingtherepresentativeness

(1)N ew spapersin corpus
ofVA R G

(2)Daily/
w eekly circu-
lationcopies

(3)% ofto-
talcirculati-

on

(4) Σ Art. per 
new spaperin

VA R GR

(5)% of
articlesin

corpus

(6)A ccum u-
lated% of
articlesin
corpusI

(7)A ccum u-
lated% of
articlesin
corpusII

(1)R egionalnew spapersincluded

Kleine Zeitung,
Stmk./Ktn.

279.836 10.72 49.707 (1)27.05

Kronen Zeitung,
Stmk./Ktn.

130.784 5.01 38.927 (2)21.18

Vorarlberg Online 60.494 2.32 34.240 (3)18.64

Tiroler Tageszeitung 94.683 3.63 6.610 3.6

Salzburger Fenster 23.333 0.89 2.033 1.11

(4)
131.517
71.58%

OÖ Nachrichten 129.693 4.97 15.407 8.39

NÖ Nachrichten 109.585 4.16 4.855 2.64

Kurier, NÖ 1.748 0.97

Kurier, Wien 1.431 0.78

Kurier, Bgld.

201.966 7.67

1.386 0.81

Kurier, OÖ 4000 1.52 724 0.39

(5)
13.98%
25.551

(7)

15.768

85.56%

(2)N ationalnew spapersincluded

Der Standard 77.327 2.96 16.681 9.07

Wiener Zeitung 2.400 0.92 3.206 1.74

Salzburger Nach-
richten

78.915 3.2 6.761 3.68

Wirtschaftsblatt closed 6 0

26.654
14.51%

(8)
26.654
14.51%

(3)M ajorregionalnew spapersnotincluded incorpus

Kronen Zeitung
(Wien, NÖ, Bgld)

294.798 11.19 0

Heute 605.526 22.99 0

(6)
900.324

35%

(5)M ajornationalnew spapers/m agazinesnotincluded incorpus

Österreich 440.596 16.73 0

Die Presse 74.408 2.89 0

Der Falter 4100 1.59 0

News 97.821 3.8 0

Profil 66.146 2.57 0

(9)
61.76% of
circulation

not in-
cluded

T otalofdaily/w eekly
circulationofnew s-

papersinAustria

2.573.209 183.722

2. Number (3) in table (8): A third newspaper source – Vorarlberg online situated in

the extreme west – has a daily circulation of 2.32%. It is represented in the cor-

pus with 34.240 articles or 18.64%. In this case, the overrepresentation is eight

times in relation to its daily circulation. The three newspapers make up 71.58%

of the Austrian VARGR-corpus. Taken from these numbers, the quantitative and

regional distribution of the included Austrian newspapers in the VARG-corpus

is clearly unbalanced.
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3. The numbers (4), (5) and (6) of table (8): A further large quantitative imbalance

and lack of representativeness is found if one considers the regional distribution

of the VARGR-corpus.

71.58% of the included articles come from regional papers that are situated in

the west of Austria (Vorarlberg, Tyrol, Salzburg), but only 14.51% of the articles

that are situated in the central and eastern parts. The regional imbalance is five

times and constitutes a complete underrepresentation of the central and east-

ern parts of the country. This is also shown by the fact that two major regional

newspapers - Kronen Zeitung (Wien, NÖ, Bgld) and Täglich Heute - with a circula-

tion of 34.18% are not at all included in the VARGR-corpus. Both newspapers

are edited in Vienna. It can be concluded that the VARG-corpus is biased in re-

spect to newspapers situated in the west and south of Austria and also flawed

because of a blatant underrepresentation of newspapers from the eastern part

of Austria. Moreover, the newspaper „Der Standard“ was incorrectly assigned

to the central region of Austria (A-Mitte) as the newspaper is located in Vienna.

4. Numbers (7), (8) and (9) of table (8): Further quantitative and qualitative imbal-

ances are found if one looks at the ratio of regional newspapers in the corpus

which account for 85.56% of the texts and the percentage of texts of national

newspapers which only account for 14.51%. This is completely one-sided and

unrepresentative as national newspapers are much more shaping public lan-

guage use than regional ones (with the exception of regional papers that have a

large circulation).

5. The most surprising figure is number (9) which shows that 61% of the newspa-

pers circulation is not represented at all in the corpus as large papers like Die

Presse, Österreich, Kronen Zeitung Wien and weekly magazines like Profil, Falter etc.

are not included in the VARGR-corpus. They are all situated in the east of the

country – and left out, which additionally enforces the quantitative imbalance

and lack of representativity of the corpus.

6.2.4 Conclusion

As a result, the VARGR-corpus is clearly not representative and not designed

in a way that its findings can be generalized. Quite on the contrary - I would even

say that the findings of the VARG are misleading and invalid, as the selection of

newspapers is not representing the actual distribution of newspapers in Austria in

respect to their circulation and their regional occurrence. The review of the

VARGR-corpus has revealed a massive imbalance and lack of representativeness.

This holds true even if Elspaß et. al. (2015: 6) point out that their choice of re-

gional papers and the regional parts of national papers was deliberate. The cor-
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pora for the other varieties of GG and CHG show a similar imbalance, leaving out

national papers and showing regional imbalance etc. A corpus that intends to in-

clude only regional newspapers for the alleged reason that this type of newspa-

pers represents the “Gebrauchsstandard”, whereas this is not assumed for na-

tional newspapers is not suitable for making general statements about the gram-

matical characteristics of a national variety and about pluricentricity in general.

The maps on the web site give readers the impression that the data presented are

representative and balanced. They are not – instead they only represent biased

regional data that do not reflect linguistic reality in Austria (and in the other

German speaking countries). Most of all they are not fit to prove that German is

not a pluricentric language and that AG does not exist. Based on these findings it

can be concluded that the findings of the VARGR are generally incorrect, as the

corpus does not correctly represent the language situation and the variety Aus-

trian German and the other varieties of German too.

6.3. Counter-checking the results of the VARGR

Despite the hard evidence of the previous chapter that showed the inade-

quacy of the VARGR-corpus and the presented results - an analysis was conducted

to verify the results as if the corpus were representative and balanced. This was done

using the newspaper archive of the Austrian Press Agency (APA), which is the cen-

tral information institution in Austria.

6.3.1 The presentation and reference points of the VARGR-results

The results of the VARGR are presented via maps and tables as shown in ta-

ble/graphics (9) that are presented on the web site of the project in the section

“Alle Artikel” [all articles]. The numbers in the table indicate percentages as the

following example of the two terms Abendkassa and Abendkasse [box office]

shows.98

6.3.2 Reviewing the data for Austria on the example of „Abendkassa“ and
„Abendkasse“

According to the explanation on the web site of the VARGR the percentages

represent the relative quantity of the two expressions in the different areas.99 As

mentioned before there are no absolute number of entries are provided, which

makes it impossible to check the data directly.

98
http://mediawiki.ids-mannheim.de/VarGra/index.php/Abendkassa_/_Abendkasse

99
http://mediawiki.ids-mannheim.de/VarGra/index.php/Arbeitsablauf_beim_Verfassen_von_Artikeln#
Der_testbasierte_Standardworkflow.
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Table / Graphics (9)

The website gives this rather vague information based on the data in the ta-

ble: “The variant Abendkassa occurs only in A and is especially common in A-east,

but is also common in A-middle and A-west and occurs somewhat less frequently

also in A-southeast.100 A closer look at the percentages shows some surprising

data: The percentages for "Abendkassa" show a variation of 15%, 33% and 65% be-

tween A-East, A-Centre and A-Southeast although the use of written language in

these regions is completely uniform as random searches in the APA-corpus

showed. These percentages are highly implausible.

For that reason, I tried to verify the data of the VARGR by using the same

the 10 newspapers that are part of the VARGR-corpus and do a search in the ar-

chive of the Austria Press Agency (APA): www.vol.at (Vorarlberg online), NÖN, OÖ

Nachrichten, Kurier, Tiroler Tageszeitung, Salzburger Nachrichten, Kronen Zeitung, Kleine

Zeitung, Der Standard, Wiener Zeitung by running a search in the database of the

Austrian Press Agency (APA)101 . The newspaper „Salzburger Fenster“ was not in the

APA-DB as it is a free newspaper. It was also not possible to differentiate the

search for some newspapers (Kronenzeitung, Kurier) with respect to their regional

100
Die Variante Abendkassa tritt nur in A auf und ist hier insbesondere in A-Ost üblich, daneben aber auch in

A-mitte und A-west gebräuchlich und kommt etwas seltener auch in A-Südost vor:
101

I would like to thank Werner Müllner, deputy editor-in-chief of the Austria Press Agency for making the da-
tabase available for this research.
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mutations, as they are not stored as such in the APA-DB. This does not play a sig-

nificant role as the larger part of those newspapers is the same and only a small

part adapted to local news and events.

Table (10)

N ew spaper

(1)

(2)Articlesin

A P A DB:

Σ and % 

(3)Extra-

polation

ratio

(4)

A bend-

kassa:ac-

tual Σ 

(5)

A bend-

kasse:ac-

tual Σ 

(6)A bend-

kassa” :

normal. Σ

(7)

A bend-

kasse:

normal. Σ

(8)R atioof

(6):(7)and

percentage

w w w .vol.at 716.371|2,69 4,37 3122 912 13643 3985 +3.42 |77.39:

22.61%

N Ö N 6.679.697|25,04 0 9549 9295 9549 9295 +1.03 | 50.67:

49.33%

O Ö N achrichten 1.696.685|6,36 3,93 2362 2175 9282 8548 +1.09 |52.06:

47.94%

Kurier 321.820|11,33 2,21 2042 1801 4513 3980 +1.13 | 53.14 :

46.86%

T irolerT ageszei-

tung

1.746.770|6,55 3,82 1117 2745 4267 10485 0.41 |28.92 :

71.08%

S alzburgerN ach-

richten

1.524.892|5,72 3,56 926 2228 3297 7932 0.42 | 29.36:

70.64%

KronenZeitung 5.438.269|20,39 1,22 2335 4839 2849 5904 0.48| 32.55:

67.45%

DerS tandard 1.231.858 5,41 113 119 611 644 0.95| 48.69 :

51.3%

W ienerZeitung 802.286 8,31 71 79 590 656 0.9 | 47.35:

52.65%

KleineZeitung 3.816.447|20,39 1,74 1048 5263 1823 9158 0.2 | 16.6:

83.4%

T otal 23.975.095 (9)45.42 :54.68%

Explanation of table (9): The table shows the results of the search for „Abendkassa“

and „Abendkasse“ in the APA archive of the 10 newspapers.

(1) Column (1) indicates the name of each newspaper;

(2) Column (2) shows the number of articles / percentages for each newspaper in

the APA-DB of the corpus of the 10 newspapers named above. The total num-

ber of articles of the ten newspapers is 23.975.095 and as such 14.11 times lar-

ger than the VARGR corpus.

(3) Column (3): As the archive for each newspaper is of different size, an extrapo-

lation ratio was calculated based on the newspaper with the highest number

of articles (NÖN) in the archive in order to achieve comparability of the search

results.

(4) Column (4) and (5) show the actual number of hits of the search for “Abend-

kassa” and “Abendkasse” in the APA archive of the 10 newspapers.

(5) Column (6) and (7) present the “normalised” number of hits for the two terms

in question.
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(6) Column (8) shows a ratio that is based on the data of column (6) and (7) and in-

dicates the relative difference between both terms in each newspaper.

Note: The number of hits per newspaper and searched item in the columns (4) and

(5) indicate the number of articles and not the number of individual words be-

cause the search in APA-archive only yields the number of articles for the term in

question. A random check conducted on 500 articles chosen from the 10 newspa-

pers showed that the terms in question are found on average 1.47 times in each

article. It was decided to take the number of articles instead as this number

seemed to be more reliable.

Discussion of the results shown in table (8):

1. The form Abendkassa: As the numbers in column (6) and (7) and the ra-

tio/percentage between the occurrences of both words in column (8) show

Abendkassa occurs more often than the form Abendkasse in 4 newspapers:

Vorarlberg-online (west) (+3,42 times | 77,39 : 22,61%), NÖN (east) (+1,03 times

| 50,67 : 49,33%), OÖ Nachrichten (centre) (+1,09 times | 52,06: 47,94%), and Ku-

rier (east) (+1,13 times | 53,14 : 46,86%).

2. In all other newspapers, the form Abendkasse is more common. The ra-

tio/percentages ranges from 0,2 | 16,6 (83,4%) in the case of the Kleine Zeitung

(south) and the Tiroler Tageszeitung (west) to 0,41 | 71,08 (28,92%) to an al-

most even distribution in the case of Der Standard (east) 0,95 | 48,69 (51,3%)

and Wiener Zeitung (east) 0,9 | 47,35 (52,65%) but with very few hits.

3. How does this compare to the data of the VARGR? According to the website

„Abendkassa occurs only in A and is especially common in A-east, but is also

common in A-middle and A-west and occurs somewhat less frequently also in

A-southeast.“

4. This result is the opposite of the results of the VARGR analysis outlined above.

Our results show that the newspaper with the highest number of hits for

„Abendkassa“ is „Vorarlberg online“ which is situated in the far west of Austria.

The newspaper with the second highest amount of hits is Kurier, which is situ-

ated in the east of Austria, and the newspaper with the third highest number

is „Oberösterreichische Nachrichten“ which is situated in Linz in the centre of

the country. The „Niederösterreichische Nachrichten“ (NÖN) ranks fourth. Apart

from „Vorarlberg online“, the quantitative difference between the two terms

is very low (~ 1,3-5%). This becomes also apparent if one looks at the overall

result (9) that shows a percentage of 45,42 : 54,68% in favour of „Abendkasse“.

Summary: The data of the search in the APA-DB clearly refute the results of

the VARG-corpus and the statements on the assertions on the VARGR-website in
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several ways: The variation of 15%, 33% and 65% between A-East, A-Centre and A-

Southeast in favour of “Abendkassa” has not at all been confirmed. Our data (rang-

ing from 1992-2019) show a strongly different picture. The form “Abendkasse” is

used more often than “Abendkassa”.

The usage of “Abendkassa“ across the country does not show distinct pat-

terns and there is no clear regional difference as suggested by the VARGR results.

The division into regions is not showing any pattern and is therefore not relevant

(as this effect was also the case with all other VARGR entries we checked).

It is noticeable that two high quality national papers that are located in Vi-

enna (Der Standard and Wiener Zeitung) have a very low number of hits whereas

Vorarlberg online has the largest number. It can only be assumed that this is be-

cause prestigious quality newspapers do not primarily have a large section for the

advertising of events like online media or boulevard newspapers where the words

“Abendkassa” and “Abendkasse” naturally occur as part of the announcements of

events.

6.4 Counter-checking selected VARGR-results in a reference corpus

In order to ascertain that the data presented in 6.3.3 are not resulting from

an unrepresentative choice of newspapers, I conducted a query on the whole ar-

chive of the APA-DB. The corpus I used contained (in July 2019) 87.481.668 million

articles: The Austrian corpus: 75 newspapers/magazines, 45.697.361 articles; Ger-

man corpus: 46 newspapers/magazines, 35.567.161 articles; Swiss corpus: 34

newspapers/ magazines, 6.217.146 articles. As the corpora of the three varieties

are of different size, the results had to be normalised. The actual number of hits

for Germany were multiplied by the factor of 1.28 and the ones of Switzerland

with the factor 7.35 to make the data comparable.

6.4.1. Example (1): The expressions „Bußgeld“, and „Geldbuße“ [fine / pen-
alty fee]

T able(11)

(1) Σ articles AG (2) Σ articles GG (3) Σ articles CHG

(1)Bußgeld 10.354 11.0453 | 14.1380 2.302 | 16.943

(2)Geldbuße 11.809 3.7971 | 48.603 3.340 | 24.582

(3)A P A 46.7 :53.3% 70.4 :29.6% 59.2 :40.8%

(4)VA R GR 14.25:85.75 43.6 :56.3 11 :89%

Discussion of results:

This example illustrates significant differences between the results from the

APA-Corpus and the VARGR. The results in table (11) for AG in the APA-corpus
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show a ratio of 46.7 : 53.3% in favour of „Geldbuße“ whereas VARGR has a ratio of

14,25 : 85,7. This is a difference of 32.45%. In the case of GG the difference between

our data and the ones of VARGR is 26.4%, in the case of CHD the discrepancy in the

data is 48.2%. Given the size of the APA corpus, reliability of these results is be-

yond doubt.

6.4.2 Example (2): The expressions „Abschürfung“, „Schürfwunde“ and
„Schürfung“ [abrasion] as an example for different semantic readings of a
word

This example illustrates flaws in the VARGR analysis as different semantic

readings of a word were apparently not considered as shown in table (12). Expla-

nation of table (12): The columns (1)-(3) in table (13) show the hits in the APA-

Corpus for the three terms in question. The raw data for GG and CHD were again

normalised by the factor 1,28 for GG and 7,36 for CHG.

T able(12)

Data APA (1) Σ articles AG (2) Σ articles GG (3) Σ articles CHG

(1)A bschürfung 10731 2.584 | 3.307 (1.28) 88 | 646 (7.35)

(2)S chürfw unde 5301 12.590 | 16115 800 | 5880

(3)S chürfung 0 (547*) 223 | 14.869

(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

(5)A P A -Corpus% 66.93 33.07 0 17.03 82.97 0 3.02 27.48 69.5

(6) VARGR % ᴓ 65 1.25 35 23.83 4.83 76.17 1 19 80

Discussion of results:

Line (5) shows the results of the APA-Corpus in percent that can be directly

compared with the average percentages of the VARGR in line (6). Here again are

siginficant differences:

1. While VARGR has only 1.25% occurrences for „Schürfwunde“ in AG and 4.83%

in GG, the data of the APA-corpus show 33.07% and 82.97% (!) respectively.

2. „Schürfung“ in the meaning of „abrasion“ is primarily used in Switzerland. In

the two other varieties „Schürfung“ has the meaning „prospecting“/“digging“.

In AG this is factually the only meaning. We therefore set a zero value in AG

for „Schürfung“. In GG only about 10% of the hits showed the meaning „abra-

sion“, in Austria none.

3. Contrary to that VARGR suggests that „Schürfung“ is the primary variant with

76.17% on average across the 6 areas of Germany. According to the APA data

this is not correct.

4. It can be assumed that the reason for this is that without a semantically anno-

tated corpus it is not possible to distinguish semantically different occur-
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rences of a word correctly. It seems that the makers of the VARGR did not

take this into account because their corpus does not seem to have been anno-

tated semantically (at least I could not find any information on their website).

The VARGR data of CHG are more or less in accordance with the APA-corpus

even though there is a gap of about 10%.

Summary: Here again, large differences between the results based on the

APA-corpus and the ones of the VARGR have been found. The example shows that

data of the VARGR are not reliable in yet another sense, as different semantic

readings of a word were apparently not distinguished due to the lack of a seman-

tic annotation of the corpus. This adds additional questions the makers of the

VARGR have to answer.

3. Example (3): The past participles of the verb „bewegen“ [to move]
„bewegt“, and „bewogen“.

For the construction of the past tense of the verb “bewegen“ [to move], two

participles are available: “bewegt“ (regular formation) and “bewogen” (irregular

formation). Table (12) shows the data of the APA-Corpus and the data of VARGR.

T able(13)

(1) Σ articles AG | % (2) Σ articles GG | % (3) Σ articles CHG | %

(1)bew egt 29.793 | 77.25% 55.029 | 70.437 | 83.2% 11.615 | 85.370 | 72.7%

(2)bew ogen 8.773 | 22.75% 11.112| 14.223 | 16.8% 4.362 | 3.260 | 27.3%

(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)

(3)A P A -Corpus 77.25 % 22.75 % 83.2% 16.8% 72.7% 27.3%

(4) VARGR ᴓ 23.75 % 76.25 % 24.17 75.83 8% 92.00 %

Discussion:

Line (3) shows the results of the queries from the APA-Corpus and line (4)

the data of the VARGR as published on the website. The VARGR percentages are

average values calculated across the four regions of Austria and the six regions of

Germany as given on the web site of VARGR to make them comparable with the

data of the APA corpus.

The VARGR states that the particip „bewogen“ is the primary variant in all

three countries: AG: 76.25%. GG: 75.83% and CHD: 92%. Our data based on 83 mil-

lion articles however show for „bewogen“: AG: 22.75%. GG: 12.8% and CHD: 27.3%.

According to our results the regular form „bewegt“ is the primary variant: AG:

77.25%. GG: 83.2% and CHD: 72.3%. This is in line with the fact that regular verb

forms are gradually replacing irregular forms.
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The results of our analyses of the usage of these variants in the three coun-

tries in the APA-corpus completely contradict the results of the VARGR. This is a

particularly extreme case of flawed data - and it is not the only one. I checked

about 400 items of the VARGR as presented on the web site and found that about

85% of the data was flawed - but not in the extreme way as in this example - the

difference is usually “only” between 20-35%.

A second point is that the article for „bewegen“ on the web site of VARGR

shows the marking „(u.S.)“. for the region Austria-East. This abbreviation means

that in the whole corpus for AG there are less than 10 hits for both past partici-

ples. Given the corpus of 183.722 articles, this is not plausible and raises further

questions about the reliability of the VARGR data.

7. Summary

The empirically based counter-checking of the key assumptions made by the

advocates of the pluriareal concept has shown that none of their claims about AG

and the pluricentricity of German can be upheld. This is the case for the overlap

claim, the inconsistency claim, the claim that there is no Austrian German and

that there are only very few Austriacisms. The review showed that the “new” plu-

riareal group has copied many of the unfounded assertions of the “old” group. In

addition, the “new” group is openly trying to eliminate the concept of national

varieties of German and agitates especially against AG. It is pursuing a one-nation-

one–language concept that for a long time has been considered as obsolete but has

been revived by the pluriarealists. They introduced a so-called “Gebrauchsstan-

dard” allegedly, to get closer to the linguistic reality by codifying grammatical and

lexical features of standard language that are used on a more regional level. How-

ever, the VARGR that is to document this has not passed the evaluation and shown

that is not a suitable resource. The underlying corpus is imbalanced and unrepre-

sentative, which makes the data useless. A counter-check of several entries based

on another large newspaper corpus revealed that the VARGR-results are incorrect

and contradict the finding on the very large APA-corpus. The central claim that

German is a pluriareal language and not a pluricentric one cannot be upheld any

longer, as the “empirical” data that are used to back this concept are not scientifi-

cally sound.

8. The general relevance of the discussion of the revisionist concept of “plu-
riareality” for German and the concept of pluricentric languages in general

Why, was it necessary to deal again with the concept of pluriareality of

German after there have already been several publications that have shown that is
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not valid?102 The events outlined in chapter one of this paper could be considered

to be solely of relevance for German and irrelevant for other PCLs. This is not the

case:

1. Following the concept of pluriareality, the German-speaking nations would

become deconstructed as a framework for norm setting and the description of

norms. Instead, the norms of the dominant nation Germany become the pri-

mary norms again [disguised under the heading of “standard norms”] while

the norms of the other nations are downgraded to the status of (just) “areal”

phenomena.103 By doing so, they become second category norms and lose

their important identity function for the identity of any nation and national

variety except for GG and for the German nation.

2. This has a number of serious disadvantages for the speakers of non-dominant-

varieties. First and foremost, this would concern AG, since it is AG against

which action is taken by the pluriarealists. The norms of AG would become

again marked as “regional” and mostly deemed as unfit for formal contexts.

AG speakers would have again to orient themselves on exogenous norms that

have to be learned extra and by that will only be accessible for those who re-

ceive a long education. This would result in considerable social and economic

disadvantages for a large portion of the population and must therefore be op-

posed.

3. In a considerable number of pluricentric languages (Albanian, French, Greek,

Romanian, Russian etc.) the dominant nations only reluctantly accept the idea

that “their” language is pluricentric and that other nations set their own

norms. If the pluriareal concept became accepted with a “large” PCL like Ger-

man, in many other PCLs the dominant nations will feel encouraged to bring

their non-dominant varieties in line by refusing to accept their norms as

equivalent. The effects will be disastrous as described in point (1) and more

than 50 years of research and development of linguistic self-determination

will be undone.

4. A central part of the arguments of the pluriareal camp hinges on the so-called

“overlap” of national varieties of PCLs with a contiguous language area.104

The arguments brought forward in respect to German concern other PCLs too

as the language area of the majority of PCLs (34/43) is contiguous particularly

102
Muhr (1997), Dollinger (2019).

103
This is already the case as Elspaß/Kleiner (2019) and Elspaß (2013) only speak of the “areal” variation of

German and never mention national variation, except for denying that it exists.

104
See the list of PLCs on http://www.pluricentriclanguages.org and in Muhr (2016)
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in the Americas with Spanish and English.105 The concept for German is there-

fore potentially exemplary for other PCLs.

5. The (new group of) supporters of pluriareality use corpus data to back their

arguments. This is a new approach and looks like a methodological step for-

ward as it draws on authentic language output. However, as already men-

tioned before, the unsuitability of the corpus and the results derived from it

must be shown in detail in order to give readers an impression of the brazen-

ness in which attempts are being made to make language policy against AG.

6. The authors of the “new” pluriareal camp systematically ignore most publica-

tions and data that have been published previously which puts up ethical

questions of good practice in methodology and scientific work.

7. Dollinger (2019) has already listed many arguments against the pluriareality

concept (see chapter 2). However he was unaware of the systematic blunder

behind the “empirical data” that are use to back the pluriareal concept as the

results of the project “Variantengrammatik” [Grammar of varieties] started to

be published in early 2019. Any of these points is of general relevance for the

theory and description of PCLs and of sociolinguistics. For these reasons, it

seemed necessary to produce this paper.
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Abstract

The field of education was well represented in the Spanish spoken in

Utica, New York. Five Anglicisms were selected: high school,
elementary school, university, kindergarten, and scholarship. The sets
of denotational synonyms (terms that refer to the same concept) for

each were determined for Utica, United States, Puerto Rican and
Dominican Spanish. This study seeks to determine whether the intense
contact situation between English and Spanish is helping to form a

new variety of Spanish in Utica and the United States. Quantitative
measurements will be used to assess the impact of English and the
uniformities and divergence among the varieties using sociometric

methods.

1. Introduction

While loanwords have been the object of study in historical linguistics and

in code-switching studies, Backus (2014) argues that their role in understanding

language change has not been explored as much as it could be. He proposes a

renewed approach to their study in the framework of cognitive sociolinguistics in

order to advance linguistic theory. Augusto Soares Da Silva's (2013, 2014, 2016)

work on European and Brazilian Portuguese investigates the influence of French

and English on soccer and clothing vocabulary between European and Brazilian

Portuguese, using a concept-based analysis of onomasiological variation. The

study determined divergence in the two varieties; hence, it is a study on language

change. Soares Da Silva argues that cognitive sociolinguistics provides a new

framework to study the relationship among varieties of a pluricentric language,

specifically how European and Brazilian Portuguese have diverged in clothing

vocabulary and some grammar points over the last sixty years and how Brazilian

Portuguese has changed more and shows more susceptibility to the influence of

English (Soares Da Silva 2016). The present investigation applies Soares de Silva's

methodology to U.S. Spanish.
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While metropolitan areas have traditionally been home to the largest

concentrations of Hispanics in the U.S., the Census of 2010 showed that Hispanics

were increasingly populating rural areas and small cities. Therefore, it is useful to

study smaller Hispanic communities in order to understand more completely how

Spanish is used in the United States. Oneida County is a predominately rural

county in upstate New York. Utica, the largest city in the county, registered 61.114

inhabitants in 2017 with a rapidly growing Hispanic population which made up

12.3% of the city (U.S. Census Bureau). The two largest groups are Puerto Ricans

(60%) and Dominicans (11%). Studies done on the Spanish spoken in Utica have

shown extensive use of Anglicisms (Thomas 2016, 2017, 2018).

There has been great controversy regarding the nature of single word other

language items inserted in bilingual text (Blas Arroyo 2004:624). Are they single

word code switches or borrowings? There were 441 lone English items in the

spoken Spanish of sixteen Hispanics who lived and worked in Utica (Thomas

2017), but 150 terms, if counted only once. Ninety-three were labelled nonce (used

once by only one speaker), 33 were idiosyncratic (used multiple times by one

speaker) and 24 were frequent (used at least once by at least two speakers). The

labels nonce, idiosyncratic and frequent were adapted from descriptions used by

Poplack, Sankoff and Miller (1988) and Poplack/Dion (2012).

Six Anglicisms were found in the Diccionario de la lengua española (DLE) and

27 in the Diccionario de americanismos. The low representation in the dictionaries

suggested that the Anglicisms were unique to Utica. Did these words form part of

Spanish used outside of Utica? An analysis of the CREA (Corpus de referencia del

español actual) database showed that a 96 of the 150 Anglicisms found in Utica

Spanish were present in other varieties of Spanish (Thomas 2018) and 26 were

found to be most concentrated in quotes from the United States. Nevertheless, 54

of the 150 were not found in the database.

Anglicisms are a worldwide phenomenon in many languages. Given that the

Spanish of the U.S. is in a more intense contact relationship with English than

other varieties of Spanish, it is reasonable to suppose that U.S. Spanish has more

Anglicisms. Thomas (2018) shows that many of the Anglicisms in Utica Spanish are

not present in other varieties of Spanish. The same study shows that a high

percentage of Anglicisms are used in monolingual varieties of Spanish. This

present study wishes to throw more light on the divergence and convergence in

four varieties of Spanish and try to determine the distinctiveness (or not) of the

Spanish used in Utica and the U.S.
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This study will compare the use of Anglicisms in four non-dominant

varieties of Spanish (Utica, United States (U.S.), Puerto Rican (P.R.) and Dominican

Spanish (D.R.)) by a socio-lectometrical analysis of onomasiological variation.

Sociolectometry attempts to measure distances among lects (varieties of speech).

Onomasiological variation studies the use of different terms that refer to the same

concept. Five Anglicisms, used in Utica and representative of the field of

education, were selected: HIGH SCHOOL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY,

KINDERGARTEN and SCHOLARSHIP. Concepts and profiles are represented in

upper case letters. The sets of denotational synonyms (terms that refer to the

same concept) for each of these five concepts were determined for the four

varieties of Spanish. The data for Utica Spanish comes from recordings of 16

Hispanics who lived and worked in Utica. The Corpus del español del siglo XXI

(CORPES XXI, version 0.83) database, elaborated by the Royal Spanish Academy,

provides the data for the three national varieties. This database consists of 237,678

documents with 225 million forms from written and oral texts produced between

2001 and 2012 throughout the Spanish-speaking world (70% the Americas and 30%

Spain). The featural measure will assess the proportion of English influence in the

varieties and uniformity measures will assess internal and external homo or

heterogeneity within and among the four varieties. The latter will be used to help

to study lexical convergence or divergence.

Does U.S. Spanish exist as an autonomous variety? Is it simply a collection of

migrant varieties? By focusing on Utica Spanish, the objective of this comparison

is to see if English impacts the use of Spanish in the city to a greater degree than

the varieties of Spanish spoken in the homelands of the majority of Utica's

Hispanics, namely Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic.

2. Methodology

The Utica College Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this study for

human subject research in 2009. Sixteen Hispanics, who lived and worked in Utica,

were recruited non-randomly to give eight females and eight males, who also

were eight first-generation and eight second-generation informants. A first

generation participant and his parents were born outside the U.S. and arrived

after 11 years of age. A second-generation participant was born outside the U.S.

but brought to the country before 11 years of age, or born in the U.S. to parents

born abroad. All lone English items were collected from the 10.5 hours of

recordings. The semantic field of education was selected, since many informants

addressed that topic. Five concepts were selected, KINDERGARTEN, ELEMENTARY
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SCHOOL, HIGH SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY and SCHOLARSHIP, and denotational

synonyms were identified.

Table 1 Concept Table: English Feature Factors and relative frequencies (%)

3. Results

Table 1 gives the feature factor which represents how faithful each term is

to the phonetic shape of an English etymon along with the relative frequency (%)

of each term within the concept. The concept is given in upper case letters,

followed by the denotational synonyms in lower case letters. For example, high

school is identical to its English etymon, so it receives a factor of one. Although

words such as colegio and escuela retain their Spanish phonetic shape, they were
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assigned factors of 0.1, because they are considered to be semantic calques from

English when referring to university and college, respectively. Likewise, when

escuela refers to high school, it is assigned a weight of 0.1. Kínder is a shortened

version of kindergarten. Both are in the Diccionario de la lengua española (DLE) and

considered loans from German, just as kindergarten is in English.

Table 2 The unweighted (A)/ weighted impact of English (A')

Table 2 summarizes the English impact on the five profiles studied here.

The measurement is the sum of the relative frequencies, each multiplied by the

English feature factor. The English impact is the greatest in the Utica and U.S.

varieties. The English influence is not absent in the Puerto Rican and Dominican

varieties but it is much less. The second figure in each cell is the weighted English

impact, which is the impact multiplied by the relative frequency of the concept

within the total set of the concepts in a given variety. Weighted measures are

more significant than unweighted measures. The final row is the overall weighted

English impact, that is, the sum of all impacts multiplied by the frequency of the

concept within the total set of concepts. The weighted measurements show that

the Utica and U.S. varieties are impacted by English at a very similar intensity.

P.R. and D.R. varieties have significantly less English impact.

The internal uniformity measurement (see Table 3) is the sum of the

squares of the relative frequency of each term in the onomasiological profile. The

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL profile stands out with high internal uniformity as well as

low English influence among all varieties. The U.S. has the lowest internal

uniformity, but the highest English influence in that concept. The fewer the terms

in the profile, the higher the internal uniformity will be; the greater the number

the terms, the lower the internal uniformity. This measure does not necessarily

have anything to do with English influence. For example, the Puerto Rican

internal uniformity % for KINDERGARTEN is 31%, while its English influence was

0%. However, Anglicisms which compete with Spanish terms tend to decrease the

overall uniformity measure. For example, high school is the most frequent term in
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the Utica variety for the profile HIGH SCHOOL but since escuela secundaria,

colegio, instituto and escuela are found at somewhat high frequencies (see Table

1), the internal uniformity is 30% and the English influence is 44%. HIGH SCHOOL,

UNIVERSITY and SCHOLARSHIP have higher internal uniformity in P.R. and D.R.

since those varieties have less competition from the Anglicisms. The last line in

the table represents the weighted internal uniformity measurement (I'), which is

the sum of the internal uniformities multiplied by the relative frequency of the

concept within the total set of the concepts in a given variety. Nevertheless, in the

data above, the trends showed by the weighted internal uniformities are

qualitatively similar to the unweighted measurements.

Table 3 The unweighted (I) and weighted (I') internal uniformity measurement

The external uniformity measurement (see Table 4) is the sum of the

smallest relative frequencies of the term, which names the concept, among all

varieties considered. The greater the difference between the varieties, the

external uniformity will be smaller. The table shows three external uniformity

measures for each concept: one figure with all four varieties, one for the Utica and

U.S. data, and one that represents only the Puerto Rican and Dominican Republic

varieties. The Utica and U.S. data show significantly lower values for HIGH

SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY and SCHOLARSHIP. These are the three concepts, which

also show high internal uniformity in P.R. and D.R. Spanish. The Utica variety

shows the highest English influence in those three concepts, followed by the U.S.

variety. The English influence on HIGH SCHOOL in the U.S. profile is higher than in

P.R. and D.R. and Utica varieties, showing a lower internal uniformity and

depressing the external uniformity.

Uniformity measurements considering the U.S. and Utica varieties show

divergences in all terms with respect to the measurement considering only the

Puerto Rican and Dominican varieties.

The U.S. and Utica varieties diverge from the island varieties. The last line

in the table represents the weighted external uniformity measurement (U'), which
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is the sum of the external uniformities multiplied by the relative frequency of the

concept within the total set of the concepts in a given variety. As seen for the

internal uniformity data, the trends showed by the weighted external uniformities

are qualitatively similar to the unweighted measurements.

Table 4 The unweighted (U) /weighted (U') external uniformity

4. Discussion

Unlike the previous work on Anglicisms analyzed in a code-switching

context (Thomas 2016, 2017, 2018), this study focuses on how the Anglicism fits in

the language by taking into account other terms in the Spanish language which

are available to the speakers to express a similar concept. For example,

elementary school and primary school are both found in the CORPES database for

U.S. Spanish. These expressions refer to the initial years of study after

kindergarten. Nevertheless, they both appear at a frequency of one token or

0.32%. The most favored term in the profile is escuela at 86%. The presence of

elementary and primary school at such low rates of usage helps to put into

context the status of the Anglicism in the Spanish of the United States.

In Thomas 2016, 2017, 2018, high school was analyzed. This study, though,

required a more thorough examination of the recordings in order to find

equivalents used for the concept HIGH SCHOOL (escuela secundaria, colegio,

instituto and escuela) as well as equivalents not necessarily used in Utica, but in

the other three varieties included.

Most of the terms in Table 1, with a feature factor other than 0, are

Anglicisms. Kindergarten is a loanword in English from German. Both

kindergarten and kínder are collected in the DLE and the latter is recognized to be

from German and the former is labeled a shortened version of the latter.

Therefore, these words in Spanish are not Anglicisms, and the overall English

impact is zero.
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However, in the Puerto Rican data kindergarten and kínder figure at 6% and

35 %, respectively, and in the D.R. as 0% and 25%, respectively. The most used

term in the Dominican variety is preescolar at 75%. In the Puerto Rican variety,

kínder at 35% ties with jardín de infancia at 35%. Possibly the only true Anglicism

in this onomasiological profile is kindergarden, which is an English phonetic

adaptation of kindergarten and is only present in the U.S. variety. Nevertheless,

the high use of kindergarten in U.S. Spanish (41%) may still be explained by the

pressure from English. It is the dominant term in the U.S. Even though it is

difficult to call it an Anglicism (its origin is German), its high frequency in the

Spanish of the U.S. might be reinforced by its overwhelming use in English.

One of the concerns in sociometric measurements is to ensure that all of the

terms are completely equivalent, that is, they are truly denotational synonyms.

Kinder, kindergarten, and kindergarden are most likely denotational synonyms.

One might ask, though, if preescolar, used in Utica and favored in the Dominican

Republic is truly equivalent to KINDERGARTEN.

In general, this question of being true synonyms can only really be

answered by comparing the educational systems in the countries studied.

Speakers in Utica used kínder and preescolar (the only terms present)

interchangeably. Even within the U.S., there is variation in the educational

system. While kindergarten exists in the entire country, it can vary in number of

sessions (full day versus half day, for example). Its prototypical meaning (a year of

study before the formal start to elementary school) is a constant. The sociometric

method does not work when we are working with cultural loanwords, which are

imported along with a new cultural practice. The educational system is usually

regulated by the government, and the latter, therefore, has the potential to

influence at least the lexicon in the new language.

The vocabulary considered in this study, although common throughout the

Spanish-speaking world, shows how customs, laws and tradition in a new country

work to change the language, at least the lexicon of the language. In Utica Spanish

high school is the most frequently used term to refer to the concept HIGH SCHOOL

(41%) and it is the third most used in U.S. Spanish (21%). Its use is below 4% in

both P.R. and D.R. varieties. It is not only direct Anglicisms that are modifying

Spanish in the US, but semantic extensions of Spanish terms. For example, colegio

is the term most frequently associated with HIGH SCHOOL in monolingual Spanish

varieties, as attested even in this study's data for P.R. and D.R. varieties. Since its

phonetic shape is similar to that of English's college, colegio is used at a frequency

of 13% to refer to UNIVERSITY in Utica and at 2% in U.S. Spanish. In P.R. and D.R.
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varieties, colegio is not used to refer to UNIVERSITY although the Anglicism

college appears at 4% and 3%, respectively. The dominant term in the U.S., P.R.

and D.R. is universidad.

This study had as a goal to determine whether U.S. Spanish was distinct, in

part formed by the impact of Anglicisms, or whether U.S. Spanish was simply a

collection of migrant varieties, and more specifically, whether Utica Spanish was a

composite of Puerto Rican and Dominican varieties, since those two nationalities

form the bulk of Utica's Hispanic community.

While five concepts and their associated profiles are only a small part of the

Anglicisms in Utica, Table 5 showed the divergence in the external uniformity

measurements between Utica and the U.S. and the island varieties. Not all

concepts show the same behavior. The P.R. and D.R. varieties considered together

showed greater convergence in all five terms.

HIGH SCHOOL is the concept that shows the most divergence when

comparing all four varieties. The English impact in Utica and U.S. varieties was

44% and 21% respectively on HIGH SCHOOL, as compared to less than 4% in both

the P.R. and D.R. varieties. Yet, considering the external uniformity value for all

four, the index was 15% (the measurement for just the D.R. and P.R. together was

70%).

Hence English plays a strong effect on that profile, as it does in UNIVERSITY

and SCHOLARSHIP, although to a lesser degree. KINDERGARTEN and ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL show less divergence and less English impact than the other three

concepts. Overall, this study does show the impact of English on Spanish in the

U.S. and Utica varieties. The overall external uniformity measure (U=39% U’=43%)

shows great divergence among all four varieties. External uniformity even

between Utica and the U.S. is lower (U=46%, U’=53%) than the uniformity between

P.R. and D.R. varieties (U=80%, U’=67%). Utica and U.S. varieties diverge with

respect to the island varieties.

Even though Puerto Rican and Dominican origins form the bulk of Utica's

Hispanic community, the five terms studied here are more influenced by

Anglicisms than by the Puerto Rican and Dominican origins of the speakers.

One of the conclusions of the American Translator's Association meeting of

2009 was that English is a unifying factor in the Spanish of the United States (Betti

2017: 178). Lipski (2008: 240) commented that "fluent code-switching provides the

best possible definition of U.S. Spanish in the sense of a broad bilingual

community that spans the entire nation".
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Anglicisms, just as code-switching, are another manifestation of language

contact between Spanish and English. Although Anglicisms are capable of

affecting all languages world-wide, this study has shown that their high frequency

in the Spanish spoken in the U.S. impacts the lexicon in ways that help it diverge

from monolingual varieties.

5. Conclusion

The five concepts related to education and picked out from the Spanish

spoken in Utica showed quantitatively that Anglicisms are not only a part of Utica

and U.S. Spanish, but also of Puerto Rican and Dominican varieties, although

impact measurements show a much higher English influence in Utica and U.S.

Spanish. The socio-cognitive and socio-metric approach allowed the Anglicisms to

be studied in context with other synonyms available in Spanish. The internal

uniformity measurements showed greater uniformity within the P.R. and D.R.

varieties. External uniformity measurements showed divergence between Utica

and U.S. together when compared to P.R. and D.R. together. D.R. and P.R. varieties

(which are the home varieties of the majority of Utica's Hispanic community)

have less of an impact on Utica Spanish than does English on the five concepts

studied here.
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Central axioms of pluricentricity revisited.
A validity-check beyond theory:

the example of German

Abstract

The conceptofpluricentricity as a scientific theory is based on a num ber

of axiom s; central ones are concerned w ith the aspects relevance,

correctness and standardness of various dom inant and non-dom inant

standard varieties and the respective speakers’ perceptions of these

varieties. This paper deals w ith these propositions and evidence oftheir

validation. To achieve this, studies of the last three decades w ill be

checked to see w hether these centralpropositions ofpluricentricity hold

true or not, using the exam ple ofthe Germ an language and its dom inant

variety, Germ an S tandard Germ an, and its non-dom inant varieties,

A ustrian S tandard Germ an and S w iss S tandard Germ an.

1. Introduction

The term “ pluricentric language” w as initially applied by Kloss (1 9 7 8 : 6 6 -6 7 )

to languages w hich have several interacting centres, each of them providing a

national variety w ith their ow n (codified) norm s to varying degrees (Clyne 1 9 9 2 :

1 ). A detailed outlineofthe history oftheterm is given in A m m on (1 9 9 5 : 4 2 ff. and

1 9 9 8 : 3 3 1 ff.). Especially M ichaelClyne and later Ulrich A m m on refined the theory

of pluricentric languages, applying it to the Germ an language in course ofthe

1 9 9 0 s. Even though the pluricentric concept has been around for m ore than 3 0

years, ithas notlosttopicality, as the connection betw een nation, language and

identity has alw ays been given and is still relevant today, even w ith a reduced

im portanceofborders in Europe.

A s S polsky puts it: “ [N ]ations have certainly notdisappeared in the tw enty-

firstcentury; in spite ofglobalization and the existence ofsupranational business

and political unions, the pressure for sym bolic identity controls their language

policy, practices, beliefs, and m anagem entalike.” (S polsky 2 0 0 9 : 2 5 7 )

One cornerstone in the theory of pluricentric languages is based on the

alleged asym m etries betw een dom inantand non-dom inantcentres ofpluricentric
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languages, as stated by Clyne (1 9 9 2 : 2 2 ) and A m m on (1 9 9 5 : 4 8 4 -4 9 4 ). To a large

degree, these asym m etries are found in the realm of language attitudes and

language aw areness. This article is going to exam ine the follow ing assum ptions

m ade in the foundations ofpluricentricity regarding the param eters “ relevance”

and “ standardness & correctness” :1

A s far as “ relevance” is concerned, itis stated in thefram ew ork ofthetheory

ofpluricentricity (follow ing Clyne1 9 9 2 : 4 5 9 f.) thatdom inantnations seem to have

difficulty understanding the notion ofpluricentricity and tend to dism iss national

variation as trivial. Dom inant nations often confuse national variation w ith

regional variation because ofoverlapping linguistic indices and are notaw are of

thestatus and sym bolic character oftheother nationalvarieties.

A s regards “ standardness & correctness” , variants of the non-dom inant

varieties (such as A ustriacism s and H elveticsm s) are often considered to be less

correct(and are generally less know n outside their respective centres). Especially

m em bers ofdom inantnations are often notfam iliar w ith other nationalvarieties,

therefore convergence usually happens in the direction ofthe dom inantvariety

w hen speakers ofdifferentnationalvarieties com m unicate.

Generally, dom inant nations regard their national variety as the standard

and them selves as the keepers or representatives ofstandard norm s, frequently

considering national varieties ofother nations as non-standard or even deviant

and atthe sam e tim e as exotic, cute and charm ing. Quite often national varieties

arem istaken for dialectalvarieties (Clyne2 0 0 5 : 2 9 7 ).

The aim ofthis article is to show w hether these theoretical assum ptions

have been confirm ed in relevant studies on Germ an of the last three decades,

from the tim e shortly after the introduction ofthe theory ofpluricentricity in

Germ an linguistics untilthepresent.

2. From theory to practice: Attitudes towards national varieties of
German

One ofthe firststudies to investigate language attitudes tow ards national

standard varieties of Germ an w as A m m on ś sm all survey in the early 1 9 9 0 s

(A m m on 1 9 9 5 : 4 2 3 -4 4 5 ) am ong A ustrian, Germ an and S w iss teachers. This survey

exam ined the correction patterns am ong these three groups ofteachers. Despite

the factthatall three groups tended to correctnon-national variants m ore than

national ones, A m m on observed a general reluctance tow ards A ustriacism s and

1
Assumptions referring to economic and stereotypical aspects will not be dealt with due to the limited scope

of this article.
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H elveticsm s – in spite oftheir standard character – am ong teachers ofall three

groups, butespecially am ong Germ an teachers. A m m on concluded thatthere w as

a connection betw een correction patterns and know ledgeaboutnationalvarieties.

H ow ever, his results also pointed tow ards a “ w eak loyalty” am ong A ustrian and

S w iss teachers concerning their national standard varieties. B earing in m ind the

fact that the study w as carried out in the early 1 9 9 0 s w hen pluricentricity had

only recently been introduced and applied to the Germ an language, this result

does notseem surprising.

A m m on (1 9 9 5 : 4 8 0 ) and M uhr (1 9 9 5 : 9 6 ) argue thatthe restrictive “ Germ an

S tandard Germ an-only“ correction patterns am ong Germ an teachers m ightbedue

to the factthatteachers have never heard otherw ise. M oreover, the insecure or

linguistically “ disloyal“ correction patterns am ong A ustrian and S w iss teachers

are probably due to the factthatthey have never been m ade aw are ofthis degree

of standard variation during their teacher training. L ater pilot studies (am ong

A ustrian teachers only) confirm ed the correction pattern established in A m m on ś

survey concerning insecurity regarding A ustriacism s (L egenstein 2 0 0 8 , H einrich

2 0 1 0 ).

The firstpracticalfield, w hich the pluricentric conceptfound expression in

w hat w as the dom ain ofteaching Germ an as a foreign language. Even though a

com m on resolution w as m adeattheInternationalConferenceofGerm an Teachers

(Internationale Deutschlehrertagung) in B ern as early as 1 9 8 6 thatteaching m aterial

should include a pluricentric angle (Clalü na et al. 2 0 0 7 : 4 5 ). A lack of

representation of the national varieties in teaching m aterial for Germ an as a

foreign languagew as stillevident2 0 years later (H ägi2 0 0 6 : 2 2 7 ).

A study by Ransm ayr (2 0 0 5 / 2 0 0 6 ) investigated the status of A ustrian

Germ an at universities abroad. In a large-scale survey (questionnaires,

interview s), carried out at Germ an departm ents at B ritish, French, Czech and

H ungarian universities2, one of the research questions dealt w ith attitudes

tow ards A ustrian S tandard Germ an.

One ofthequestions tapped into w as theuniversity teachers’ perceptions of

spoken A ustrian Germ an concerning categories such as “ pleasantness” ,

“ correctness” or “ standardness” . The results (fig. 1 ) show thatthe m oststriking

differences betw een groups as regards overallpleasantness (“ nicevs. unpleasant” ,

“ plum p vs. elegant” ) and “ standardness” (“ dialectal vs. standard” ) occur betw een

2
a total of 780 British, French, Czech and Hungarian university students of German and 129 university

teachers of German from Britain, France, Czech Republic, Hungary, Germany, Austria took part in the
query.
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A ustrian and Germ an university teachers: Germ ans assessed A ustrian Germ an as

m ostdialectal, m ostplum p and also rather old-fashioned, w hereas A ustrians gave

them ostpositiveratings ofallgroups in thesecategories (Ransm ayr 2 0 0 5 : 1 7 4 ).

Fig. 1: What is spoken Austrian German like? (university lecturers)

W hat is also quite striking is the result that all respondents rated spoken

A ustrian Germ an as rather dialectal (but note that A ustrian respondents

perceived A ustrian Germ an to be the m ost balanced betw een standard and

dialect). Theinterview s confirm ed this result: A lecturer from Francestressed that

only “ Binnendeutsch” w as taughtin France – A ustrian texts should only be used if

they w ere “ m ostly H igh Germ an” . A Germ an lecturer describes A ustrian Germ an

as “ rural” and yet another lecturer equates A ustrian Germ an w ith dialect w hile

questioning theexistenceofA ustrian Germ an altogether:

“ W hatdo you callA ustrian Germ an? Is itallthedifferentdialects or is there

a predom inant dialect? M aybe it doesn t́ exist at all, this A ustrian Germ an.“

[translation JR]3

W hen university students w ere asked w hether they agreed or disagreed

w ith the statem ent“ A ustrian Germ an is a dialectofGerm an” , there w as a large

3
„Was nennen Sie das österreichische Deutsch? Also sind das diese verschiedenen Dialekte oder gibt es

einen vorherrschenden Dialekt? Vielleicht gibt es das gar nicht, dieses österreichische Deutsch.“
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number of university students, especially from Britain (nearly 60 %), who stated

that they agreed with this notion (310). Not surprisingly, the majority of students

said they refrained from using Austriacisms in exams, with the highest numbers

found among French and British students (fig. 2):

Fig.2:W ouldyou use“ Austriacism s“ inan exam ? (S tudent’sansw ers,% )

One assumption in the pluricentric concept concerns knowledge about

varieties. Fig. 3 shows the results on the question of how much university

lecturers reported to know about Austrian German (195). While (not surprisingly)

Austrians stated to know quite a lot about it – followed by Czechs –, Germans were

nearly at the opposite end of the spectrum. Even though the answers represent

self-estimations by the respondents, the results seem to strongly support one of

the assumptions in the pluricentric theory: As stated by Clyne in 1992, speakers of

the dominant variety do not know a lot about the other national varieties.

A study by Markhardt (2005) carried out among EU-translators and

interpreters confirmed that German speakers from Germany know much less

about Austrian German than vice versa. Furthermore, translators and interpreters

said to avoid using Austriacisms (except for those laid down in Austria´s EU-treaty

amendment, Protocol no. 10, which must be used) because they considered

Austrian German a non-standard variety of German, even though they claimed to

be generally aware of the existence of variation within German.

Davies/Langer came to similar results concerning the connection between
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foreign language sim ply did not have enough know ledge about other national

standard variants and consequently corrected form s like vergessen auf

(A ustriacism : to forget som ething) or Trottoir (H elvetism : pavem ent) as errors –

according to a survey am ong B ritish teachers in 2 0 0 4 (Davies/ L anger 2 0 1 4 ).

Fig. 3: How much do you know about Austrian German? (university lecturers)

H ow ever, even S w iss people them selves seem to have a rather tentative

loyalty tow ards S w iss S tandard Germ an, as show n in a study by S charloth (2 0 0 5 :

3 9 ): W hen asked to rate Germ an S tandard Germ an and S w iss S tandard Germ an

form s, theS w iss respondents rated m orethan halfoftheS w iss form s presented as

“ bad” or “ flaw ed” Germ an. Yet, in spite of their negative assessm ent of S w iss

S tandard Germ an w ords, they still perceived them to be standard – and not

dialectal.

A survey by S chm idlin (2 0 1 1 : 2 8 2 -2 8 4 ) confirm ed the result that S w iss

speakers find specific S w iss Germ an (standard) expressions to be standard, w hile

Germ ans in the border regions in the S outh ofGerm any assess these expressions

as dialectal. The sam e w as found to be true regarding A ustriacism s. M oreover,

Germ an speakers in the very S outh ofGerm any did notprove to be m uch m ore

fam iliar w ith specific A ustriacism s than Germ ans from theN orth ofGerm any. A nd

– again confirm ing one of the asym m etric characteristics of pluricentric

languages – Germ an speakers from the S outh ofGerm any assessed cross-border

variants (i.e. w ords w hich are found and know n in all three countries along the
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state-borders in theS outh ofGerm any, theW estern parts ofA ustria and theN orth

ofS w itzerland) as dialectal, w hereas A ustrian and S w iss speakers rated them as

standard.

S im ilar results w ere derived from a study by P eter (2 0 1 5 : 1 3 9 ) concerning

the assessm entoftexts by 1 5 0 university students universities in S w itzerland, in

A ustria and in Germ any: N ot only w ere the norm concepts am ong the three

nationalities generally very different, buttheir respective norm concepts and the

prestige they associated w ith the varieties also influenced their preference of

variety.

P frehm (2 0 1 1 ) looked at how native speakers from A ustria and Germ any

rated the standardness of 3 6 A ustrian S tandard and Germ an S tandard lexical

item s, investigating w hether and to w hat extent “ the concept of coexisting

standard varieties ofGerm an can be validated by the perceptions ofnon-linguist

native speakers from A ustria (N = 1 1 5 ) and Germ any (N = 1 0 4 )” . P frehm presents

em pirical evidence for the validity of the pluricentric m odel. H e finds a “ dual

standard aw areness” am ong A ustrians: A ustrians apparently rated both the

A ustrian S tandard item s and the Germ an standard item s as “ standard” , w hile

Germ ans rated only thelatter as such.

P frehm ’s results also show thatthe rater’s nationality – as determ ined by

w hich nation, A ustria or Germ any, the respondents reported to have grow n up in

– m attered m ostin form ing their perceptions ofthe standardness ofthe A ustrian

or Germ an standard w ords. A nd – sim ilar to S chm idlin’s study – A ustrians

perceived the A ustrian standard lexical item s as suitable for using them “ in a

school essay” , w hile Germ ans regarded the A ustrian standard item s as colloquial

or nonstandard, and their ow n nationalvariants as standard.

A n interesting result concerning the perception of standard and dialect

am ong Germ an S w iss and A ustrian student groups w as presented in a study by

H errgen (2 0 1 5 ). The respondents w ere asked to rate speech sam ples such as

A ustrian, S w iss and Germ an new s presenters speaking standard varieties and

dialectspeakers speaking traditional dialects. One ofthe results thatneeds to be

pointed outw as thatGerm an students from M arburg w ere apparently either not

able to distinguish the A ustrian standard and the A ustrian dialectspeech sam ples

or considered A ustrian S tandard Germ an notto bestandard, buta dialect.

W hile A ustrian and S w iss respondents m ainly rated allstandard varieties as

standard, Germ an respondents rated only the Germ an standard new s speaker as

“ pure” standard and gave the A ustrian (and to a slightly lesser degree) the S w iss

standard new s speakers ratings of dialect speakers in H errgen’s classification
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(H errgen 2 0 1 5 : 1 5 5 ). This, yetagain, supports the assum ption thatspeakers ofthe

dom inantvariety are often notquite fam iliar w ith the varieties ofnon-dom inant

nations and do notconsider them to bestandard.

Even though, as outlined above, em piricalevidencehas show n thatspeakers

ofnon-dom inantvarieties ofGerm an (A ustrians, S w iss) arem orefam iliar w ith the

standard ofthe dom inantcentrethan vice versa and despite the factthatGerm an

S tandard Germ an appears to carry the m ost prestige in som e sociolinguistic

categories, these findings do not im ply that speakers of the non-dom inant

varieties follow the dom inantnation’s standard in their ow n language production

(P eter 2 0 1 5 : 1 4 4 ). N or does itallow the conclusion thatallstandard variants w hich

speakers, i.e. A ustrians, are fam iliar w ith, are perceived to be equally acceptable

or appropriate.

In a large-scale research project4, “ A ustrian Germ an as a language of

instruction and education” 5, de Cillia/ Ransm ayr (2 0 1 9 ) investigated norm

concepts regarding the Germ an language am ong A ustrian teachers and students

and the roleofpluricentricity in the A ustrian educationalcontext. In an A ustrian-

w idesurvey, teachers w erepresented w ith a (constructed) studenttext(a story by

an 1 1 -year-old pupil about Christm as, approx. 2 0 0 w ords) containing a large

num ber ofA ustrian S tandard Germ an and Germ an S tandard Germ an item s, lexical

as w ellasgram m aticalor m orphologicalones.

The teachers w ere asked to correct the text. A part from the highly

interesting result that the spectrum of “ errors” or item s m arked as

“ inappropriate” corrected in this textvaried from zero to 2 5 (note thatthe text

did notcontain any orthographic or gram m atical“ errors” , butsim ply contained a

largedegreeofstandard variation), a certain correction pattern em erged. S om e of

the A ustrian Germ an item s w ere m ore prone to be m arked than others and this

concerned w ords w hich are on the brink betw een standard and colloquial

language(e.g. fladern: to nick or steal).

4
FWF-funded research project “Austrian German as a language of instruction and education” (2012-2015,

University of Vienna): Using methodological triangulation, this project investigated the role of Austrian
German and other varieties of German in the context of German school teaching in Austria by creating
different corpora and consequently varying research angles. In one project module, documents relevant
for school teaching were analysed (school curricula for German from primary to upper secondary level,
teacher training curricula and the most commonly used German school books). In a second project module
quantitative and qualitative means of research were employed: An Austrian-wide survey looked into the
language attitudes and conceptualisations of German among German teachers (of all school types, n=165)
and upper secondary school students (n=1253). 21 interviews with German teachers, two group
discussions with teachers and students for communicative validation of the survey results and seven
participatory classroom observations were carried out. The survey data were analysed using statistical
means (SPSS), interviews and group discussions were recorded, transliterated and analysed using
discourse analysis.

5
https://oesterreichisches-deutsch.bildungssprache.univie.ac.at/home/
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Others w ould be m ore com m only used in speaking than in w riting (butare

also found in A ustrian new spaper texts, as show n in a corpus analysis in the

A ustrian M edia Corpus, A M C). Ifteachers m arked such A ustrian Germ an form s as

errors or inappropriate, they did so because they perceived these w ords to be too

“ inform al” .

In other w ords, they w ere not sure about their standardness. Dollinger

(2 0 1 9 : 7 8 ) refers to this phenom enon as “ linguistic insecurity” . If, how ever,

Germ an S tandard form s w ere m arked, it w as done because these w ords did not

seem to “ fit” and teachers w ere – as articulated in the group discussions – often

rather irritated by Germ an S tandard w ords or constructions in an A ustrian text.

A nd even though A ustrian teachers ranked spoken Germ an S tandard

Germ an better in the categories “ correct” , “ educated” and “ fast” , A ustrian

teachers favoured A ustrian S tandard Germ an in all other categories such as

“ likeable” , “ m elodious” , “ soft” , “ pleasant” , “ fam iliar” , “ natural” , “ beautiful” ,

“ com fortable” , “ polite” and “ indirect” (seefig. 4 ) (Ransm ayr 2 0 1 7 : 2 0 2 ).

Fig. 4: Language attitudes of Austrian teachers towards spoken ASG and GSG

L inguistic insecurity as m entioned above can be found am ong all non-

dom inant Germ an-speaking states to varying degrees. W hile in de

Cillia/ Ransm ayr’s study A ustrian teachers w ere both partially insecure and

partially “ loyal” regarding A ustriacism s, studies in other centres ofthe Germ an-

speaking w orld show ed m orestriking levels oflinguistic insecurity:

A m aster thesis by Gatta (2 0 1 7 ) investigated S w iss teachers’ correction

habits concerning H elvetism s. H er results fully confirm ed A m m on’s pilotstudy of

1 9 9 5 : Just like the S w iss prim ary school teachers in A m m on’s study, S w iss
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secondary schoolteachers in Gatta’s study corrected H elvetism s to a largedegree.

S yntactic H elvetism s w ere frequently corrected as gram m atical errors, lexical

H elvetism s w ereoften found to bestylistically inappropriate(Gatta 2 0 1 7 : 3 8 9 ) and

replaced by Germ an S tandard Germ an or “ neutral” expressions instead.

This does notcom e as a surprise, given thatS w iss school curricula contain

contradictory inform ation aboutS w iss S tandard Germ an and its place in Germ an

lessons in S w iss schools: A n analysis of S w iss and Germ an school curricula by

Davies (2 0 1 7 ) looked at term inology used in these docum ents to refer to the

standard variety. Explicitreference to “ correctS w iss S tandard Germ an” is m ade

in a S w iss curriculum (for B ern) (quoted after Davies 2 0 1 7 : 1 3 0 ). H ow ever, the

sam e curriculum states that H elvetism s should be overcom e (“ sollen überwunden

werden” ) by students – again, an indication ofam bivalentlinguistic self-esteem in

a non-dom inantcentre.

On the other hand, Davies states that curricula in Germ any use only the

term s “ standard language” or “ H igh Germ an” w ithout further (national)

specification (ibid., 1 3 5 ). Furtherm ore, Davies’ results show ed that Germ an

teachers knew very little aboutvariants from other Germ an-speaking countries,

did notperceive any other variants buttheir ow n to be correctstandard Germ an

and did not see the relevance ofpluricentricity in their w ork as teachers. This

attitude seem s to reflect the fact that Germ an curricula display w idespread

ignorance of national standard variation. M oreover, it seem s to indicate that

other standard varieties than Germ an Germ an are m ostprobably notdealtw ith in

teacher training courses atGerm an universities.

In H ofer’s recent survey am ong Germ an teachers in Italy’s autonom ous

province S outh Tyrol Germ an Standard Germ an w as attributed by far the highest

prestige, follow ed by A ustrian S tandard Germ an. The S outh Tyrolean variety of

Germ an w as ranked the low est, especially concerning correctness. L inguistic

insecurity and feelings oflinguistic inferiority am ong S outh Tyrolean L 1 -Germ an

speakers w ere found to be overtly present (H ofer forthcom ing: 1 8 1 f.) – a

m anifestation of the phenom enon of asym m etric linguistic self-esteem , as

described, par excellence, in thepluricentric theory.

5. Conclusion

It w as the aim of this article to scan studies published since the

developm ent ofthe theory of pluricentric languages and its application to the

Germ an languagefor evidenceofvalidity ofthetheory.
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Certain axiom s are central to the theory of pluricentricity, such as the

axiom of varying degrees of perceived relevance of national varieties and

consequently varying degrees ofperceived correctness and standardness ofthe

varieties am ong speakers ofdom inantand non-dom inantcentres.

Onecom m on thread in allstudies analysed is thata lack ofknow ledgeabout

the non-dom inantvarieties w as evidentam ong speakers ofthe dom inantvariety.

S peakers ofthedom inantvariety w erealso found to m istakestandard variation of

a non-dom inant centre for a non-standard/ dialectal variety, that cross-border

variation w as perceived differently am ong speakers of the non-dom inant and

dom inant centres – the latter not being aw are of the difference in status and

relevance ofnational variants in differentregions: S om e variants w ere perceived

non-standard in Germ any butstandard in S w itzerland or A ustria.

A second thread relates to perceptions ofstandardness and correctness: A ll

studies confirm ed som e degree oflinguistic insecurity as far as the correctness of

som e nationalvariants w as concerned am ong speakers ofnon-dom inantvarieties.

S peakers ofnon-dom inant varieties w ere found to be aw are ofthe existence of

m ore than one standard variety. On the other hand, a certain notion of “ one-

standard-only” w as com m on am ong speakers ofthe dom inant centre. In all of

this, know ledge seem s to be key: There appears to be a clear connection betw een

know ledgeor lack thereofand theacceptanceofother varieties as standard.

In the presentarticle, centralaxiom s ofthe pluricentric theory w ere tested

for their validity, using the Germ an language as an exam ple. The relevantstudies

on the above-m entioned propositions ofasym m etry betw een dom inantand non-

dom inantvarieties ofpluricentric languages have confirm ed these axiom s to be

true.
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Karelian: A pluricentric language?

Abstract

Karelian is a Baltic-Finnic language spoken in the Republic of Finland and

in the Russian Federation. Neither in Finland nor in Russia has it the

status of an official or at least a regional language. The number of speak-

ers is rather low: The most reliable estimates are about 25,000 individuals

in Russia and 5,000 in Finland. Due to demographic and social reasons,

there has been recorded a rapid decline of speakers in the recent past.

This leads to the classification of Karelian, both in Russia and Finland, as

an endangered language. However, there are some positive signs that the

downward trend could be stopped or even reverted. Based on the socio-

linguistic data and applying the criteria established by Clyne and Muhr,

there are good arguments to consider Karelian as a pluricentric language,

although the fulfilment of the criteria is not very strong.

1. Introduction

The aim of this contribution is to find out whether Karelian should be con-

sidered as a pluricentric language.

I will start by a short presentation of the geographic and historical concept

of Karelia, because the history of the region Karelia and of the speakers of Kare-

lian plays an important role in today’s situation of the language. After that, an

overview of the language and its varieties will follow.

In presenting the sociolinguistic situation of Karelian, I rely on the reports

of ELDIA. ELDIA (European Language Diversity for All) is an interdisciplinary re-

search project for reconceptualizing, promoting and re-evaluating individual and

societal multilingualism. Experts on applied linguistics and sociolinguistics, law,

social studies and statistics, drawn from eight universities in six European coun-

tries, work together to contribute to a better understanding of how local, national

and international (vehicular) languages interact in contemporary Europe (ELDIA

Homepage, 2019). Based on the sociolinguistic data, I will answer the question of

the pluricentricity of Karelian applying the criteria developed by Clyne, which

were extended and specified by Muhr.
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2. Geographical and historical concept of Karelia

It is supposed that today’s East Finland and the region of Lake Ladoga and

Lake Onega in the millennia BC were inhabited by Baltic Finns, whose successors

are the Karelians, East Finns and Veps. The end of the first and the beginning of

the second millennium AD was the golden period of the Karelians, who lived in

this region. As a result of their hunting and trade expeditions, the Karelians ex-

panded their settlement areas far northward but also west and eastwards. As an

evidence of this expansion, in the dialects spoken in East and Northern Finland

today many clear features of Karelian origin can be found. Later, a part of the Ka-

relians traveled to the river Neva and the South shore of the Gulf of Finland and

formed the Ingrish tribe (Laanest 1975:32).

From the Age of the Crusades (circa 1050/115 – 1300 A.D.) the region be-

came the object of two competing forms of temporal and religious power from the

East and from the West. The starting point was the crusade led by King Erik of

Sweden and Bishop Henry of Uppsala across the Gulf of Bothnia. From the East,

Orthodox Christianity spread to the east of the region, and the principality of

Novgorod was expanding its political and economic influence westward among

the Karelians (Lavery, 2006:26-27).

By the mid-seventeenth century, the Kingdom of Sweden, after winning

wars against Denmark, Norway and Russia, had become the dominant power in

the Baltic region. War with Russia moved the borders eastward to regions with

populations that were orthodox, among them Karelians. In the Peace of Stolbova

(1617), Sweden gained the region around Ladoga and the area along the Gulf of

Finland’s southeastern coast (Ingria). Many orthodox Karelians fled into Russia in

order to avoid living under the Lutheran Swedish Crown (Lavery, 2006:41).

However, Swedish power declined steadily in the second half of the seven-

teenth century in the face of the rise of France, Prussia und Russia. Before the end

of the 17th Century, an alliance between Denmark, Norway, the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth and Russia was formed against Sweden. The Swedish king Charles

was defeated by Russia in the Battle of Poltava in June 1709 and had to retreat out

of Russia, which occupied Finland between 1713 and 1721. With the signing of the

Peace Treaty of Nystad (1721) Russia was able to annex the Swedish territories of

Estonia, Livonia, Ingria and Karelia, drawing a new border that corresponds to

Finland’s southeastern border with Russia (Lavery, 2006:43).

After the invasion of Finland by Alexander I in 1808, Sweden signed the

Peace Treaty of Fredrikshamn (1809) with Russia, recognizing that Finland be-

longed to the Russian Empire as the Grand Duchy of Finland (Lavery, 2006:52). In
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1812, the territories of southeastern Finland (“Old Finland”) were appended to the

Grand Duchy (Lavery, 2006:53). This opening of the border to the east was also im-

portant from a cultural point of view. Elias Lönnrot published the famous Finnish

national epic poem Kalevala after having traveled through Karelia, Estonia and

Ingria in order to collect poems. Kalevala was not only understood as a literary

work, but rather as a chronicle of Finland’s lost past. (Lavery, 2006:57).

The October Revolution had important effects on Finland. In December

1918, the Parliament declared Finland’s independence, which was recognized by

the Soviet Government on December 31 and immediately later by other countries

(Lavery, 2006:84). In the beginning, there were problems and border incidents be-

tween Finland and the young Soviet Republic, but relations improved with the

Peace Treaty of Tartu (1920). The Finnish side went into the negotiations with the

claim to create a so-called Greater Finland demanding Russian Karelia and the

Kola Peninsula. Both countries compromised, and Finland withdrew her demands

for Karelia, establishing again the pre-independence border between the two

countries (Lavery, 2006:84). The Second World War had serious consequences for

Finland. After the so-called Winter War Finland lost approximately 12% of her

prewar land area and had to resettle more than 400.000 Karelians from the ceded

areas (Häikiö, 1992:29). Today there are three territorial-administrative units

bearing the name of Karelia, which are shown in the map below. Two of them are

in Finland and one in the Russian Federation:

Fig. (1): Source: Karelia_today.png
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Finland is divided into 18 regions (Finnish: maakunnat) and Åland (Varsi-

nais-Suomen liitto, 2019). The region of North Karelia (Finnish: Pohjois-Karjala),

with its capital Joensuu, has an area of 17,761 km2 and a population of about

160,000; South Karelia (Finnish: Etelä-Karjala), capital Lappeenranta, has an area

of 51,327 km2 and a population of about 129,000 (Finland: Administrative Division

2019). According to Article 63 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the

Republic of Karelia (Russian: Республика Карелия) is one of the 22 Republics of

the Russian Federation. The capital of the Republic of Karelia is Petrozavodsk

(Russian: Петрозаводск, Karelian: Petroskoi).

3. The Karelian language

3.1 The varieties of Karelian

Karelian is a Baltic-Finnic language. This language group is formed by Fin-

nish, Karelian, Ludic, Veps, Ingrian, Votic, Estonian and Livonian. Karelian is the third

largest language of this group (Décsy, 1965:7). As shown in the map below, Kare-

lian has three main varieties:

Fig. (2): Source: Leskinen (1998: 376)

1: North Karelian (Finnish: pohjois-

karjala)

2: South Karelian (Finnish: eteläkar-

jala)

3: Olonets Karelian (Finnish: aunukse-

laismurteet, aunuksenkarjala) or Livvian

(Finnish: livvi).

1 and 2 together are sometimes re-

ferred to as Karelian Proper.

The other languages shown on the

map are Ludic (number 4) and Veps (num-

ber 5). Most linguists consider Ludic as a

transitional dialect between Karelian and

Veps and Veps a language in its own right

(Laanest, 1975:33, 45).

All three varieties of Karelian are spoken in the Republic of Karelia in Rus-

sia. South Karelian is also spoken in the Tver district, that is situated in Central
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Russia, and in territories between St. Petersburg and Moscow. The varieties spo-

ken in former Finnish Border Karelia were South and Olonets Karelian.

Koivisto (2018:56) describes the so-called Border Karelian dialects, varieties

of Karelian spoken in Border Karelia (Finnish: Raja Karalja) before World War II.

After the cession of this area to Russia and the evacuation of large parts of its

population to Finland, Border Karelian dialects became a vernacular that no

longer exists in its original area. In present-day Finland, these varieties are still

spoken to some extent by elderly people who were born and lived in Border Kare-

lia before World War II or who acquired the language after the war in their Kare-

lian-speaking families (Koivisto, 2018:57).

3.2 The Karelian language

In order to show some characteristic features of Karelian, I will give some

examples of differences between Karelian and Standard Finnish (Décsy, 1965:43;

Laavest, 1975: 134):

1. In the phoneme inventory, the voiced consonants d, g and z are present: da-

bakka vs. tupakka ‘tobacco’.

2. Karelian has the alveolar consonants š, ž and č: užon vs. uskon ‘I believe’; mečä

vs. metsä ‘forest’.

3. Diphthongisation of open vowels: mua/moa vs. maa ‘country’, ‘land’.

4. The following inflexion paradigms in table (1) show the close relationship be-

tween Karelian and Finnish: Noun kala ‘fish’ singular (Laanest, 1975:177).

Table (1)

Finnish Karelian

nominative kala kala

genitive kalan kalan

partitive kalaa kalua

illative kalaan kalah

inessive kalassa kalašša

elative kalasta kalašta

allative kalalle kalalla

adessive kalalla kalalla

ablative kalalta kalalda

translative kalaksi kalakši

essive kalana kalana

abessive kalatta kalatta
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5. Verb lukea/lugie ‘to read‘ present indicative (Laanest, 1975:253-257)

Table (2)

Finnish Karelian

1 sg luen luven

2 sg luet luvet

3 sg lukee lugou

1 pl luemme luvemma

2 pl luette luvetta

3 pl lukevat lugietah

Finally, I would also like to show the relationship between Finnish and Kare-

lian by comparing the text of the beginning of the Gospel of John. For Karelian I

have chosen the North Karelian and the Olonets Karelian versions:

English Finnish North Karelian Olonets Karelian

1 In the beginning was
the Word, and the
Word was with God,
and the Word was
God.

1 Alussa oli Sana. Sana
oli Jumalan luona, ja
Sana oli Jumala.

1 Alušša oli Šana. Šana
oli Jumalan kera, ta
Šana oli Jumala.

1 Allus oli Sana.
Sana oli Jumalan luo, i
Sana oli Jumal.

2 He was with God in
the beginning.

2 Jo alussa Sana oli
Jumalan luona.

2 Aivan alušta šuate
Šana oli Jumalan kera.

2 Alguu müö Sana oli
Jumalan luo.

3 Through him all
things were made, and
without him not one
thing was made that
has been made.

3 Kaikki syntyi Sanan
voimalla. Mikään, mikä
on syntynyt, ei ole syn-
tynyt ilman häntä.

3 Kaikki šynty Šanan
voimalla. Mitänä, mi
on šyntyn, ei ole šyn-
tyn ilmain Häntä.

3 Kai on tulluh Sa-
naspäi. Ni mi, mi on
roinnuhes,
ei ole roinnuhes Hä-
nettäh.

4 In him was life, and
that life was the light
for humankind.

4 Hänessä oli elämä, ja
elämä oli ihmisten
valo.

4 Häneššä oli elämä, ta
elämä oli ihmisillä va-
lona.

4 Hänes oli elos,
i elos oli rahvahan
valgei.

5 And the light shines
in the darkness, and
the darkness has not
mastered it.

5 Valo loistaa pimey-
dessä, pimeys ei ole
saanut sitä valtaansa.

5 Valo paistau pi-
mieššä, eikä pimiellä
ollun šiih valtua.

5 Valgei pastau pimies,
pimei ei voittanuh
sidä.

6 There came a man
sent from God; his
name was John.

Tuli mies, Jumalan
lähettämä, hänen ni-
mensä oli Johannes.

6 Tuli mieš, kumpasen
työnsi Jumala. Hänen
nimi oli Iivana.

6 Tuli ristikanzu, ku-
daman tüöndi Jumal,
hänen nimi oli Iivan.

Source: Gospel of John (Finugorbib, 2019)
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4. The situation of Karelian in Russia
4.1 Legal situation

The first sentence of Article 11 of the Constitution of Karelia states that

Russian is the official language of the Republic of Karelia: “Государственным 

языком в Республике Карелия является русский”.

Theoretically, it would be possible to establish further official languages; in

any case, the Republic of Karelia guarantees to the people living in the territory of

the Republic the preservation of their own language, creating the conditions for

its teaching and development.

After the amendment to Russia's language law on December 11, 2002, the

status of a state language of a republic can only be given to languages written with

the Cyrillic alphabet; Latin-script languages, such as Karelian, can become state

languages only by special provisions in federal legislation. The position of the Ka-

relian language in Russia is exceptional: Karelian is the only titular language of an

autonomous republic of Russia that did not become officially a state language at

the beginning of the 1990s. (Klementyev, 2012:4).

The Republic of Karelia has taken a number of measures in order to fulfil

this guarantee. Karjalainen et al. (2013:99) mention the so-called Law on Support,

“On the State Support of the Karelian, Veps, and Finnish languages in the Republic

of Karelia”, of 2004. In 2009, the explanatory note to the order expresses strong

concern for the loss of Karelian among citizens living in the Republic. This led to

the adoption of a Plan with the title “Development of the Karelian Language in the

Republic of Karelia for the Years 2009–2020”, which should counteract the declin-

ing use of the Karelian language.

4.2 Codification of Karelian

The literary languages used in Karelia were Russian and Finnish. From the

first half of the 19th century there were attempts to create a written Karelian lan-

guage (Karjalainen et al., 2013:36):

The Orthodox Church began publishing religious literature, e.g. a “Transla-

tion of some prayers and shortened Catechism to the Karelian language” in Olo-

nets Karelian (1804), the Gospels (1820), a “Karelian-Russian Prayer Book for the

Orthodox Karelians” (1870) and the “Foundations of the Christian Doctrine”

(1882).

In 1937, Karelian became the third official language (along with Russian and

Finnish) in the first Constitution of the Karelian ASSR. This led to the creation of a

unified Karelian literary language based on South Karelian and the Cyrillic script.
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There was a second attempt to create a literary standard, based on Olonets

Karelian and the Cyrillic script in 1939, and a third one, which used the Latin

script, from 1931 till 1939 (Karjalainen et al., 2013:36-37).

Starting from the end of the 1980s, there was a revitalisation of the Karelian

literary language, which before had been largely restricted to the private sphere.

Since then, Karelian has been used in the education system. There is a new liter-

ary standard, which is used in textbooks and other didactic material, but also in

fiction, poetry and newspaper articles (Karjalainen et al., 2013:38).

4.3 Present day use of the language

Starting in the 1960s, there have been regular TV and radio broadcasting in

Karelian. Karjalainen et al. (2013:39) mention three newspapers published in Kare-

lian and two magazines, which include material in Karelian. However, the circula-

tion of the press products seems to be rather low. For example, according to Kar-

jalainen et al. (2013:39) the weekly newspaper Oma mua has an average circula-

tion of 900 copies and the monthly newspaper Vienan Karjala a circulation of 500

copies. Only few books are published in Karelian.

As education is concerned, the Karelian language is used in educational in-

stitutions such as kindergartens, schools, professional and higher education insti-

tutions and language courses. The Karelian language is taught in rural and urban

schools in Karelia, both as a compulsory and optional subject. After a positive

change in the 1990s, when the percentage of ethnic Karelian children learning

their native language increased in 13 years from 3.4% to 17.6%, there has been a

continuous decrease of children learning Karelian since 2002.

Karjalainen et al. (2013:42) explain this phenomenon by demographic rea-

sons and also by the fact that school children often prefer learning the Finnish

language to learning Karelian, because Finnish has a higher social status and al-

lows further education in Finland.

As opposed to a short period in the 1930s, Karelian is not used as a working

language by federal or republican authorities nor in court (Karjalainen et al.,

2013:44).

4.4 Number of speakers and knowledge of the language

In the census of 2010, 60,815 individuals were reported as Karelians in the

Russian Federation, which marks a considerable decline from 2002, when this

number was 93,344 people. The biggest group of Karelians resided in the Republic

of Karelia: 45,570 individuals (74.9% of all Karelians in the Russian Federation).
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7,394 Karelians lived in Tver oblast and small groups in other regions of Russia,

such as Leningrad oblast, Murmansk oblast and the city of St Petersburg.

According to the mentioned census, the total number of inhabitants in the

Republic of Karelia was 645,000. The largest ethnic group are Russians (82,2%), the

percentage of Karelians is 7.4%, down from 9,2% in the census of 2002 (Klemen-

tyev, 2012:2). According to Karjalainen et al. (2013:22), in the Russian population

census of 2010, knowledge of the Karelian language was reported by 25.605 people,

down from 52.880 in 2002. This number includes the three varieties of the Kare-

lian language, because they are not seen as separate categories.

Karelian is typically used in the private sphere by families, mostly in rural

areas. Primarily elderly generations use it, in communication among each other,

while it is rarely spoken by younger generations, and only occasionally between

young parents and their children, with the result that the cross-generational

transmission of language has largely ceased (Karjalainen et al., 2013:58).

A similar number is given by Koivisto (2018:57): The author estimates that

there are 20,000 to 30,000 speakers of Karelian in Russia today, mentioning that

this number is somewhat lower than the estimates presented in recent decades.

4.5 Karelian identity

There are signs of identity-connected behaviour in public. Karjalainen et al.

(2013:46) mention some pop-music groups that use the Karelian language in their

performances, the creation of internet forums on learning the Karelian language,

such as “We are the Karelians and we are proud of this!”. In an academic context,

Karelian is mainly used in course books and articles focusing on the Karelian lan-

guage. Of course, the loss of language leads to the loss of identity.

However, one has to bear in mind that, although state policy in the Republic

of Karelia considers all Karelians to be one people, there are voices which deny

that there is such a thing as a distinct and overall Karelian identity, because, for

example, Olonets Karelian and Ludic national elites emphasise their linguistic and

cultural differences, striving for recognition of their groups as distinct from Kare-

lians (Karjalainen et al., 2013:7).

4.6 Summary

Karjalainen et al. (2013:189) come to the conclusion that, without doubt, Ka-

relian – in all its varieties – spoken in Russia is a severely endangered language.

According to the data of the last censuses, less than half of ethnic Karelians living
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in the Republic of Karelia (and even fewer living outside the borders of the Re-

public) know their native language.

 A rapid language shift to monolingualism in Russian is currently under way.

The reasons are an intensive policy of assimilation, the historical location of

Karelia between Russia and Finland, mixed marriages, and a certain stigmatisa-

tion of the Karelian language.

 Although some sources report higher figures, I consider the estimates of about

25,000 speakers presented by ELDIA and Koivisto to be the most reliable ones.

 Karelian is not an official language, but the Republic of Karelia guarantees the

preservation of the language and promises to create the conditions for its

teaching and development.

 The language is codified, and there exists a literary standard.

 The Karelian language plays a certain role for the creation of a Karelian identi-

ty.

 However, one cannot be sure whether the measures taken in order to revitalise

the language can effect a reversal of the negative trend regarding the number

of speakers.

5. The situation of Karelian in Finland
5.1 Legal situation

The first sentence of section 17 of the Finnish Constitution states that the

national languages of Finland are Finnish and Swedish: “Suomen kansalliskielet

ovat suomi ja ruotsi”.

The Constitution mentions further that the Sami, as an indigenous people,

as well as the Roma and other groups, have the right to maintain and develop their

own language and culture. Their rights are regulated by special Language Acts.

Karelian is not mentioned in the Constitution.

In 2009, by an amendment to the Decree on the Implementation of the

European Charter on Regional and Minority Languages, Karelian was included as a

non-regional minority language. Although this does not change the legal status of

Karelian, which would require legislation, it has practical implications, such as the

possibility of obtaining a state subsidy for teaching Karelian, and it gives more

visibility to the language (Sarhimaa, 2016:50).

5.2 Codification

Since 2005, when the Karelian Language Society established its own series of

publications called Karjalan Kielen Seuran julgavot (‘Publications of the Karelian
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Language Society’), a number of books in Karelian have been published in Finland.

These include several textbooks and other sets of learning materials for studying

Karelian and updating one’s knowledge of traditional Karelian culture, a grammar

book (Pyoli 2011) and several dictionaries (Sarhimma, 2016:40).

The large Karelian dictionary Karjalan kielen sanakirja (Virtaranta, 1968–

2005) is available in a print and an electronic version.

5.3 Use of the language

Karelian is mainly used at home among family members and to some extent

with friends or acquaintances, especially within the framework of the municipal-

ity associations.

However, in the majority of the most central public domains, i.e. in school

education, research, court, local or state administration, public institutions and

the work place, the opportunity to use Karelian is practically non-existent. The

sole public domain in which Karelian is used, although only in some places and to

a limited extent, is that of religion (Sarhimaa, 2016:65).

The presence of Karelian in mass media is rather low. Sarhimaa (2016:66)

mentions the magazines Karjalan Heimo and Oma Suojärvi and the online journal of

the Karelian Language Society.

However, on the Internet, Karelian is used thanks to the various online ac-

tivities of the Karelian Language Society and a number of individual activists. The

online journal Karjal Žurnualu publishes news in Karelian language. Karelian in not

taught in schools (Sarhimaa, 2016:68), but there are initiatives to spread informa-

tion on the Karelian language.

5.4 Number of speakers and knowledge of the language

Up to the Second World War, Karelian was an autochthonous territorial mi-

nority language in Finland, which was spoken by approximately 40,000 people

(Koivisto, 2018:57). Due to the surrender of territory to the Soviet Union, it be-

came a non-territorial, autochthonous language whose speakers are spread all

over the country, with concentrations in North Karelia and the largest Finnish cit-

ies (Sarhimaa, 2016:80).

As to the number of speakers, Koivisto (2018:57) quotes estimates ranging

from less than 2,000 up to more than 10,000. Sarhimaa (2016:80) states that today

Karelian is used as a vernacular language by approximately 5,000 people. It is es-

timated that there are thousands more potential speakers of the language and

people who have a passive knowledge of it. The main vehicular language is Fin-

nish, and Karelian is typically spoken by members of the older generation, but it
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also appears to be used actively by some young people, especially in Eastern

Finland.

In the ELDIA minority-survey questionnaire, respondents were asked to rate

how well they understand, speak, read and write Karelian and Finnish (among

other languages). Self-reported skills in Karelian were consistently lower than

those in Finnish. So, for example, only 12.69% of the Karelian Finn respondents

reported understanding Karelian at the highest level defined in the questionnaire,

i.e. fluently, as compared to 94.87% for Finnish (Sarhimaa, 2016:136).

5.5 Karelian identity

Although Karelian-speaking Finns constitute a rather heterogeneous group,

there exists some sort of Karelian identity. Sarhimaa (2016:35) writes that the Ka-

relian language, Border Karelian roots and Orthodoxy traditionally form the basis

of being Karelian in Finland. The author (Sarhimaa, 2016:23) stresses the work of

the Karelian Language Society to promote the revitalisation of Karelian by

strengthening Karelian identity and to intensify the role of Karelian culture in

Finnish society by means of educational and cultural cooperation projects.

Speaking the language plays an important role in showing Karelian identity.

In the ELDIA Report on Karelian in Finland respondents reported how their par-

ents had explained that one should not forget one’s own language (”ela unoha

omua kieldy”). A number of respondents also wrote that although only one of

their parents had known Karelian, they had been encouraged to learn it and use it

alongside Finnish (Sarhimaa, 2016:193).

5.6 Summary

 Karelian in Finland is a non-territorial, autochthonous language, which is used

as a vernacular by about 5,000 people.

 Also in Finland, Karelian does not have the status of an official language, but is

recognised as a non-regional minority language.

 The main vehicular language is Finnish, and Karelian is typically spoken by

members of the older generation and almost exclusively used in private do-

mains.

 As in Russia, the language is codified with a literary standard, and language

plays a certain role for the creation of a Karelian identity.

 However, also in Finland Karelian has to be considered as endangered, al-

though there are signs that the language is slowly gaining more visibility as an

independent language, distinct from Finnish. It has to be seen whether the
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status of a non-regional minority language will help to improve the situation

of Karelian in Finland.

6. Is Karelian a pluricentric language?
6.1 Definition of pluricentricity

In order to answer the question whether Karelian is a pluricentric language,

I will apply the definition developed by Clyne, which was extended and specified

by Muhr and covers “external pluricentricity” or “first-level pluricentricity”. This

type of pluricentricity can be described as the variability of a certain language be-

ing used in different nations and is defined as follows (Muhr, 2016:20):

A pluricentric language is a language that is used in at least two nations

where it has an official status as state language, co-state language, or re-

gional language with its own (codified) norms that usually contribute to

the national/personal identity, making the nation a norm-setting centre

by the deliberate use of the norms native to this specific nation.

Muhr (2016:20) calls a language pluricentric, if it fulfils some or all of the

following criteria (with (1) and (2) as a minimum):

1. Criterion (1) Ocurrence: A certain language occurs in at least 2 nations that

function as interacting centers.

2. Criterion (2): Official status or strong ethno-linguistic awareness.

3. Criterion (3): Linguistic distance (Abstand).

4. Criterion (4): Acceptance of pluricentricity.

5. Criterion (5): Relevance for identity.

6. Criterion (6): Codification on norms.

6.2 The Criteria

Karelian fulfils Criterion (1) at least in the sense that it occurs in two coun-

tries, i.e. in Finland and in the Russian Federation.

Muhr (2016:21) defines official status [Criterion (2)] as the status of a state

language or a co-state language or at least of a regional language quoting German

in Italy and Catalan in France as examples of a regional language and adding that

“the language therefore must have official recognition that exceeds the status of a

minority language”.

The Law on Support and the other legal measures taken in the Republic of

Karelia do not qualify Karelian as a regional language, and in Finland, Karelian is

defined as a non-regional minority language.
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However, in nations where the national variety does not have the appropri-

ate formal status, strong linguistic awareness of the language community can act

as a replacement for the acknowledgement and the official status (Muhr, 2016:21).

The studies of ELDIA have shown that people are aware of the importance of their

language, which would speak in favour of the fulfilment of Criterion (2).

It must be said that despite the fact that some criteria are met, Karelian is a

borderline case of a pluricentric language as none of the criteria is fully met and

the number of speakers is small as well the use of the language has become very

reduced. In addition to that, it is a minority language with very little use.

As to the other criteria, we have seen that Karelian plays a certain role in

the creation of a national identity, which would fulfil Criterion (5), and that the

language is codified [Criterion (6)] to the extent that there is a literary standard.

7. Conclusions

There are good arguments to claim that Karelian fulfils the minimum re-

quirements of the Criteria (1) and (2) and, additionally, the Criteria (5) and (6) es-

tablished by Clyne and Muhr, which will allow us to consider Karelian as a plu-

ricentric language.

Even so, one has to admit that the fulfilment of the criteria is not very

strong. Another important caveat is the small number of speakers: 5,000 individu-

als in Finland and 25.000 in Russia. Therefore, one might consider Karelian as a

borderline case of a pluricentric language.

Together with the rapid decline in the recent past, this leads to the classifi-

cation of Karelian as an endangered language both in Russia and Finland. On the

other hand, there are some positive signs that the downward trend might be

stopped or even reverted.
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Abstract

As children are still in the early stages of language acquisition, their ex-

posure to the language used in children’s media may affect their language

learning, but also their language attitude. Children’s television has been

criticized for being out of touch with reality when it comes to the por-

trayal of children. However, linguistically children’s media can also be out

of touch with reality. This chapter discusses audiovisual media offered by

different providers and accessed by young speakers of non-dominant na-

tional varieties in pluricentric language areas in the light of ongoing con-

cerns about overexposure to the dominant variety. The main focus is on

an analysis of media for Dutch-speaking children in Belgium, but Ger-

man-language media for Austrian children is also discussed. It highlights

differences between local and imported fiction and calls for further socio-

linguistic research into the language used in different children’s media

and how it affects language learning and language attitude.

1. Introduction

Within media studies, a particular focus on children as media users has

emerged over time. Such research into children’s television often focuses on is-

sues such as the psychological impact of exposure to violence and aggression on

children’s behaviour, but also the influence of media on children’s attitudes with

regard to gender, body image and ethnicity. Children are more malleable than

adults are and, as a result, more vulnerable to media content. However, the im-

pact the language used in such media has on their linguistic development in terms

of both language acquisition and language attitude, likewise, calls for more re-

search. Particularly, because children are still at an early stage of acquiring this

language, which is not always their native language. Children’s media consist of a

wide range of different amateur (e.g. some content provided by YouTubers) and

professional, domestic and foreign productions. The latter often have to be

dubbed. The linguistic differences between the language used in such translated
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vis-a-vis local content can also be significant, as will be elaborated below. Socio-

linguistic research into children’s media, therefore, is also relevant.

Several media scholars have looked into children’s television. It has, for in-

stance, been criticized for not displaying enough diversity worldwide. Pro-

grammes have been condemned for being out of touch with reality when it comes

to the portrayal of children, for example, with regard to the overrepresentation of

Caucasian characters failing to reflect ethnic diversity (e.g. Götz et al. 2018). The

ongoing underrepresentation of female characters, but also characters with dis-

abilities and lower socioeconomic backgrounds have also been addressed (idem).

Similarly, the way femininity and masculinity are constructed in children’s televi-

sion came under criticism (idem), as well as gender stereotyping (e.g. Drotner

2018). Many children, do not recognize themselves or the people around them in

the characters they see in children’s programmes. Yet also linguistically, children

hear different voices and accents in their day-to-day lives. This however has not

yet been studied sufficiently.

Child and adult (dubbing) actors in children’s television series, for instance,

rarely have a non-native accent or a speech impediment. For educational reasons,

usually an attempt is made to produce a flawless language in which often every

syllable is clearly enunciated. This results in an over-articulation that is rarely

heard in natural speech. More recent British productions such as Bing Bunny

(Julian Nott 2014) and Hey Duggee (Grant Orchard 2014), nevertheless, reveal some

deviation from the linguistic standard including non-native accents and even

typical language mistakes children make which remain uncorrected (De Ridder

2019). However, such linguistic diversity is normally neutralised in the dubbing

process. In translations, the standard variety is typically used. In the case of plu-

ricentric languages, this often means that the dominant national variety is used,

or an attempt is made to use a variety that is unmarked for any particular region.

The “Children’s Television Worldwide” study conducted by Maya Götz and

her team in 2007 mapped children’s television in 24 different countries (Götz et al

2007a). It showed that 69.2% of children’s television consisted of fiction, primarily

animation (idem:5). The majority of this fiction (77.1%), was imported, predomi-

nantly from the USA and Canada (idem:9). Only 22.6% was locally produced in the

child’s home country (idem). Particularly in non-English speaking countries, chil-

dren, as a result, are exposed to a considerable amount of audiovisual transla-

tions, mainly dubbed fiction. As the original dialogues are completely replaced

during the dubbing process, dubbing teams could take certain liberties, which

subtitlers for instance cannot do. In Sweden for instance, the public service
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broadcaster has deliberately changed the gender of non-human characters in

children’s animation to restore the gender balance (De Ridder 2019). For the same

reason, male off-screen narrators have been replaced by female narrators (idem).

However, Götz and her team did not go into linguistic aspects of children’s televi-

sion, let alone the differences between local and translated content. In the follow-

ing, both imported and locally produced children’s media in Dutch-speaking Bel-

gium and Austria will be discussed drawing on Götz’s studies (Götz et al 2007a,

2007b, 2007c) in those countries, but also including additional more recent analy-

ses of children’s media.

2. Imported productions tend to expose children to the dominant
variety

Productions that are imported within the same language area are rarely lo-

calised in smaller markets, as is the case in Austria. In pluricentric language areas,

such media is also mainly imported from the dominant part of the language area

and less so in the opposite direction. Imported productions that have to be trans-

lated usually come with a dubbing bible containing translation instructions for the

casting of the voice actors. It includes information on the programme and its

characters, as illustrated in this excerpt taken from Nickelodeon’s dubbing bible

for Big Time Rush (Scott Fellows 2009) cited in Chaume (2012:128):

“Character: Kendall; Age/Gender: male (late teens/early 20s); Vocal at-

tributes: medium pitch, no accent, his voice has a medium pitch, he is

confident, the leader of the pack, a guys’s guy”.

Nevertheless, audiovisual translators and broadcasters can always negotiate

with production companies, for instance, with regard to the accents of the voice

actors or their gender. They could even refuse to buy programmes, if they do not

reach an agreement. This is something the Swedish public service broadcaster

sometimes does when names cannot be localised or the gender of characters can-

not be changed (De Ridder 2019).

In this example, the bible explicitly states that Kendall is to have “no ac-

cent” in the dubbed versions. Linguists will agree that every speaker has an accent

and so does the American actor playing Kendall in the original version of this live-

action series. He is a speaker of the American variety of English and his accent can

easily be tied to that part of the English language area. Big commercial players

such as Nickelodeon and Disney may have local channels catering to different

parts of pluricentric language areas (e.g. Belgium and the Netherlands). Nonethe-

less, they tend to invest only in one dubbed version that is distributed all over the
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language area. In the case of pluricentric language areas, this often means the

dominant variety is used or an attempt is made to produce a “country neutral”

translation in which any geographic markedness is avoided. Still, the voice actors

tend to come from the dominant part of the language area and their accents will

be heard in the programmes. More recently, however, mixed dubbing casts in-

cluding a few speakers of the non-dominant variety are sometimes used in the

Dutch language area, as will be expanded upon below.

Dubbing is the most dominant translation mode used in audiovisual chil-

dren’s fiction. With regard to the language varieties used in animation, dubbed

animated series for children tend to differ from dubbed animated feature films.

Companies like Pixar Animation Studios, for instance, are known to invest a lot in

the translation and localisation of their animated films even for smaller markets.

Since the 1990s, for instance, animated films in the Dutch language area have

come out in both a Belgian and a Netherlandic Dutch version. This means that the

script is translated and the dubbing recorded separately for the Belgian market.

These translations contain features of marked Belgian Dutch and only dubbing ac-

tors from Belgium are heard speaking a wide range of different regional and social

varieties of Belgian Dutch.

This hardly ever1 is the case in the German language area. While several

children’s films have been released in a separate version for the Austrian market,

often Austrian voice actors only replaced the lines of just a few characters in the

original German German dubbing. For instance, in the film Oben [Up] (Pete Docter

2009) the voices of only two characters, one of which the main character, had

been redubbed by Austrian actors. In the German German version of the film Cars

(John Lasseter 2006), the late Niki Lauda, a famous Austrian formula one driver,

featured. In the Austrian German version of this film, additionally the voice of a

well-known former Austrian formula one commentator, Heinz Prüller, was in-

cluded as well. Such Austrian versions are screened in Austrian cinemas, but they

rarely are available from streaming services, such as Amazon Prime or Netflix.

Technically speaking, however, the existing Austrian version could easily be of-

fered in the language settings.

Imported TV series for children, as opposed to films, however, are seldom

dubbed separately for the local markets of pluricentric language areas. Usually,

one language version is distributed in the entire language area, particularly by the

1
O ne exceptio n is the po pu lar fam ily film Ein Schweinchen namens Babe [A piglet nam ed Babe] (Chris

No o nan 1 995), w hich cam e o u t in three different Germ an versio ns: a Germ an, Austrian, and Sw iss Ger-
m an versio n.
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international commercial channels. In the Dutch language area, this often means

Netherlandic Dutch voice actors provide the dubbing.

One exception is the Dutch version of PJ Masks, Pyjamahelden (E-one 2015),

distributed by Disney Junior. In this animated series, the entire dubbing cast con-

sists of Belgian nationals and this version is broadcast all over the Dutch language

area. The Pyjamahelden happen to be rather popular2 in the Netherlands and ex-

pose Dutch children to the Belgian Dutch accent. It has to be noted, though, that

the voice actors do not use local dialects. They use the standard Belgian Dutch

pronunciation: e.g. they use the "soft g" or soft front-velar fricative, their /v/ and

/z/ do not become voiceless at word-initial position, they use a bilabial, rather

than a labiodental /w/, long /e./ and /o./ are rendered as pure monophthongs

(see description in e.g. Haeseryn 2013). Nevertheless, the translated script does

not contain marked Belgian Dutch lexis, syntax or grammar: Only their accent can

clearly be recognised as Belgian Dutch.

Götz and her team reported that Austrian children’s television series are

mainly imported from English-language countries (65%) and only 13% were im-

ported from Germany (Götz et al. 2007b:5). The latter are already in German. The

other programmes have to be dubbed to German. The media scholars did not look

into the language varieties used in the programmes, but it is highly likely that the

German German variety is used in the dubbing, as Rudolf Muhr (2003:110) pointed

out. This means that Austrian children watching television are exposed mainly to

the dominant variety of German and not their own Austrian variety.

Muhr (2003) already discussed the impact of German satellite television

broadcasting on Austrian German. Language attitude of children from both domi-

nant and non-dominant parts of the language area, however, may also be affected

by such overexposure to the dominant variety in popular media. German children,

for instance, would benefit greatly from exposure to other German varieties, as it

allows them to learn about the linguistic diversity within German. Likewise, Aus-

trian children’s attitude towards their own variety could improve when they grow

up hearing their favourite animation characters speak their own variety of Ger-

man.

3. Local productions tend to expose children to their own variety

While local broadcasters often already provide a substantial amount of local

content, in both the Netherlands and the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium quotas

2
Clips fro m this series featu re three tim es in the to p ten m o st frequ ently w atched video s o n the Disney

Channel’s Du tch Yo u Tube channel (Disney Channel NL 2 0 20 ).
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were introduced in regard to the percentage of local Dutch and Flemish produc-

tions that have to be broadcast in prime time. Since the late 1980s, this is at least

50%. In 2008, both Dutch and Belgian public service broadcasters also started to

broadcast significantly more local Dutch-language fiction (De Jonge 2012). From

2012 onwards, the quota for the Flemish Public Service broadcaster’s main chan-

nels was further increased to 65% local productions in primetime (De Ridder

2019). No specific quotas are available for its children’s channel, but a consider-

able part of its content is locally produced or coproduced, as the results of the

studies presented below confirm. The aforementioned worldwide study (Götz et al

2007a) also tallied the number of local and foreign fiction productions in Belgium,

the Netherlands and Austria. The Belgian subset consisted of more local fiction

than the worldwide average: 39.8%, while only 7.3% in the Dutch subset consisted

of local fiction (idem:9). This lower percentage can partially be explained by the

higher number of commercial channels in the analysed Dutch sample.

Zooming in on the Dutch public service broadcaster’s output, indeed more

local fiction was found amounting to 25.3% (Götz et al 2007d:7). Still, a higher

amount of local fiction was broadcast by the Flemish public service broadcaster:

37.9% (Götz et al 2007c:7). The Belgians and the Dutch also produce co-

productions, like the live-action series Dierendetectives (Thijs Brandsma 2018) in

which children from both the Netherlands and Belgium feature speaking their

own variety of Dutch. Animated series like George & Paul (Joost Van Den Bosch &

Erik Verkerk 2016) and Rintje (Steven de Beul & Ben Tesseur 2016) have likewise

been coproduced. In those cases, the voice-over and dubbing is done by Belgian

voice actors in the Dutch version for the Belgian market. One of the countries with

the lowest amount of locally produced children’s fiction in this 2007 study,

though, was Austria. The media scholars found that only 4 of the 497 children’s

programmes, a mere 0.8%, they analysed in the Austrian sample were locally pro-

duced fiction (Götz et al. 2007b:5).

One of the explanations for this extremely low percentage is that only two

Austrian channels were included in the Austrian subset they analysed: the public

service broadcaster’s ORF1 and ORF2. The rest of the subset consisted of German

state and private channels3 and the commercial channel Nick (idem:2) that also

broadcast in Austria (see Muhr 2003). The local fiction that was found in the ana-

lysed Austrian subset was broadcast by ORF1 (7.5%) and Nick (1.1%) (idem:6). On

its website, ORF states that 40% of their programmes for children consist of their

3
KIKA, ZDF, ARD, SuperRTL, and RTL2 .These Germ an channels are also po pu lar in Au stria.
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own productions and 60% of live action and animated series (ORF 2020). They do

not specify, however, that this 60% children’s fiction is imported.

The Flemish public service broadcaster and the Flemish Audiovisual Fund

are known to invest in local productions including a lot of fiction for children (e.g.

Droeven 2019). This appears to be less the case at the Austrian public service

broadcaster. The variety used in local productions in the part of language areas

where a non-dominant variety is spoken, is usually this non-dominant variety.

Hence, local productions are important, as they expose their viewers to their own

variety, unlike most of the imported productions. In short, a good balance be-

tween local and imported productions is desirable. In the following section, the

results of a recent linguistic analysis of the varieties used in children’s television

in Dutch-speaking Belgium is presented.

4. Analysis of children’s television in Dutch-speaking Belgium

The studies conducted by Götz et al. (2007a, 2018) did not include a sociolin-

guistic analysis of language varieties used in children’s television, nor did they dif-

ferentiate between translated and non-translated content. Such a study was un-

dertaken during the summer of 2019, when the online content provided by four

television channels in Dutch-speaking Belgium was analysed. This study is dis-

cussed in this section.

4.1. Methodology and data collection

The children programmes that were available online, but were also broad-

cast by four channels on Belgian television between 29/06/2019 and 14/07/2019

were analysed. In total, 309 different programmes4 were examined. In 290 of those

programmes, the audio language was Dutch. The main focus was the content of

the more established local channels: Ketnet (Jr.) of the Flemish public service

broadcaster (VRT) and VTM Kids (Jr.) of the commercial Flemish private broad-

caster VTM. A smaller number of programmes broadcast by the international

commercial channels Nick(elodeon) and Disney (Junior) Channel were included in

the analysis as well. For brevity’s sake, the four channels under scrutiny will be

referred to as VRT, VTM, Nickelodeon, and Disney respectively, henceforth. The

latter two channels have a lower market share in Belgium, hence their smaller

sample. They almost exclusively broadcast imported programmes, mainly ani-

mated series. The aim of this analysis was to establish the amount of linguistic di-

versity reflected in local and imported programmes particularly in terms of the

4
To w it, 1 1 8 o fKetnet(Jr), 1 2 1 o fVTM Kids (Jr.), 38 o f Nickelo deo n/Nick, and 32 o f Disney Channel/Junio r.
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national, but also other varieties of Dutch. Every so often, parents complain about

their children copying the Netherlandic Dutch they hear on television (e.g. Van

Garderen 2019). This analysis helps to gauge the amount of Netherlandic Dutch

children really are exposed to in Belgium.

4.2. Local vs. imported productions in the analysed sample

The local channels offered a better balance of local and coproductions vs.

imported productions: 48.3% of the analysed VRT and 46.3% of the VTM pro-

grammes were locally produced or coproduced, while 51.7% and 53.7% respec-

tively were imported. However, most of the imported productions did not come

from the USA, Canada and Australia. In fact, only 8.2% of the VRT and 25.6% of the

VTM programmes were imported from those countries. Foreign productions were

particularly imported from neighbouring EU countries, mostly from France and

the United Kingdom: 80.3% of the VRT and 33.8% of the VTM imports. The public

service broadcaster imported more programmes from the Netherlands: 11.5% of

all imports compared to only 2.5% of the VTM imports. In those productions, the

original Netherlandic Dutch audio language is usually preserved. Yet occasionally,

the original version is completely replaced and the dubbing done by Belgian ac-

tors.5 Films were also included in the sample. Two films in the VRT sample were

(co)produced in Belgium and five were imported from the Netherlands.6

The analysis of the Dutch children’s programmes by Götz and her team in

2007 showed that only 3% of the imported programmes came from Belgium (Götz

et al. 2007c:6). Although a number of Dutch-language films have been produced in

Belgium, the Dutch public service broadcaster, rarely broadcasts these films. None

of the films available through the Dutch public service broadcaster’s online plat-

form Zappbios in July 2019, for instance, were Belgian films (NPO ZAPP 2019). A

total of fifty films, could be streamed through this platform, 94% of which were

Dutch (co)productions. In one of these films, however, a Belgian actor featured

speaking his own variety of Belgian Dutch. Three films were imported and dubbed

into Dutch. Two of those were German fairy-tale adaptations for which only one

dubbed version is available in the entire Dutch-language market. The dubbing

casts consist mainly of Dutch dubbing actors, but also a few of Belgian dubbing ac-

tors are heard. Four of these dubbed adaptations with such a mixed dubbing cast,

in fact, were also broadcast by VRT in July 2019.

5
This w as the case in Kattenlaan 9 (VillaAchterw erk 20 1 5)bro adcastby VTM .

6
M ainly fam ily film s, o ften po pu lar bo o k adaptatio ns, such as Abeltje (So m bo gaart 1 998) and Pluk van de

Petteflet (So m bo gaart& van Rijn 20 0 4).
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4.3. Varieties of Dutch used in the analysed sample

The variety of Dutch used in the 290 children programmes was examined to

establish if the dominant variety of Dutch or the local non-dominant Belgian

Dutch variety is mainly used in children’s television for Belgian Dutch speakers.

The results revealed that overall both local channels, VRT and VTM expose their

viewers mainly to the Belgian Dutch variety, while the international commercial

channels tend to expose viewers to the Netherlandic Dutch variety most of the

time, though not exclusively.

Figure 1: Analysed VRT sample (n=103)

The VRT subset contained the highest number of programmes (73%) in

which Belgian Dutch (BD) was used and the lowest number of programmes (13%)

in which Netherlandic Dutch7 (ND) was used (see Figure 1). In 14% of the pro-

grammes, (voice) actors from the Netherlands and a few from Belgium were

heard. Furthermore, the programmes in which Belgian Dutch was used were scru-

tinised to check whether only standard Belgian Dutch or other varieties were

used. Standard Belgian Dutch was mainly used (67% of the local programmes). In

the other programmes (33%), at least some features of colloquial Belgian Dutch

and/or regional Belgian Dutch accents could be heard as well.8 Particularly in the

local productions, more linguistic diversity within Belgian Dutch comes across.

The analysis of the VTM programmes showed that here too mainly Belgian

Dutch (BD) was used. Nonetheless, the percentage was lower than VRT’s (58%) (see

Figure 2). In 23% of the programmes Netherlandic Dutch and some Belgian Dutch

was heard and in the remaining 19% only Netherlandic Dutch (ND) could be heard.

Unlike in the VRT sample, in fact more programmes were found in which (at least

7
The Netherlandic Du tch accent(see Haeseryn 20 1 3)is heard, bu talso m arked Netherlandic Dutch lexis e.g.

“ o pzo uten”, “bo nbo ns”, “ m aak je een geintje”, “ w atkrijgen w e no u ”, “ alsjem eno u zeg”.
8

e.g.the pro no u n “gij/ge”, co llo qu ial lexis “ go esting”, “ co ntent”, “po epafku isen”, dim m inu tive “ -ke”:“Dries

is een specialleke”, interjectio ns “ allez”, “ am ai”, -tdeletio n in “ w atis dat”.
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some) colloquial and/or regional varieties of Belgian Dutch were used, namely in

56% of the analysed VTM sample. In the remaining 44% standard Belgian Dutch

was used.

Figure 2: Analysed VTM sample (n=118)

The graphs in Figure 1 and Figure 2 look rather similar visualising that both

VRT and VTM expose children in Belgium mainly to their own variety of Dutch.

When zooming in on the translated content within both samples, however, the

picture changes and more noteworthy differences between both channels become

apparent. Table 1 shows that compared to the non-translated content, less Belgian

Dutch and more Netherlandic Dutch is used in the analysed translated content of

both channels. In the VRT sample, only 66% of the translated programmes were in

Belgian Dutch, while 79% of the non-translated programmes were in Belgian

Dutch.

Figure 3: VTM translated programmes (n=64)

The analysed VTM sample, however, revealed that less than half, a mere

37%, of the translated programmes were in Belgian Dutch (see Figure 3 visualising

the translated VTM data listed in Table 1). Netherlandic Dutch and the combina-

tion of both national varieties is used more often in the translated content com-
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pared to the local content, particularly in the VTM sample (33% ND and 30% ND +

BD) as Table 1 shows.

non-translated (local) BD ND ND + BD

VRT (n=53) 79% 10% 11%

VTM (n=54) 81% 4% 15%

translated (imported) BD ND ND + BD

VRT (n=50) 66% 16% 18%

VTM (n=64) 37% 33% 30%

Table 1: Local vs. imported translated content

The local Belgian channels of the international commercial broadcasters

Nickelodeon and Disney, are often thought to expose children exclusively to

Netherlandic Dutch. However, the results of this analysis of an albeit smaller sam-

ple (n=69) of Dutch-language Nickelodeon and Disney content, suggest that this is

not the case.

The least Netherlandic Dutch was used in the Disney subset. The percentage

of productions in which both national varieties were heard was 45.2% and the per-

centage of productions in which only Netherlandic Dutch was used 51.6%. The

aforementioned animated series, Pyjamahelden (E-one 2015) was the only series in

this sample entirely dubbed in Belgian Dutch (3.2%). Conversely, none of the ana-

lysed Nickelodeon programmes were entirely in Belgian Dutch. In 76.3% of the

programmes, only Netherlandic Dutch9 could be heard and in the remaining 23.7%

of the programmes, a combination of both Netherlandic and some Belgian Dutch

was heard. Here too, usually only a handful of characters, often the main charac-

ter or their sidekick, are dubbed by Belgian voice actors.

To summarise, the results of this analysis of 290 Dutch-language children’s

programmes show that particularly the two most popular local children’s chan-

nels expose Belgian children mainly to their own variety of Dutch. Their content

also displays more linguistic diversity within Dutch: Their local content includes

standard Belgian Dutch, colloquial Belgian Dutch and at times also regional ac-

cents, while the translated content introduces more Netherlandic Dutch into their

children's programming. The international commercial broadcasters have started

to include some Belgian Dutch in their content; nevertheless, Netherlandic Dutch

is still heard predominantly when tuning into Nickelodeon and – albeit to a lesser

9
Again, this co u ld clearly be heard in the accents, bu talso Netherlandic Dutch lexis is u sed (e.g.“ m o bieltje”,

“ w andkleed”, “ jack”, “(ko m )no u ”, “ do ei”, “jeetje”.)
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extent – Disney. Traditional television channels, however, are ever more compet-

ing with other audiovisual content providers, such as video-on-demand and video

sharing platforms. Sociolinguistic research therefore should not be restricted to

children’s television, but rather include such media. For instance, the language

used by popular YouTubers, which is briefly be discussed in the next section.

5. The linguistic output of YouTubers in Belgium and Austria

Particularly, younger audiences have increasingly been turning to YouTube

for their entertainment. In Dutch-speaking Belgium, 89% of the respondents aged

between 16 and 24 indicated in 2018 that they had used this platform in the previ-

ous month (IMEC 2018:59). In a similar study conducted in Austria in 2019, 71% of

all respondents older than 14 said they had used YouTube in the last four weeks

(RTR 2019:16). YouTubers, often young people posting amateur videos in line with

YouTube’s original motto “Broadcast yourself”, are rather popular. They tend to

specialise in a particular sort of content such as comedy, beauty, technology,

sports and live gaming. Some of these YouTubers manage to develop a large fol-

lowing. When language is used in such videos, it is usually unscripted, but not

necessarily spontaneous speech. Particularly younger YouTubers tend to use their

native language in their videos. Interestingly, the most popular YouTubers from

Dutch-speaking Belgium come from the linguistic periphery10, as a result, they ex-

pose their followers to these lesser-known varieties of Dutch.

Some media scholars have started to study this YouTube phenomenon. In

Austria, Andreas Gebesmair and his team have analysed the Austrian YouTube

channels with the most subscribers. Still, they assume that particularly channels

from Germany are popular in Austria (Gebesmair et al. 2017:11). The languages

used in the top 100 Austrian YouTube channels in 2017 were English (47%) and

German (44%) (idem:22). Disregarding the international commercial channels and

the music channels, they found that the language of the remaining channels was,

in fact, mainly (Austrian) German (64%). Only 23% of the content consisted of Eng-

lish and 5% of a combination of (varieties of) Austrian German and English

(idem:54). In one channel, only Viennese dialect is used and in 7% no language was

used at all (idem). Therefore, this study suggests a lot of German is used by popu-

lar Austrian YouTubers.

However, some YouTubers use what has been referred to as "YouTube Ger-

man". Indeed, the term "YouTube-Deutsch" was mentioned in another Austrian

10
“ Kastio p” KacperPrzybylski, fo r instance, is fro m Lim bu rg and “Acid” Nathan Vandergu nst fro m W estFlan-

ders.
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report (Safer Internet 2018). In 2018, the then seven most popular German-

language YouTube channels in Austria were studied, only two of those were actu-

ally from Austria, the others were hosted by German YouTubers. When discussing

the challenges for Austrian children watching YouTube, the report mentions lan-

guage for several reasons. One of those is that YouTubers are said to avoid using

marked Austrian German or regional varieties and adapt their German to attract a

broader German-speaking audience (Safer Internet 2018:4). This linguistic phe-

nomenon is what they call "YouTube-Deutsch", but needs to be studied in greater

detail. Parents complained that their children were copying such linguistic behav-

iour (idem). The linguistic output of the extremely popular ViktoriaSarina channel

hosted by two young girls from Graz, for instance, could be described as such.

Their German is not marked Austrian German. With 1.67 million subscribers at the

time of writing this, their channel ranked 5th in the list of Austrian channels with

the most subscribers, the vast majority (80%) of which are located in Germany

(Kommaustria 2019:1).

In Belgium too, parents have raised concerns about the influence of You-

Tube and television on their children’s Dutch (e.g. Van Garderen 2019). Some chil-

dren are said to take over Netherlandic Dutch lexis and pronunciation from popu-

lar Dutch YouTubers and dubbed animation series. This phenomenon is not new,

however, it tends to disappear in primary school. Dutch national television (NOS)

recently reported that Belgian children were very fond of Dutch YouTubers in

particular (NOS Jeugdjournaal 2019a). Belgian YouTubers using Dutch in their vid-

eos rarely have more than half a million subscribers. By way of illustration, Na-

than Vandergunst, is the most popular YouTuber from Flanders. His channel had

around 415.000 subscribers at the end of 2019, but more than half of those are

based in the Netherlands (Droeven & Grymonprez 2019). Vandergunst also ex-

plained that he started to adapt his Dutch to cater to this Netherlandic Dutch au-

dience (NOS Jeugdjournaal 2019b). This could be the Dutch counterpart of the

aforementioned “YouTube Deutsch” phenomenon that needs to be studied fur-

ther. In any case, the Belgian journalists who interviewed him were struck by “his

strange accent” [author’s translation] (Droeven & Grymonprez 2019). They put it

this way: “On YouTube, and while speaking with us, he uses a mixture of Nether-

landic Dutch, West-Flemish dialect and General Standard Dutch [author’s transla-

tion]” (idem).

6. Concluding remarks and suggestions for further research

The media landscape is ever expanding. Children nowadays have access to a
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wide range of different global and local media and are no longer restricted to just

a few television channels. This study of children’s media (including YouTube)

shows that, as a result, the linguistic output children are exposed to may vary

greatly. While imported foreign media can broaden a child’s horizon, their trans-

lation rarely reflects the linguistic diversity that is part of their everyday life.

Non-native accents or regional varieties, for instance, are rarely used in dubbed

television. However, such outdated translation practises may slowly be changing

in some countries to reflect more linguistic variety. The Swedish public service

broadcaster, for instance, actively looks for dubbing actors from different parts of

Sweden and non-native speakers to offer a wider range of different accents in

their children’s programmes. While the language of audiovisual fiction, of course,

will never be natural language, the above analysis of the Dutch-language pro-

grammes shows that local productions and co-productions reflect linguistic diver-

sity better than the more conservative dubbed productions. This is one of the rea-

sons why it is important to continue to invest in local content and distribute it

through different platforms to counterbalance the influx of imported dubbed pro-

grammes from international content providers.

Some dubbing studios have started to work with voice actors from different

parts of the Dutch language area. However, in such cases often an attempt is made

to create a “geographically neutral” translation of the dubbing script: Lexis,

grammar and syntax is used that is not marked for geographic region. Sometimes

editors are hired to remove Netherlandic and Belgian Dutch features from the

scripts. The reasoning behind this is that, as a result, the translations can more

easily be distributed all over the language area. Yet, in the Dutch language area,

dubbing actors are quickly identified as speakers of a given national variety, but

often only based on phonetic and phonological features of their speech. Speakers

in the other part of the language area are not expected to be sufficiently familiar

with the other variety. However not exposing them to all of this variety’s linguis-

tic features (including lexis) reinforces this lack of familiarity, while exposing

them to it would enable a valuable language contact situation. These “geographi-

cally neutral” scripts need to be analysed further. Similarly, more research needs

to be done into this rather similar “YouTube language” phenomenon in which

YouTubers from non-dominant parts of pluricentric language areas adapt their

language to cater to speakers of the dominant variety. This is the reason why this

needs to be studied, as well as their attitude towards their own non-dominant va-

riety. Children’s media can play a role in helping children of both newcomers, and

native speakers to further develop their language skills. Arguably, this would call
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for an exposure to clearly enunciated standard language usage. While this can in-

deed help in the language acquisition process, still, children would also benefit

greatly from hearing more linguistic diversity in television programmes fostering

openness towards other varieties. Children from the dominant part of pluricentric

language areas, for instance, will come into contact with other varieties of their

language and realise their language is not limited to their own country or region.

Moreover, they will become acquainted with other varieties and may even gain a

passive knowledge of those. Similarly, the language attitude of children from a

non-dominant part, may improve when they hear their variety is also used by

their heroes on television. In this way, it can help them to become confident lan-

guage users, but most importantly, children’s media would also become more lin-

guistically inclusive.
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Norm authorities for a weakly pluricentric language:
the case of Italian in Switzerland

Abstract

Italian has the status of an official language in quadri-lingual Switzerland.

In spite of its minority position, it is used in administrative and political

contexts on a federal level and official documents are systematically

translated into it. Due to this fact, the Swiss variety of Italian can be con-

sidered as a partially autonomous standard of Italian, at least at a rudi-

mentary stage (Ammon 1989). This paper focuses on a list of lexical and

morphosyntactic items which have been identified as typical features of

Swiss Italian and tracks their presence in documents with high codifying

value (‘model authors’, Ammon 2017), that can influence language use by

reinforcing the status of regional forms through usage in controlled con-

texts. The survey takes into account two major authorities (the press and

daily news on TV) as well as non-professional literary texts. How do stan-

dardisation processes occur? Which trends of implicit standardisation

can be observed?

1. Which are the norms for a non-dominant variety of Italian?

Thursday morning, at the secondary school of Lugano (Switzerland). Alice

walks around in the classroom while her pupils are writing an essay on learning

methods. She notices that Flavio has written a sentence containing the word ‘clas-

satore’ – the expression used in Italian-speaking Switzerland for ‘file folder’, a

calque on French ‘classeur’. Alice, who has lived in Rome for one year, knows that

the Italian name of this object is ‘raccoglitore’. Nobody in Italy would have under-

stood her if she had talked of a ‘classatore’. Thus, is ‘raccoglitore’ the right name and

the only valid one? Is there a language academy or some other instance that can

establish that? Alice is confused; should she stigmatise the regional form and thus

correct Flavio, who has probably heard only the word ‘classatore’ during all his

school years? Is it his right to use this word? Can she influence the language use of

Flavio – and does she want to do it?
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In this paper, we investigate some potential norm-setting-authorities that

influence the formal norm of the national variety of Italian used in Switzerland,

from now on called ISLT (Italiano della Svizzera di lingua italiana, ‘Italian of the

Italian-speaking part of Switzerland’). The starting point of this work is the pro-

posal of some authors (Pandolfi, Berruto, Moretti) to consider Italian as a weakly

pluricentric language, having one minor centre of codification in Switzerland.

Since the existence of an additional centre of standardisation of Italian would im-

ply the existence of a number of norm-setting-authorities, our aim is to verify this

status of ‘norm authority’ examining some ‘model texts’ in order to track the

presence of lexical and morphosyntactic items which have been identified as typi-

cal features of Swiss Italian in documents with high prestige (‘model authors’;

Ammon 2017). Examining some major authorities that legitimate and diffuse a na-

tional standard allows proposing some hypotheses on the role and influence of

specific model authors on this variety of Italian.

2. Italian in Switzerland – a brief overview

As is well known, Switzerland has four official languages at the national

level: German, French, Italian and Romansh (the latter with semi-official status). The

four language communities occupy territories of different size, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Linguistic areas of Switzerland (© Swiss Federal Statistical Office, 2019).

The three main linguistic areas relate geographically to the neighbouring
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nations that have the same language as the only national language: Germany and

Austria for German, France for French and Italy for Italian. However, the dispro-

portion between the Italian speakers in Switzerland and those in Italy is consider-

able (600.000 people versus 60 million).

In truth, this map shows a simplified and somewhat monolithic representa-

tion of linguistic reality; statistical data show that speakers of the different lan-

guages are spread all over the country. At a cantonal level, Italian has an official

status only in the Cantons of Ticino and Grisons; quite paradoxically, though, the

majority of Italian speakers (around 53%) live outside of the traditional Italian-

speaking region (Janner, Casoni & Bruno 2019:32), which includes the Canton of

Ticino and three non-contiguous areas in the Canton of Grisons (the green area (3)

in Figure 1). Since in every canton only the cantonal language(s) are official, Ital-

ian in Zurich or German in Geneva have a status that is comparable to that of Ara-

bic or Swedish. The situation of Italian within the traditional area is quite stable,

whereas the number of Italian speakers in the rest of Switzerland varies signifi-

cantly depending on migration fluctuations. Almost 60% of all Italian speakers in

Switzerland have a migration background (Janner, Casoni & Bruno 2019:130).

Figure 2. The 11 varieties of Italian in Switzerland (adapted from Moretti 2005 and Berruto 2012).

The components of territoriality and migration past alone are not enough
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to explain the complex composition of ISLT (Moretti & Casoni 2016:398); in fact,

there is not only one Italian in Switzerland. ISLT is just one of many varieties of

Italian – the territorial and traditional one. Hajek (2012:160) underlines that “Ital-

ian speakers in Switzerland do not form a single cohesive community – whether

[sic!] historically, socially or geographically”.

The diagram in Figure 2 (adapted from Berruto 2012 and Moretti 2005)

represents the most prominent attempt to account for the varieties of Italian in

Switzerland, combining different criteria: geographic distribution, biographical

data, situational context, etc. All of these eleven varieties could potentially set the

norm, but not all do in the same way. According to Hajek (2012:161), the two

groupings of L1 speakers in Ticino, a compact area where Italian is the dominant

and the only official language, and Federal Italian (as an L1, but also as an L2) are

the only ones with potentially norm-setting influence on Italian. In this paper, we

will only focus on ISLT, the variety used in the traditionally Italian-speaking area.

3. Specific features of ISLT and where they come from

In the past ten years, some authors (in particular Pandolfi 2009, 2011, 2017;

Berruto 2011) have proposed to consider Italian as a weakly pluricentric language,

having one ‘rudimentary centre’ (Ammon 1989) of codification in Switzerland.

Pandolfi (2017:321) defines ISLT as “partially autonomous with respect to Italian of

Italy”. According to this view, there would be two (slightly different) standard na-

tional varieties of Italian. Of course, as Hajek (2012:155) puts it, “Swiss Italian is in

a clearly non-dominant relationship with Italian in Italy, but also with official lan-

guages in Switzerland”. However, as Ammon (2017:32) observes, “centers in coun-

tries, which have no codification of their own, but where the language has official

status in the country, nationally or regionally, can be called ‘half centers’. The of-

ficial status, as a rule, guarantees the existence of rather rich model texts, both

administrative and in the media.” In spite of its minority position (8.2% of the

Swiss population declares Italian as their main language, 2016 data), Italian is used

in administrative and political contexts on a federal level and official documents

are systematically translated into this language, with equal legal bases as is the

case in German and French, which are guaranteed by the Federal Constitution

(art. 4 and 70).

Thus, the political border separating Switzerland from Italy contributes to

create a partially independent standard with regard to Italy. ISLT is not simply a

regional variety of Italian. By introducing the acronym ISSI (Italiano statale della

Svizzera italiana, ‘national Italian of Italian-speaking Switzerland’), Pandolfi
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(2009) uses the notion of ‘statality’ as a characteristic feature of the Swiss variety

and as a necessary condition to define Italian as pluricentric.

We would like to point out here that this defining feature is not merely po-

litical or symbolic, but structural. It is in fact the “national status” of ISLT that al-

lows it to include a whole range of formal registers – related to administration or

to political and social reality – into the dimension of diatopic variation, thus dif-

ferentiating it from the other variations of Italian that are to be found within It-

aly. Therefore, some of the specific features of ISLT are not perceived as alterna-

tive forms, being precisely ‘official’ linguistic forms.

As Pandolfi (2006), Berruto (2011), Moretti (2011), Baranzini & Casoni (2020),

among others, show, the linguistic differences of ISLT concern mostly lexis and

pronunciation, but also morphosyntax, textual and pragmatic aspects, within a

productive system. Its typical features originate from three main sources:

 the contact with the two bigger national languages – i.e. German and French –,

for example via the translation of official documents by federal authorities;

 the dialectal substratum;

 the tendency to be a more conservative variety (maintaining a number of ar-

chaisms) because of its politically and geographically decentralised nature.

While archaisms are often part of formal Swiss Italian, as fuoco (‘fireplace’)

to designate a household, terms of regional/dialectal origin (as stincata for ‘abrupt

braking’, from dial. stincà ‘to brake’) usually belong to a rather colloquial variety

of ISLT. The daily contact with German and French makes it more likely for Swiss

Italians to have a less purist approach and to accept calquing and lexical transla-

tions. An example of lexical translation is piazza di giro, from Swiss German

Kehrplatz (literally ‘a place to turn (the car)’), meaning an empty space at the end

of a street. The adjective evidente, used with the meaning ‘simple, easy’ – and not

only ‘evident’, as in Italian of Italy –, is a semantic calque influenced by French

évident. An example of a loanword is schlafsack (from German: ‘sleeping bag’).

This is a fundamental point; since Switzerland is a small nation with four

national languages, linguistic contact on a daily basis is very common and doesn’t

rely on the proximity of the speaking communities. Loanwords and literal transla-

tions from German or French are easily accepted and not perceived as regional,

but as national. Constant exposure of all Italian-speakers to other national lan-

guages enforces this perception of normality. Moreover, in many cases, political

and administrative language reflects a different political and administrative real-

ity, for which terminology in standard Italian is missing (for example, corso di ripe-

tizione ‘periodic military training of the Swiss Armed Forces’).
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Another important question concerns the fact that the perception of the

ISLT variety influences the relationship between the reality of ISLT and the norm.

A study by Antonini & Moretti (2000) investigates how different regional varieties

of Italian are perceived by native speakers of ISLT. The study shows a complex pic-

ture; the local variety is judged the most beautiful and the most suitable for teach-

ing, but at the same time the Milanese variety is recognised as being closer to

standard than Swiss Italian.

This perception is a clue that has fostered our hypothesis. If we consider

what has been said until now – the objective difference between ISLT and other

Italian varieties, the presence of a political and administrative border separating

Switzerland and Italy. And there is the ambivalence of speakers’ perception – we

ask to what extent this is reflected within linguistic contexts where adequacy to a

socially accepted norm is required, that is, “neutral or unmarked behaviours”

(Pandolfi 2017:7). In his considerations about pluricentric Italian, Berruto (2011)

mentions three conditions in order to speak of pluricentric languages:

(a) having more than one standard national variety;

(b) having more than one centre of standardisation;

(c) the non-coincidence with one national identity for its native speakers.

As for c), here it can be enough to observe that a native Italian speaker can

relate to an Italian as well as to a Swiss national identity (albeit to a much lesser

extent). As for the other two points that mostly concern us here, we can see that

in the case of Swiss Italian condition a) is partially accomplished; we can take for

granted that a different national variety of Italian exists, as many works of Pan-

dolfi and other scholars have shown. As for b), if we acknowledge a different stan-

dard for ISLT, this would mean that Italian has more than one standardisation cen-

tre. We are interested in the link between the critera a) and b); if ISLT is a standard

in its own right, then as a consequence there would be a centre of standardisation

for it. Based on these considerations, we can postulate the existence of potential

norm authorities.

4. Potential norm authorities in Italian-speaking Switzerland

Our investigation therefore has its foundations on three assumptions with

different degrees of concreteness:

1) in the case of ISLT, the variation also operates at a formal level;

2) there is a weak awareness of the regional character of many specific terms;

3) regional media, official documents, etc. have in fact a national status.
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Such assumptions legitimise the hypothesis about the occurrence of typical

ISLT features in controlled – or even formal – written and oral discourse. In order

to verify this hypothesis it is first necessary to identify the Italian-speaking Swiss

organizations that can be perceived as norm-setting authorities. In other words,

we ask which sources might contribute to establish a standard for the ISLT variety.

According to Ammon (2005, 2017), among potential language influencers

one can distinguish between “model speakers and writers”, “codifiers” (especially

dictionaries), “language experts” (mostly linguists) and “language norm authori-

ties”, for example, school teachers and their role as language correctors. ISLT

(still) does not have an own explicit linguistic codex, or only very rudimentary

one: since 1995 the Italian Zingarelli dictionary mentiones some 34 Helvetisms

(Pandolfi 2017:339); the Federal Chancellery issues a terminology database in the

four national languages and in English (www.termdat.ch), which, however, has

only a minimal influence on most speakers; language experts and language norm

authorities seem (still) to turn mostly toward the standard of Italy. In this setting,

model speakers and model writers play an important role, producing texts that

function as language norms and establish a standard variety (see the notion of

“standard by usage” by Ammon 2017:24).

Which model speakers and model writers can be observed for ISLT? On the

one hand, there is the Federal and cantonal administration that produces model

texts; on the other hand, there is a national TV and radio company broadcasting in all

four national languages. This accounts for the specificity of the Swiss case. In It-

aly, the television of a particular city is peripheral (and is perceived as such),

while the Italian-speaking Swiss TV company (RSI) is both specific to the Italian-

speaking area and national, is broadcasting throughout Switzerland and has no

higher national competitor. Such a double status – both regional and national –

concerns almost all public events and institutions in Italian-speaking Switzerland

that involve language, since the local political reality almost coincides with the

national Italian-speaking reality. This is a different situation with regard to Italy,

where the two levels, regional and national, do not overlap.

5. Analysing preliminary data

According to the above considerations, this research focuses on media of

Italian-speaking Switzerland as potential norm-setting-authorities reflecting a

formal use of the Italian variety. The data are taken from two main sources: the

daily news on the main TV network RSI (Il Quotidiano,1 abbreviated Quot) and one

1
www.rsi.ch/la1/programmi/informazione/il-quotidiano/.
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of the two main newspapers in Italian-speaking Switzerland (La Regione,2 abbrevi-

ated LaR). Both sources share a controlled use of the language, with the partial ex-

ception of (almost spontaneous) interview excerpts in the editions of Il Quotidiano.

A third source completes the analysis: a collection of short stories by non-

professional writers taking part in a literary competition held annually in the Ital-

ian-speaking part of Switzerland, in Bellinzona (Castelli di carta3). These texts can

be recognised as having normative character as they represent the general daily

norm and they allow measuring which specific features of the ISLT variety can be

observed in controlled texts with literary ambitions.

The following overview on ISLT phenomena collected in the three men-

tioned sources, shows examples that illustrate the categories that were taken into

account and which features recognised as typical of ISLT occur in these model

texts. A first impressionistic review of the data – collected through read-

ing/listening as well as through guided search – indicates whether typical ISLT

features are accepted by model writers and speakers.

As for lexical features, a first category concerns the so-called absolute Hel-

vetisms (Petralli 1990; Pandolfi 2006; Moretti & Pandolfi 2019), where neither the

expression nor the entity it refers to are known in Italy; for instance, expressions

that designate political or administrative entities, as the executive and legislative

instances of cantons. Examples are Granconsiglieri (Quot) ‘members of the cantonal

parliament’, scuola reclute (LaR) ‘bootcamp’, centri d’asilo (LaR) ‘centres for people

asking for asylum’. Semantic Helvetisms, on the other hand, are potentially am-

biguous expressions, since the same signifier in Italy designates another referent.

Container is used for ships, whereas in the ISLT source (LaR) it has the meaning of

‘waste container’ and alternates with the word cassonetti, which is common in Ital-

ian Italian, too. Lexical Helvetisms are words that do not occur in Italian of Italy at

all. The same concept is designated differently: a deponia (LaR) ‘waste deposit’ is a

deposito di rifiuti in the standard of Italy; vallerano (LaR) ‘valley resident’ is called

valligiano. As a subset of lexical Helvetisms, diachronic Helvetisms are Italian ex-

pressions that are no longer used in (neo)standard Italian of Italy, but are very

frequent in the ISLT variety, as pigioni (LaR) ‘house rents’ instead of affitti.

As for the morphological level, an ISLT specifics is feminine profession

names, as noticed already by Pescia (2010, 2011; see also Pandolfi 2009; Moretti &

Pandolfi 2019). In LaR we find for instance avvocata ‘(female) lawyer’ and la con-

sigliera di Stato ‘the (female) member of the cantonal government’, while Quot

2
www.laregione.ch.

3
www.castellidicarta.ch - The corpus is not available online.
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mentions la ministra della Giustizia ‘the (female) minister of justice’.

A typical syntactic feature of ISLT (Cerruti & Pandolfi 2015; Moretti & Pan-

dolfi 2019) is the position of adverbs in sentences, preceding the verb instead of

following it, as it would be common in the standard of Italy. This is the case for già

in the following sentence (LaR): “Le classi infatti già rendono visita alle nostre aule”

(‘In fact, the classes already visit our classrooms’). The non-marked sentence

would be “rendono già visita”. In Quot an interviewee answers to the question “E

dunque cosa può fare la Regio Insubrica?” (‘So what can the Regio Insubrica do?’)

by saying “Nuovamente richiamare il DATEC” (‘Calling the DATEC back again’), where

the adverb precedes the infinitive verb. Another feature concerning syntax is the

particular form of verb government in the case of aver bisogno qualcosa, ‘to need

something’, which is used transitively, without the preposition di: “Emergenza

freddo: chi ha bisogno aiuto può chiedere vitto e alloggio” (LaR, headline), ‘Cold emer-

gency: people needing help can ask for board and lodging’.

Other phenomena noticed in literature (Cerruti & Pandolfi 2015; Petralli

1990) are the typical expression chinarsi su qualcosa ‘to deal with something’ (a

calque on French se pencher sur quelque chose, literally ‘to bend over something’),

the use of settimana scorsa ‘last week’ without article and a very peculiar use of the

adverb rispettivamente ‘respectively’, introducing an addition or a specification,

which leans on German beziehungsweise:

“Però è chiaro, se il Dipartimento ci richiede di fare un certo tipo di la-

voro, dobbiamo chinarci sulla problematica e dare delle risposte concrete”

(Quot, interview) [But it is clear, if the Department requires us to do a cer-

tain kind of work, we have to bend over the issue and give concrete an-

swers.]

“Settimana scorsa ancora le divisioni sembravano profonde” (Quot) [‘Only

last week the divisions seemed deep.]

“Nei primi derby di hockey, rispettivamente anche in ambito calcistico, di

questa prima parte di stagione 2018-2019, di grossi problemi non ce ne

sono stati” (Quot, interview) [In the first hockey derbies of this first part

of the 2018-2019 season, respectively also in football, there were no big

problems.]

In the short stories that constitute the third source taken into considera-

tion, the most remarkable fact is the substantial absence of ISLTisms. A punctual

search of some of the statistically most widespread forms (see among others Pan-

dolfi 2009) provides results close to zero. Some occurrences, however, can be ob-

served. With regard to lexicon, for example, one can find mantello (‘coat’, in the
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standard of Italy cappotto), autopostale (‘bus’, Italy standard autobus) or bucalettere

(‘mailbox’, Italy standard cassetta delle lettere). As for the constructions, there are

occurrences of a dipendenza di (‘depending on’, Italy standard a seconda di), a corsa

(‘running’, Italy standard di corsa), etc. Even if this preliminary analysis does not

allow concluding remarks, since the corpus could be extended to other potential

norm sources, this first glance already allows some general observations.

(1) In the reduced corpus taken into account, we have found examples of

ISLT features from all categories mentioned in literature, from lexis to syntax. In

Italy a cultivated speaker would avoid regional features like these while writing or

speaking in formal contexts, thus following an implicit norm, while this doesn’t

apply to these examples.

(2) At the same time, the two media sources (the printed press and the daily

news on TV) are analogous as far as the typology of ISLTisms occurring in the

documents is concerned – they are mostly “terms for variety-specific objects” (see

the above category of terms designating referents that do not exist in Italy, as

Granconsigliere). As we have seen, however, other ISLT features are present, too,

even if they are not as frequent as those of the first type are. Two aspects favour

the presence of this second category of ISLTisms. The first aspect is the fact that

they are also used in official texts, thus they are formal language and register. The

second aspect (related to the first) concerns the ISLT speakers’ knowledge of the

alternative term of the Italian Italian standard; in most cases, this knowledge is

only passive. If for the more marked forms – e.g. the ones with a dialectal origin –

a more ‘formal’ variant usually exists, but the speakers generally do not actively

use these expressions. The printed press and the daily news on TV present a com-

parable situation. Our observations go in the same direction as one of the few

works investigating the use of Helvetisms in the Italian-speaking Swiss press; Ricci

(2009) also shows that the presence of Helvetisms in the press is determined by

the category to which they belong. In other words, there is

a. a systematic presence of expressions that concern the political-administrative

area,

b. co-presence of Helvetisms and their equivalents in the Italian Italian standard

for the second category (‘unnecessary’ but not connotated terms), and

c. presence of terms or constructions not perceived as regional. On the contrary,

all terms that are strongly marked as regional and used alternatively by the

speakers in parallel to the Italian Italian standard in their more formal lan-

guage, are absent.

Category (c) is the only one occurring in the third source (non-professional
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literary texts), and this seems to be a significant finding. It is not surprising that

all the strongly-marked ISLTisms are missing in these texts as they are colloquial

and therefore missing in the first two sources, too. This is a general tendency and

most probably caused by social considerations – to avoid social stigmatization.

The absence of expressions of category a) can be easily explained by the genre of

texts we are dealing with; since this category concerns expressions related to the

field of politics and public administration. This field is usually not dealt with in

short literary texts and the respective lexicon therefore absent. Terms belonging

to category (b) that are not marked as regional and represent alternative ways of

expression are also not used in the literary texts of lay writers. Their absence can

be attributed to the conscious will to adapt to the Italian Italian standard that is

considered to be more prestigious and secondly by choosing models of writing

that are almost exclusively typical for Italian Italian. Significantly, traces of

‘Swissness’ remain where ISLTisms are not perceived as such (category c); it is the

strongest stage of standardisation, which concerns the most formal registers and

the most cultured speakers, too. This category resists any adaptation of the Swiss

linguistic variety towards Italian Italian.

5. Conclusion

This paper is based on the observation that Italian is an official language in

Italy as well as in Switzerland and on the hypothesis, that Italian is (at least) a

weakly pluricentric language. If there was a Swiss Italian standard, it was neces-

sary to identify norm-setting instances. Based on this assumption, as well as on

the objective lack of explicit codification of the Swiss national variety of Italian,

we investigated possible sources of indirect standardisation through the usage

that is prevalent in the Swiss-speaking part of Switzerland. A first look at three

sorts of potential models – printed press, daily news on TV, non-professional lit-

erary texts – has provided a number of clear results and revealed indications for

further studies4. Our data essentially confirmed the results of earlier studies in

this field (e.g. Ricci 2009). ISLTisms are quite common in the printed press and the

daily news on TV, but they are limited to terms common in the political and ad-

ministrative field, which do not have an equivalent in the Italian Italian standard,

because they refer to nation-specific objects.

Other ISLT features that are present as well are not perceived as regional

variants, because some these words are apparently not different from the Italian

4
We refer in particular to the need to conduct a systematic study leading to quantitative data on a fairly

large corpus of texts.
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Italian ones. Others show semantic widening or partial drift (e.g. evidente). As such

they are clearly belonging to the standard lexicon of Swiss German (e.g. a

dipendenza di or the transitive use of avere bisogno) despite the fact that their mor-

pho-synctactic structure and the locutions themselves are specific for Swiss Ital-

ian.

In literary texts, the presence of ISLTisms is near to zero. A possible expla-

nation for this could be that these texts usually do not deal with the political or

administrative realm. Finally, we would like to add two concluding remarks :

1. Our research yielded clear indications that there are specific linguistic

features of Swiss Italian. There is a need for further (quantitative) studies that

compare Swiss Italian and Italian Italian and provide further data that back the

pluricentricity of Italian (based on already existing quantitative studies, such as

Pandolfi 2009).

2. As second outcome is that a new stratification of Swiss Italian seems to

emerge that adds a further level of variation. It overlaps with the one that ISLT

shares with all linguistic regions of Italy. These variants are marked as ‘non-

standard’ and align – especially in informal language – with the regional Italian

Italian of neighbouring areas. In Swiss Italian this variation coexists with the offi-

cial language and is perceived as standard language. This second level of variation

marks the specificity of Swiss Italian. It can be assumed that in the long term it

could also introduce other more endogenous elements of variation into the norm

of the Swiss Italian standard and further contribute to the development of this va-

riety into an autonomous linguistic variety.
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A b s tra c t

The aim of this paper is to provide answers regarding norm tolerance to-

wards the standard varieties of German among South Tyrolean university

teacher-training students. As demonstrated in an empirical study con-

ducted by Hofer (2017), who examined the correction behaviour of Ger-

man teachers in South Tyrol, there seems to be uncertainty about the

standard variety to be taught in schools. Similar results have also been

found elsewhere (Davies, Wagner & Wyss, 2014; de Cillia, Fink & Rans-

mayr, 2017; de Cillia & Ransmayr, 2019; Fink, 2014; Scharloth, 2005). Fo-

cusing on the role of German in educational institutions, the data pre-

sented in this paper derives from a questionnaire survey conducted

among teacher-training students attending university in South Tyrol,

aiming to discover their correction behaviour and their attitudes towards

their own and other varieties of German. The paper will be concluded

with recommendations for dealing with the pluricentric concept in edu-

cational institutions in South Tyrol.

1 . In tro d u c tio n

German is a pluricentric language (Ammon, 1995, 2005, 2015; Ammon et al.,

2004; Ammon, Bickel & Lenz, 2016; Clyne, 1992, 2004; Muhr 2017). The four social

forces (Soziales Kräftefeld) – the model speakers and authors, the codifiers, the lan-

guage experts and the language-norm authorities – considerably influence our

understanding of what is a formal standard (Muhr, 2018: 41-42) in a language

(Ammon, 1995, 2015). School teachers and pedagogues, as language-norm authori-

ties (Sprachnormautoritäten), are “endowed with the power to directly prescribe

the choice of language forms”, i.e. issue language norms (Ammon, 2015: 56), and

“have an important function for promulgating and stabilizing a standard variety”

1
Due to lack of space, in this paper we will only discuss one of the two empirical studies presented at the

LNC 2019 conference in Stockholm.
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(Ammon, 2015: 64). Particularly important in this respect is the correction behav-

iour of school teachers towards the formal standard, as it can have noticeable ef-

fect on speakers’ attitudes towards standard varieties (Bickel & Schmidlin, 2004:

117). While there are a number of studies analyzing the corrective behaviour of

teachers in general (Hennig, 2012) and, more relevant for the present paper, with

regards to Austriacisms (Austriazismen), Deutschlandisms (Deutschlandismen),

and/or Helvetisms (Helvetismen)2 (Ammon, 1995; Davies et al., 2017; de Cillia, 2016;

de Cillia & Ransmayr, 2019; Fink, 2014, 2016; Langer, 2010; Scharloth, 2005; Wyss,

Davies & Wagner, 2016), only a handful of papers have looked into related ques-

tions in the South Tyrolean context. Ammon (1995) and, more recently, Ciccolone

(2010) presented word lists to South Tyrolean informants – in the case of Cic-

colone (2010), however, most of them were laypersons – while Hofer (2017, forth-

coming) asked teachers to correct a fictitious student essay containing regionally

marked variants.

Moreover, it has been shown in the literature that there is often ignorance

of one’s own variety, lack of clarity, little knowledge, and unawareness regarding

the pluricentric variation/concept of the German language (also during teacher

training), which can lead to the tendency to correct/modify appropriate (one’s

own and other) national variants (e.g., Ammon, 1995: 480; Hofer, 2017; Muhr, 1995:

96). In this respect, educational institutions as well as teachers themselves play a

central role in communicating language norms.

As claimed by Muhr (1997b) and more recently by Fink (2014, 2016), the

teaching of standard language norms should be a central aspect of the teaching

profession. In their task of proof-readers, teachers judge what is correct or sty-

listically adequate and what is not. Apart from Ciccolone’s PhD thesis (Ciccolone,

2010), Hofer’s PhD thesis (forthcoming), and a smaller, older pilot study conducted

by Ammon (1995: 405-411), there are no empirical findings about which norm

conception prevails among language-norm authorities (teachers, teacher-training

students) or laypeople in South Tyrol. This study aims at filling this gap by exam-

ining teacher-training students’ corrective behaviour. In South Tyrol, teachers

play a particularly important role for several reasons. First of all, most of the

German-speaking inhabitants are characterized by internal and external multilin-

gualism (section 2.1). Secondly, South Tyrol, as one of the four Halbzentren (semi-

2
In the (English) literature, different terminologies have been used in order to categorize the varieties of

Standard German. The terms Austriacisms, Deutschlandisms and South Tyrolisms (see section 2.2) have
been used, among others, by Abel & Anstein (2010), Ammon (1995), Ammon, Bickel & Lenz (2016), Fink
(2016), and Muhr (1997a).
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centres)3, does not have an officially recognized language codex and is therefore

relying more heavily on other language-norm authorities (section 2.2). Therefore,

one of the research questions addressed in this paper will reveal which reference

books are nowadays consulted by South Tyrolean university students. Finally, due

to the minority situation of the German-speaking community in Italy, great im-

portance is attributed to German-language schools4. The main aim of the present

empirical study is to investigate the corrective behaviour of future primary school

teachers with regard to the formal standard variety used in South Tyrol. These re-

sults will then be compared to Hofer’s study (2017, forthcoming), who examined

the corrective behaviour of high school teachers.

Keeping in mind how important the corrective behaviour of teachers is in

shaping our understanding as to what is and what is not part of a standard varie-

ty, in this paper we seek to answer the following research questions:

1. Which reference books or dictionaries are used by teacher-training university

students in case of linguistic insecurities?

2. Which linguistic norms are applied by university students when correcting a

pupil’s essay?

3. Do university students correct differently from teachers when using the same

student essay?

This paper is structured as follows. After presenting South Tyrol and its so-

ciolinguistic situation in section 2.1, we will briefly describe the standard variety

of German used in South Tyrol in section 2.2. Data collection is described in sec-

tion 3, while our subjects and the task used are presented in section 3.1 and 3.2 re-

spectively. Results will be presented in section 4. In the final section, section 5, the

results will be discussed and summarized.

3
Besides several other reasons, Muhr (2018: 42-44) claims that Ammon’s concept of centres lacks descrip-

tive neutrality and therefore he suggests the usage of the terms “dominant” and “non-dominant” vari-
ety/centre instead.

4
The South Tyrolean school system is slightly different from the Italian system, since each child has the
right to be educated in his or her native language by teachers whose native language is the language of in-
struction (Article 19 of the Second Autonomy Statute), leading to ethnically separate schooling and sepa-
rate administrative divisions for the schools of the three linguistic groups (Italian, German and Ladin).
There are schools in which Italian is the main language of instruction and German is taught as a second
language (Italian-language schools), and there are schools in which German is the main language of in-
struction and Italian is taught as an L2 (German-language schools). For the small Ladin minority there is a
so-called parity school system (paritätisches Schulsystem), in which Ladin is taught as a subject and is
used as an assisting language in teacher-pupil interaction. English is a compulsory subject from primary
school onwards (for an overview, see Alcock, 2000; Voltmer et al., 2007: 236-238).
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2 . S o u th Ty ro l

2 .1 . S o c io lin g u is tic s itu a tio n

South Tyrol is an officially trilingual province in northern Italy, where three

languages are recognized: Italian, German, and Ladin5. Until 1919, South Tyrol be-

longed to the Austro-Hungarian Empire and became part of Italy after World War

I (for a more detailed description, see Alcock, 2000; Ammon, 1995; Glück, Leonardi

& Riehl, 2019; Voltmer et al., 2007). The Fascist policy of assimilation, the elimina-

tion of the German language from almost all aspects of public life
6
, especially in

schools and the administration, had a substantial impact on the standard variety

used nowadays in South Tyrol. After the Fascist regime, there was an eager need

to re-build the German language.

However, instead of orienting themselves towards the Austrian language

tradition and restoring the link with Austrian Standard German, which would

have also been geographically closer, the social and political forces oriented

themselves towards Germany. This explains why “South Tyrolean German con-

tains numerous elements borrowed from Germany, which are not present in the

Austrian German standard” (Voltmer et al., 2007: 226; see also Lanthaler, 2012a:

75-78). Regarding textbooks and teaching material for German-language schools,

most of them are obtained from Germany or Austria (for a detailed description in

high schools, see Hofer, forthcoming).

Within the Italian state, the German-language group is a minority, while in

South Tyrol itself it forms the overwhelming majority. From the approximately

505.000 inhabitants, 69.64% declare themselves as belonging to the German-

speaking language group, 25.84% to the Italian-speaking group and 4.52% to the

Ladin-speaking group
7
.
.
The majority of the Italian-speaking group is character-

ized by external multilingualism, whereas the German-speaking group is charac-

terized by both external and internal multilingualism (Lanthaler, 2012b: 140-143,

149-151). External multilingualism refers to the knowledge of unrelated varieties –

in the case of South Tyrol it refers to a speaker who has knowledge of German and

Italian. Internal multilingualism, on the other hand, refers to the control and/or

usage of related varieties – referring to a speaker with knowledge of a regional va-

5
Ladin, a Romance minority language spoken mainly in Gröden/Val Gardena and Gadertal/Val Badia, as well
as Italian are not taken into account in this paper.

6
Between 1923 and 1945 it was prohibited to use the German language in public.

7
Unfortunately, these figures disregard the percentage of speakers from mixed-language families. Speakers

who have been primarily socialized with two or more languages/varieties do not have the opportunity or
option to declare themselves as belonging to more than one linguistic group or to a completely separate bi-
or multilingual group on the census (e.g., Leonardi, 2020).
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riety of German (i.e. Tyrolean dialect), which belongs to the Southern Bavarian di-

alect group, and a German standard variety. The non-standard variety
8

is the most

used code in in-group communication (with family members and friends), in eve-

ryday communication and at one’s place of employment. The standard variety or

written dominant norm, on the other hand, is used in more formal/official situa-

tions (education, politics, media, religion), for written communication, and in in-

teraction with tourists (ASTAT, 2015)
9
.

2 .2 . S ta n d a rd Ge rm a n in S o u th Ty ro l

Although South Tyrol – as one of the four Halbzentren (semi-centres) – does

not have its own linguistic codex (Sprachkodex), i.e. comprehensive dictionaries,

grammars, or pronunciation guides (Ammon, 1995, 2006), unlike Germany, Austria

and German-speaking Switzerland, the variety of Standard German used in South

Tyrol possesses a number of features that distinguish it clearly from other varie-

ties of Standard German. These distinctive features, especially at the lexical level,

have been, if not exactly codified, at least described most notably in the Varian-

tenwörterbuch des Deutschen (VWB, Ammon et al., 2004; Ammon, Bickel & Lenz,

2016), in additional work carried out by Abfalterer (2007), and also within corpora

such as the Korpus Südtirol10 (Abel & Anstein, 2011; Anstein, Oberhammer &

Petrakis, 2011).

In her publication, Abfalterer (2007) distinguishes between primary South

Tyrolisms (Primäre Südtirolismen) and secondary South Tyrolisms (Sekundäre Südti-

rolismen). Primary South Tyrolisms are lexical items/lemmas which are used exc-

lusively in South Tyrol and in all their meanings represent an exclusively South

Tyrolean variant, such as Familienbogen (ital. stato di famiglia), Studientitel (ital. titolo

di studio) or Waal11 (Abfalterer, 2007: 263-266). Overall, Abfalterer (2007: 192) lists

302 words which belong to the standard variety used in South Tyrol and which are

common in South Tyrol only. Secondary South Tyrolisms are lemmas used in one

or more other centres, such as Trimm-dich-Pfad (Germany and South Tyrol) or Un-

terdach (Switzerland and South Tyrol; Abfalterer, 2007: 266-268; Ammon, Bickel &

Lenz, 2016: 753, 769).

8
At this point it should be noted that there does not exist just one local non-standard variety spoken in

South Tyrol, but several non-standard varieties (e.g., Lanthaler, 1997).
9

Some authors claim that the sociolinguistic situation among the German-speaking community should be

described as a (medial) diglossic situation (e.g., Egger, 1977: 8; Lanthaler, 1990: 63-65), while others ar-
gue that it is more appropriate to use the term dialect-standard-continuum rather than diglossia (e.g.,
Ammon, 1995: 406; Ammon, Bickel & Lenz, 2016: LX; Glück, Leonardi & Riehl, 2019: 256).

10
http://www.korpus-suedtirol.it/Pages/zusammenfassung_en.aspx [accessed on 14.01.2020].

11
These three variants (abbreviated STIR) are also listed in the Variantenwörterbuch des Deutschen (Am-

mon, Bickel & Lenz, 2016: 222, 723, 805).
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The fact that South Tyrolean speakers often have two or more variants in

their standard repertoire to choose from (e.g., Mehrfamilienhaus vs. Kondominium;

Installateur, Klempner vs. Hydrauliker), together with the widespread belief that

only one of them can be correct (Milroy, 2001), can lead to doubts and insecurities

as to which of the variant is the correct one. The absence of a South Tyrolean lin-

guistic codex, together with the fact that the standard variety used in South Tyrol,

as one of the non-dominating varieties (Clyne, 1992, 2004; Muhr, 2012, 2018), car-

ries little prestige, exacerbates these doubts and insecurities among speakers of

the variety, who often share a feeling of inadequacy.

3 . M e th o d

Data collection took place during a regular lecture at the teacher training

course at the University of Brixen-Bressanone
12

. Before correcting the student es-

say, a questionnaire (adapted from Hofer, forthcoming) about subjects’ language

background, language use and their attitudes towards the standard variety used in

South Tyrol had to be completed. Each subject has conducted the task individu-

ally.

3 .1 . In fo rm a n ts

Teachers University Students

Number 41 55

Year of Data Collection 2014/2015 2019

Institution differenthighschoolsinS outh
T yrol

U niversity ofBrixen-
Bressanone

Gender 70% fem aleand30% male 97% fem aleand4% m ale

Age m eanage= 42.04 years m eanage= 20.94 years

T able(1):Inform antsdescription.

In total, 55 students – 53 females (96.4%) and 2 males (3.6%) – with an age

range of 19 to 30 years (Mage=20.94 years) participated in the survey (see Table 1).

All except for one female student, who declared her first language to be Moroccan

but has been living in South Tyrol for 9-10 years, named a German variety
13

as

12
Since the foundation of the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano in 1997, teacher training for primary schools

has been taken place exclusively at the university in Brixen/Bressanone. For secondary and high-school
teacher training the situation is more complex. For further information see:
<http://www.provinz.bz.it/bildung-sprache/ausbildungs-studien-berufsberatung/beruf/zulassungstitel-zur-
lehrtaetigkeit.asp> and <https://www.asus.sh/studium/lehrerinnenausbildung> [accessed on 14.01.2020].

13
Subjects provided the following answers (categorization partly based on Schwarz & Stoeckle, 2017): Südti-

roler Dialekt (16.7%), Pustertal (14.8%), Etschtal (11.1%), Vinschgau (11.1%), Eisacktal (7.4%), Ahrntal
(5.5%), Sarntal (5.5%), Überetsch (5.5%), German (3.7%), Passeier (3.7%), Unterland (3.7%), Wipptal
(3.7%), Bozen (1.9%), Etschtal & Vinschgau (3.7%) or Etschtal & Passeier (1.9%).
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(one of) his/her first language(s). Since results will be compared to Hofer’s find-

ings (2017, forthcoming), teachers’ background information is provided in Table 1,

too.

3 .2 . Ta s k

In order to investigate the correction behaviour of teacher-training stu-

dents, students were asked to correct an essay written by a fictitious student that

contained no actual ‘mistakes’, but a series of regionally marked variants. Expres-

sions and formulations could either be crossed out, if participants considered

them incorrect, or underlined, if they were deemed stylistically inadequate. Fur-

thermore, participants had the possibility to add comments. In order to be able to

compare teachers’ and future teachers’ correction behaviour, the same essay has

been used as in Hofer (2017, forthcoming)
14

. Table 2 provides an overview of the

Austriacisms, Deutschlandisms, Helvetisms as well as pri mary and secondary

South Tyrolisms which occurred in the essay15.

Type of Variant Items used in the student’s essay

Deutschlandisms (rarely
used inS outhT yrol)

fegen ‘sw eep’,kross ‘crispy’,Plätzchen ‘biscuit’

Austriacisms (rarely used in
S outhT yrol)

Eierschwammerl ‘chanterelle’,Fleischhauer ‘butcher’,See-
höhe ‘sealevel‘

Secondary South Tyrolisms

(used alsoinoneorm ore
othercentres)

Bub ‘boy’,Faschiertes ‘m inced m eat’,heuer ‘thisyear’,Iden-
titätskarte ‘identity card’,in der Früh ‘in the m orning’,sek-
kieren ‘annoy’, article+name (der Elias/die Mama/die Oma),
theuseofperfecttenseasw rittennarrativetim e

Primary South Tyrolisms

(used exclusively inS outh
T yrol)

Aranciata ‘typeofasoftdrink’,Griffelschachtel ‘pencilcase’,
Huder ‘cleaning cloth’,Kondominium ‘m ultiple fam ily dw ell-
ing’,törggelen ‘localtraditioninautum n’,Zuckerle ‘candy’

T able2.Variantsthatoccurintheessays.

4 . Re s u lts
4 .1 . Re fe re n c e b o o k s a n d d ic tio n a rie s

Regarding research question 1, namely which reference book(s) the subjects

consulted in case of linguistic insecurities, the majority (92.7%) claimed to use the

Online-Duden, while 38.2% stated that they consult the Duden Universalwörterbuch

(multiple reference books could be named in the questionnaire). As shown in Fi-

14
Some of the variants as well as the instruction text to the essay were adapted from the project Ös-

terreichisches Deutsch als Unterrichts- und Bildungssprache (de Cillia & Ransmayr, 2019).
15

For reasons why these variants were chosen, see Hofer (2017: 81-84).
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gure 1, no student indicated that s/he uses the Österreichisches Wörterbuch (ÖWB),

while only one participant declared that she uses the Variantenwörterbuch des Deut-

schen (VWB) – the only book containing a large number of South Tyrolean vari-

ants.

Figure1.R eferencebooksanddictionariesclaim edtobeconsultedbytheuniversitystudents.

4 .2 . S tu d e n t e s s a y

We now turn to the results of the student essay. First, we will discuss the

corrected and underlined items provided by the university students. Then, we will

compare our results to those obtained in Hofer (2017, forthcoming).

University Students Corrections
Type of Variant

underlined crossed out total

Deutschlandisms 4.84% 4.24% 9.08%

Austriacisms 20% 10.30% 30.30%

Secondary South Tyrolisms 24.90% 16.18% 41.08%

Primary South Tyrolisms 35.75% 20.30% 56.05%

T able3.P ercentageofunderlinedandcorrected item sintheessayspercategory.

As demonstrated in Table 3, the majority of the variants were not perceived

as errors (crossed out), but as stylistically inadequate or incorrect (underlined).
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Overall, it can be seen that more than half of the primary South Tyrolisms

(56.05%) were underlined or crossed out, followed by the secondary South Tyro-

lisms (41.08%). Items belonging to foreign national varieties (i.e. Austriacisms and

Deutschlandisms, which are less common in South Tyrol), were marked as either

incorrect or linguistically inadequate less often (30.30% of the Austriacisms, 9.08%

of the Deutschlandisms). Focusing on the South Tyrolisms only, results show that

primary South Tyrolisms were crossed out (20.30%) as well as underlined (35.75%)

more often than secondary South Tyrolisms (16.18% and 24.90% respectively).

Compared to data from Hofer’s study (2017: 86, forthcoming), we made the

following observations. First of all, university students in our study rejected

Deutschlandisms, secondary and primary South Tyrolisms less often than teachers

(Table 4). Secondly, students and teachers rejected Austriacisms at similar rates

(30.30% and 28.46% respectively).

Type of Variant Teachers Corrections University Students
Corrections

Deutschlandisms 23.58% 9.09%

Austriacisms 28.46% 30.30%

Secondary South Tyrolisms 50.95% 41.08%

Primary South Tyrolisms 74.80% 56.05%

T able4.P ercentageofunderlinedandcorrected item sintheessayspercategory.
P ercentagesfrom teachers’ correctivebehaviourareextractedfrom Hofer(2017:86).

The overall greater acceptance of Deutschlandisms (vis-à-vis Austriacisms

and, even more so, South Tyrolisms) by both current and future teachers shows

that variants from the dominant variety – German German – are accepted as (for-

mal) standard language more often than variants from non-dominant varieties,

i.e. the standard variety used in South Tyrol. We shall discuss these results in

more detail in the following section.

5 . D is c u s s io n a n d c o n c lu s io n s

In this paper we examined linguistic norms within the educational context

in the semi-centre South Tyrol. In doing so, we explored (1) which reference books

are consulted by teacher-training university students, and (2) which linguistic

norms are applied by the same subjects when being faced with a (fictitious) stu-

dent essay. In other words, which variants do future teachers accept as the stan-

dard variety, and are there different patterns for dominant and non-dominant va-

rieties? These results were then compared to Hofer’s findings (2017, forthcoming),

who examined school teachers’ corrective behaviour.
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As presented in section 4.1, almost 93% of the university students claimed to

consult the Online-Duden, almost 40% stated to use the Duden Universalwörterbuch,

while no student indicated that s/he uses the Österreichisches Wörterbuch (ÖWB).

This is in line with Ciccolone (2009: 4-5), who claimed that the ÖWB had to give up

its role as a reference book in favour of the Duden.

Apart from a few exceptional studies (e.g., Ammon, 1995; Ciccolone, 2010;

Hofer, forthcoming), there are no empirical findings about which norm concepti-

on prevails among language-norm authorities (teachers, teacher-training stu-

dents) or laypeople in South Tyrol. This study’s aim was to work towards filling

this gap by investigating how future teachers react towards the use of Deutsch-

landisms, Austriacisms, secondary and primary South Tyrolisms appearing in a

student essay (section 4.2). In line with previous research, there seems to be a

tendency to correct primary South Tyrolisms more often than secondary South

Tyrolisms, Austriacisms or Deutschlandisms. Results therefore demonstrate that

future teachers are not necessarily conscious that primary South Tyrolisms and

secondary South Tyrolisms are also correct and should be accepted, too.

We were also interested in investigating whether the new generation of tea-

chers are more accepting towards the different types of variants. Overall, it can be

summarized that there seems to be more acceptance regarding the different stan-

dard varieties of German among university students than school teachers. Results

demonstrate that future teachers show a greater degree of acceptance towards

Deutschlandisms, as they have been accepted by almost 91% of the students (com-

pared to 76% of the teachers).

Possible explanations for this pattern could be (1) that Deutschlandisms are

more familiar to younger than older people (e.g., due to media consumption), or

(2) that younger people are less rigid towards Deutschlandisms, by assuming that

they are more correct.

Similarly, de Cillia and Ransmayr (2019: 170) also demonstrated in their

study that Deutschlandisms were accepted more easily by younger teachers (22 to

31 years) than older ones (32 years and older). Moreover, due to the fact that the

majority of the university students claimed to consult the Online-Duden in case of

linguistic insecurities (section 4.1), it seems less surprising that Deutschlandisms

have been accepted by almost 91% of the students. Concerning secondary and

primary South Tyrolisms, it can be observed that university students were more

tolerant than teachers in correcting the same essay: 41% of the students and half

of the teachers (51%) consider secondary South Tyrolisms stylistically inadequate
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or incorrect; while 56% of the students and even 75% of the teachers consider

primary South Tyrolisms stylistically inadequate or incorrect.

It should be one of the aims for educational institutions to raise awareness

of and to deal with the various forms of internal multilingualism, to create self-

confident language use among South Tyrolean pupils and students as well as deve-

loping more norm tolerance and acceptance for different norms. In order to reach

such a goal, linguistic variation of the German language has to be made a subject

of discussion at school as well as teacher training courses (as recently claimed for

Austria by de Cillia, Fink & Ransmayr, 2017; de Cillia & Ransmayr, 2019). Summing

up, the results of the current investigation suggest that linguistic variation bet-

ween the standard varieties of German should be dealt with in teacher-training

education, in school teaching as well as in teaching material in order to communi-

cate a confident use of the standard variety of German used in South Tyrol.
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A b s tra c t

The paper examines the visibility of Argentine Spanish in texts intended

to be read by speakers of Spanish of different national origin, speaking

different varieties with an orientation towards different norms. It is

argued that the language academies, whose regulatory discourses are at

the centre of the Spanish pluricentricity debate, are not the sole agents

shaping language beliefs. The patterns of language use speakers are

exposed to are also assumed to have an impact. Varieties used as

“default” varieties – in contexts that do not suggest negative

connotations or low social prestige – are good candidates for being

accepted as de facto standards. Of course, this view presumes a wider

definition of “standard language” than that inherent in “traditional”

work on standardisation (e.g. Haugen 1972).

1 . S p a n is h a s a p lu ric e n tric la n g u a g e – th e v is ib ility o f A rg e n tin e
S p a n is h

Saying that Spanish is a pluricentric language (e.g. Bierbach 2000;

Oesterreicher 2001; Thompson 1992) seems a truism today in sociolinguistics, and

this despite the fact that on the institutional level the implementation of pluricen-

tricity is far from being accomplished (Amorós Negre & Prieto de los Mozos 2017;

Greußlich 2015). The Real Academia Española (RAE) and its sister academies,
1

in

charge of both national and suprastatal language policies in their respective coun-

tries, embrace the guiding principle of panhispanism rather than pluricentricity,

emphasising the common core of the different varieties. And although the Ameri-

can language academies have gained influence in recent years, critical voices

point out that organisational culture resonates traces of the colonial dominance of

Spain up to the present day (e.g. Del Valle 2007; Lauria & López García 2009; Del

1
There are at the moment 23 language academies, most of them based in Spanish-speaking countries, but

also in the US, which is home to a significant number of Spanish speakers, the Philippines and Equatorial

Guinea, where Spanish was (Philippines) or still is (Equatorial Guinea) an official language. The latter do

not play a major role in the pluricentricity debate, since Spanish is not considered a symbol of national

identity there.
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Valle & Villa 2012).
2

The long-standing leadership of Spain in questions of linguis-

tic culture also finds its reflections in speakers’ attitudes. Peninsular Spanish is

still rated highly in terms of correction by both speakers from Spain and other

Spanish speaking countries (Llull & Pinardi 2014; Yraola 2014). At the same time,

however, speakers in Argentina and Mexico increasingly value their own varieties

(Llull & Pinardi 2014; Morett 2014).
3

With respect to the relationship between the traditional standard

emanating from Spain and the newly emerging standards, the situation is one of

asymmetric pluricentricity, in which the old standard is the dominant model.4

The degree of pluricentricity is not uncontroversial. The newly emerging

standards differ in prestige and legitimacy, and this is not only a question of

whether we adopt the perspective of the respective speech communities of

outsiders (and especially that of the community which represents the traditional

standard), of sociolinguists or lay people. Also within the individual speech

communities, there are speakers valuing their own variety, others firmly

believing in the superiority of the peninsular standard, and again others

endorsing both of these seemingly contradictory views at the same time. Even

evaluations by linguists can yield different results depending on the criteria

applied (degree of codification, institutional support, language attitudes, domains

where the variety is considered ‘standard’ etc.).

Linguistic discussions of the topic so far focused mainly on the representa-

tion of non-dominant varieties in linguistic reference books published by the lan-

guage academies (namely the RAE and the Asociación de Academias de la Lengua

Española (ASALE)) (e.g. Borrego Nieto 2013; Greußlich 2015; Lauria 2017, 2018;

Tacke 2011). The focus is on language ideals and the translation they find in acts

of language regulation. This paper adopts a different perspective, focusing on the

visibility of varieties, and thus on an aspect related to language practices. More

precisely, the question discussed will be the visibility of Argentine Spanish beyond

its habitual context of use, i.e. in other Hispanic speech communities with na-

tional varieties of their own, due to its distribution in transnational media. It is

2
For a more positive evaluation of the Real Academia’s efforts towards a more pluricentric language man-

agement cf. e.g. Lebsanft (1998) and Greußlich (2015), who point out that significant progress has been

made.
3

In Argentina, speakers resort to national norms in language practice, but highly value the standard of the

D-nation (Spain). That the national variety is generally deprecated is, however, not true in the case of Ar-

gentina. Although linguistic insecurity is also an issue there, many speakers have a positive attitude to-

wards the national varieties (cf. Llull & Pinardi 2014:47–48).
4

The distinction between dominant and non-dominant varieties (cf. Muhr 2016:25–28) goes back to Clyne’s

(1992:458–460) concept of (dominant) D-nations and (non-dominant) O-nations. Spanish is a typical case
of asymmetric pluricentricity.
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argued that how varieties are used (i.e. their functional range) and how their use

is evaluated is also telling with respect to their status. Varieties that are quite

naturally present without any negative connotations are good candidates for be-

coming perceived to be “default” varieties by a majority of speakers.

The present article will reflect on the conclusions to be drawn from the

presence of voseo, a variant of 2nd person singular forms of address considered

typical of Argentine Spanish, in transnational contexts. The examples that will be

discussed include the Spain-based newspaper El País and Almudena Grandes’ novel

Los pacientes del doctor García. Both represent media with a somewhat hybrid status

concerning their anchoring and their intended scope of distribution. El País is a

national Spanish and at the same time (self-proclaimed) global newspaper with

collaborators in other Spanish-speaking (and also non-Spanish speaking)

countries, and Almudena Grandes is a Spanish writer whose novels target a

transnational hispanic reading audience. Both cases represent what we might call

pluricentric communication contexts, because they involve speakers with

orientations to different standard norms of Spanish.

2 . P lu ric e n tric c o m m u n ic a tio n a n d th e n o tio n o f ‘s ta n d a rd ’

While pluricentricity – as the name already insinuates – is a concept

referring not to differences in language use, but to the plurality of normative

centres and thus models of language, it still has implications for communication. In

communication, speakers are guided – at least to a certain extent – by correctness

notions, which may vary according to the communicative context. Although – as

empirical studies have shown – language production might not always comply

with these notions,5 the norm of reference considered valid in a given situation

provides a framework for speakers’ evaluations of utterances and texts (both

spoken and written; henceforth simply referred to as ‘texts’) to which they are

exposed.

In what I propose to call a pluricentric communication context, the speak-

ers involved use (and are used to) different linguistic varieties associated with dif-

ferent countries. They belong to different speech communities within a larger

language community, each of them with their own sets of norms of usage and cor-

rectness valid in their respective sub-communities. In transnational Hispanic me-

dia with an audience of diverse varietal backgrounds, text producers have to de-

cide to what extent linguistic contents should be adapted in order to facilitate re-

5
Cf. e.g. Behnstedt (1973) for a study on question types in French, which shows that speakers actually use

less standard forms than they believe they do.
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ception for speakers whose own repertoires are guided by diverging models. Nor-

mative conflicts are inherent to this type of situation. For simple reasons of com-

petence, speakers, of course, privilege their own models in the first place. But in

order for a text to be acceptable (and of course, intelligible) for the target audi-

ence, other preferences also have to be taken into account. It is in this vein that

the idea of a “neutral Spanish” arose in the context of the dubbing industry. Of

course, “neutral Spanish” is a myth, and in Argentina a local dubbing industry is

gaining shares on the national market (Staudinger & Kailuweit 2018). The lan-

guage academies tend to ignore issues of conflicting norms. In line with their

guiding principle “unity in diversity”, they do not negate that there is variation,

but they place emphasis on the fact that the differences between national prestige

varieties are minimal (at least in writing), and that common features prevail.

The idea of thinking pluricentricity as a communicative principle is inspired

by Blommaert, who observes that “every environment in which humans convene

and communicate is almost by definition polycentric…there are as a rule multiple

– though never unlimited – batteries of norms to which one can orient and

according to which one can behave” (Blommaert 2011:40). While one could

criticize that Blommaert fails to distinguish between pluricentricity (i.e. the

existence of different standards) and mere diaphasic variation, I think he is right

in pointing out that authorities have multiplied in the wake of general socio-

political changes. This also has consequences for the status of well-established

standard languages. It leads to a situation where linguistic norms in situations of

public language use can be re-negotiated, and where varieties other than the well-

established standards can become more visible.6

As the case of Argentine Spanish demonstrates, the notion of standard

language is no longer restricted to varieties that underwent a concerted process

of standardisation involving all four “pillars” of standardisation as specified by

Haugen (1972: 110) (selection, codification, acceptance, elaboration). Although

subsequent to political independence, Argentine intellectuals instituted a

tradition of affirming linguistic independence (cf. Glozman & Lauria 2012), there

is no fully codified and officially recognised standard. Nevertheless, it is not rare

that even linguistic papers refer to an “español estándar argentino” (e.g.

Fernández Gordillo 2014).

While there is no firmly established standard comparable to the extensively

codified peninsular one, there certainly exists something like a de facto standard

6
Of course, public language use and language in the media in particular is not restricted to the standard lan-

guage, but also involves colloquial varieties (Androutsopoulos (2010: 742); Staudinger (2020: 473–474)).
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consisting of “default” options and characterised by a set of stereotypical features

selected from the repertoire of the national diasystem (cf. Staudinger & Kailuweit

2018: 594). This “standard” is used in contexts associated with the use of standard

language, i.e. formal contexts, public situations and/or communication beyond

the regional scale.7 A nationally oriented reference model emerged not only

driven by affirmations of a distinct linguistic identity, but also a consequence of

habituation to certain patterns of language use by model speakers/writers (not

only, but also in the media).

3 . Th e v is ib ility o f A rg e n tin e S p a n is h in El P a ís

Argentine Spanish is one of the better-known varieties of Spanish according

to recent language attitude studies. In both Spain and Mexico, for example, less

than 2% of the participants questioned claimed not to be familiar with that variety

(cf. Yraola 2014:630; Morett 2014:903). In the case of his Spanish participants in

Madrid, Yraola (2014:555) assumes that this cannot be explained through the

presence of Argentineans in the area, but suggests that this might be due to the

presence of the variety in television, particularly in telenovelas. The presence of

cinematic productions from Argentina – frequently screened in other Spanish-

speaking countries, especially in Spain – might also add to this, as well as the

numerous Argentine-Spanish co-productions (cf. González 2018). And it is also

visible in newspaper texts.

Argentine Spanish:
voseo

Peninsular Spanish
(and other varieties)

(vos) tenés (tú) tienes you have

(vos) pensás (tú) piensas you think

(vos) hablás (tú) hablas you speak

(vos) sos (tú) eres you are

T able(1):voseoandtuteoform s

That Spaniards have an idea what Argentine Spanish sounds like might also

stimulate the use of non-phonetic variants associated with this variety in written

media. One of the salient characteristics of Argentine Spanish (and a notable

difference to peninsular Spanish) is the paradigm of second person singular forms

(pronoun and verbal forms in present indicative).

Table (1) gives examples for four frequent verbs which illustrate differences

between the voseo paradigm as used in the Argentine capital area and the tuteo

7
As María López García points out, textbooks for Spanish used in school are an exception. They are edited

by multinational companies, which use a supranational norm of reference. This is assumed to contribute

considerably to a feeling of linguistic insecurity (cf. López García 2015).
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paradigm as prevalent in peninsular Spanish and many other varieties (hence-

forth referred to as non-voseo-varieties). The pronouns are set in parentheses be-

cause non-emphatic subject pronouns are usually not realised. We can see that the

voseo forms are usually similar enough to be recognizable by speakers of tuteo va-

rieties, which allows for their use in pluricentric communication contexts without

inhibiting comprehension.

Voseo used to be considered a substandard variant both within and outside

Argentina, but in 1982 it was recognised by the Argentine Academy as the local

standard variant (Academia Argentina de Letras 1982). On the transnational level,

the Diccionario Panhispánico de Dudas (1999) published by the RAE and its sister

academies also confers it – almost 20 years later – the status of a

sociolinguistically unmarked variant in the Argentine context, which is accepted

by speakers from all social classes there (DPD 1999:s.v. VOSEO). The Nueva Gramática

de la Lengua Española from (NGLE, 2009) reaffirms this (NGLE 2009:§4.7j). But of

course, as a second person form, voseo is usually absent in formal writing.8 The El

País stylebook does not make any recommendations whether to use or to avoid it.

Voseo forms in newspaper texts are restricted to quotes and interviews.

While they are a recurrent phenomenon, their overall frequency is low, and in

texts by authors whose native variety is characterised by the use of tuteo they are

virtually absent (Staudinger 2020:466, 470).9 What we do not find, however, is a

systematic replacement of voseo with tuteo forms. This is probably because jour-

nalists are urged to preserve the original wording (as far as possible) when quot-

ing statements.

Franz Lebsanft (2020) gives an example showing that voseo forms are

sometimes eliminated through reformulation, but that this is not always the case.

He compares original statements of the Argentine electoral debate with their

reproduction in texts by El País’ correspondent Carlos Cué, a speaker of a non-

voseo-variety based in Buenos Aires. He shows that one and the same statement by

the presidential candidate Daniel Scioli is reformulated with a voseo form in one

text and without a voseo form in another text bearing the name of Cué (Lebsanft

2020:493). This suggests that voseo is not avoided on the grounds that the author

considers it a stigmatised form.

8
Vos is not only the standard second person pronoun in modern Argentine Spanish, but also exists as an ar-

chaic form in peninsular Spanish, e.g. in biblical quotes. Forms of archaic voseo are not discussed in the

present work.
9

Cf. Staudinger (2020), which includes a small-scale corpus analysis on the presence/absence of voseo in

newspaper texts that were published in El País in 2016. For the analysis, 300 texts related to the search

term ‘Argentina’ were selected.
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Overall we can say that voseo is a visible and accepted form in El País, al-

though a marked one. It only appears in direct speech, and thus is somehow set

apart from the rest of the text by the use of quotation marks, i.e. it is metadiscur-

sively marked. Metadiscursive marking (e.g. the use of italics or quotation

marks)10 can be used to indicate that certain elements belong to a different set of

norms (and thus implement a hierarchy between them), or to distinguish between

standard and non-standard uses (cf. Lebsanft 2020:479–480, 490).11

While one could argue that elements marked with quotation marks, such as

direct speech involving voseo forms, are singled out as “non-standard” uses, I

think this issue needs further scrutiny. It is true that quotations containing

second person forms usually reproduce spoken language, and thus preferentially

contain “colloquial” speech. But this does not necessarily entail that these

portions of text are always intended to reflect non-standard usage. Nowadays, the

concept of “standard” is no longer reserved for formal language used in written

media, but also includes the spoken language (cf. Hickey 2012:15). In addition, it

covers stylistically more diverse modalities,12 so there are good reasons to assume

that direct speech can reflect varieties more or less closely related to one or the

other end of the standard–non-standard scale.

This raises the question about what remains of the defining characteristics

of standard language. One is certainly “defaultness”, a feature which is already

mentioned in structuralist writings on standard languages. According to Havránek

([1932] 1964:7), standard languages are modalities that do not attract attention to

form.

Whether voseo is a phenomenon that attracts attention to form in

transnationally distributed newspaper texts or whether it is simply a ‘default’

option when reporting about Argentine reality is a question that can only be

resolved by asking both journalists and their readership. Given that voseo forms

have been present in El País for more than 15 years, I would assume that regular

readers are accustomed to being exposed to voseo forms in this context. This

would also fit in with the observations set out in the following section on the use

of voseo in Los pacientes del Dr. García.

10
Lebsanft (2004:215–216) provides an example from El País, where in a report, terms from Ecuadorian

Spanish are used to designate specific realities of Ecuadorian life. These terms are set in italics.
11

Following Coseriu (1990), Lebsanft does, however, not use the terms “standard” and “non-standard”, but

refers to “exemplary” and “non-exemplary” language modalities (cf. Lebsanft 2020: 480–482).
12

Cf. Mattheier (1997:6–7), who observes tendencies of de-standardisation in connection with a stylistic dif-

ferentiation of the standard languages. The aspect of stylistic diversity is – in line with the 19th century

tradition – largely ignored in the pluricentricity debate due to its focus on standards as models and symbols

of national identity.
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4 . C h a p o Gu z m a n s h o u ld n ’t s o u n d a s if h e w e re fro m V a lla d o lid

Los pacientes del doctor García is a novel by the Spanish writer Almudena

Grandes published in 2017. The story is staged in Spain and Argentina and in-

volves characters from both countries. Although the authorial voice reflects of

course the peninsular Spanish variety, the speech of the different characters ren-

ders features of both Argentine and peninsular varieties. In the utterances attrib-

uted to Argentine characters, voseo forms are used (rather than tuteo forms, which

are part of the native repertoire of the author). We could simply attribute this to a

folkloric interest, but in doing so, we would misinterpret the author’s intentions,

which she sets out in an interview given in Buenos Aires at the National Library.13

The interviewer explicitly addresses the fact that Grandes’ Argentine characters

use voseo, which is something she as an Argentinean finds striking. Grandes then

shares her thoughts on the linguistic choices she made when writing the novel.

This is why this is an interesting case for studying reflections of pluricentricity in

linguistic culture. While Grandes is certainly an “expert language practitioner”,

she is a lay person in terms of sociolinguistic theory and the academic discussion

on Spanish as a pluricentric language.

Grandes justifies her use of Argentine variants recounting an anecdote from

a round table with Spanish speaking authors from different countries, who had

been invited in order to discuss “international” or “neutral” options of language

use in literature. Grandes especially highlights what Mexican writer Jordi Soler

had to say with respect to presumably “neutral” or “international” literary

translations made in Spain, which are also sold on the Latin American markets.

Soler is reported to have observed: “one thing is a ‘neutral’ Spanish…and quite

another that Chapo Guzman’s bodyguards speak as if they were from

Valladolid.”14This clearly demonstrates that “neutral” Spanish is a myth. Grandes

explains that this has made her reflect her own linguistic choices in writing, and

she decided that her Argentine characters should use voseo, one of the

stereotypical features of Argentine Spanish. Ignoring Argentine linguistic usage

would make the story implausible for all readers familiar with that variety.

In an article on journalistic writing in the Spanish newspaper El País, Franz

Lebsanft observes that a newspaper that wants to cover information from a glob-

alised world – characterised by multiple interrelationships on the global, regional

13
The interview with Almudena Grandes is available on Youtube. The quotation can be found at 28:30–28:40

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8Xqb3ZBJNM (last accessed: April 4, 2020).
14

“Una cosa es un español neutro que entienda todo el mundo y otra cosa es que los guardaespaldas del

Chapo Guzmán hablen como si fueran de Valladolid.” Valladolid is sometimes referred to as the “cradle of

Spanish” and stereotypically associated with good language use.
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and local scale – has to make use of all the linguistic resources that this communi-

cative task requires (Lebsanft 2020:479–480). Similarly, writers writing “global-

ised” stories connecting different Spanish speaking countries for a linguistically

diverse Hispanic readership have to manage a range of more and less formal va-

rieties if they want to avoid undesired connotations. Some of these varieties can

become “default” varieties somewhere in the middle between the standard and

non-standard modalities.

5 . C o n c lu s io n

While the focal point of the Spanish pluricentricity debate is the symbolic

value of language as an emblem of both national and panhispanic identity, the

present contribution focussed on language practices by looking at texts written

for a transnational Hispanic readership. The language practices discussed show

that Argentine Spanish is visible beyond its national contexts of use despite being

a non-dominant variety.

This can be taken as an indicator of a development towards a linguistic

culture that incorporates values inherent in the sociolinguistic debate on

pluricentricity. While the language academies representing the Spanish language

certainly exert influence on metalinguistic debates, they are not the sole agents

shaping linguistic beliefs. Patterns of language use by those whom we consider

‘model’ speakers/writers (e.g. teachers, novelists or journalists etc) also have an

impact on our linguistic value systems. Their language use adapts to

communicative requirements in the first place (although normative

considerations may also intervene).

Writing for a linguistically heterogeneous transnational readership and

coping with different communicative tasks in this context involves knowing

different “default” varieties and when to apply them. This questions the idea that

there is something like a standard language that can claim universal validity,

which in turn entails a destabilisation of the foundations of monocentricity and

traditional standard language ideology.
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Abstract

The paper examines variation of diminutives in World Englishes, concen-

trating primarily on Southern Hemisphere varieties. Both synthetic and

analytical diminutives are analysed. The study shows that the diminutive

“richness” of the variety can be caused by different groups of factors. The

number of diminutives can be determined by the internal factors – the

more diminutives the variety has, the more it is prone to further creation

of new items in the domain by analogy. External factors (language con-

tact) account as well for the diversity of diminutives, leading to numerous

borrowings of diminutive items and the ways of their formation. Envi-

ronmental and social factors can be named among the main extralinguis-

tic factors that predetermine the variation of diminutives in World Eng-

lishes.

1. Introduction

Some scholars note that English is rather poor in terms of diminutives

(Wierzbicka 1992, Grandi 2011), but this is not completely true. The number of

diminutives in English is quite high; several varieties are characterized as highly

pro-diminutive. Mainly this concerns Australian English, where diminutives are

considered as a distinctive feature of the variety (Sussex 2004, Simpson 2004,

Kidd/Kemp/Quinn 2011, etc.).

Australian English is not the only variety one mentions speaking about di-

minutives in English. Scholars note that diminutives in general are characteristic

of the so-called Southern Hemisphere Englishes, including English in Australia,

New Zealand and South Africa (Bauer 2002; Trudgill 2004), therefore in this article

I will concentrate primarily on the distinctive features of diminutives in these va-

rieties. According to Kachru (1992), the varieties under discussion are considered

as inner-circle ones, together with British, Irish, American and Canadian Eng-

lishes. The status of South African English is subject to numerous discussions

(Bauer 2002) due to the low percent of population using English as a native lan-

guage, a large number of ESL speakers, and acquisition of English by patterns of an

outer circle, see (Leitner 1992, Cichocka 2006).
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The data discussed in this article allows to go beyond the concepts of domi-

nance and non-dominance due to the uniqueness of English as a pluricentric lan-

guage and the specificity of the items under consideration.

First, English itself is an interesting case to analyze the concepts of domi-

nance and non-dominance. It demonstrates a tendency of symmetric pluricentric-

ity, which is reflected in the blurring of boundaries between the dominant and the

non-dominant varieties, at least with respect to the inner circle ones. However,

the situation differs throughout the countries – even within the inner circle some

varieties have more “weight”, while others are still in a more “inferior position”.

A strong national self-consciousness of Australians, the need to express the na-

tional identity led to an extensive and aggressive export campaign and quite a

large-scale codification of the variety, which resulted in Australian English gain-

ing more power than, for instance, Canadian or New Zealand varieties (Clyne

1992:5,456). At the same time, there are varieties that are runners up in the race

for dominance, as for instance, South African English vs. British or American Eng-

lish (Clyne 1992:455).

Second, diminutives are used mainly in informal communication that is less

prone to the influence of a codified standard. As a result, the unifying effect of the

standard language is not so powerful and the speakers of a variety can implement

the ludic function of the language. This leads to a certain amount of playfulness

found in a language variety (Sussex 2004). Numerous language phenomena result-

ing from these linguistic experiments (as in case of diminutives) sometimes find

their place and take hold in a language. Due to their informal character and “play-

ful” nature, diminutives may carry out a very wide range of different pragmatic

functions. These functions are quite diverse – diminutive items can help express

positive and negative emotions, act as markers of politeness, in-group / out-group

membership, serve as pragmatic hedges, etc., which leads to quite an extensive

amount of variation in their pragmatics (Merlini Barbaressi 2001, Muhr 2008).

The aim of this study is to find the specificities in the usage and functioning

of synthetic and analytical diminutives in national varieties of the English lan-

guage and to determine the factors that account for the observed differences, fo-

cusing primarily on the varieties of the Southern Hemisphere.

This study was based on lexicographical data taken from several dictionar-

ies of national varieties of English (Australian Oxford Dictionary, New Zealand Ox-

ford Dictionary, A Dictionary of South African English), as well as on corpus data
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from the Corpus of Global Web-Based English (GloWbE)1 which allows the search

and comparison of data between the national varieties.

2. Variation in diminutives in national varieties of pluricentric lan-
guages

Abundance or, vice versa, lack of diminutives, preferable ways of diminutive

formation, certain (groups of) diminutives characteristic of a variety – all this

demonstrates distinctiveness of the varieties of pluricentric languages and adds to

the lexical variation between them. Differences in diminutives across the varieties

of different languages can be found both in their formation and their usage.

Variation in diminutive formation (primarily in markers used) may be the result

of different preferences of speakers (within one language, there can be a tendency

to use particular suffixes in a particular variety), or may also arise from language

contact (borrowings of derivational devices from other languages and their incor-

poration into the language system). For example, Bolivian and Peninsular Spanish

demonstrate different preferences in formation devices, e.g. [o'tel] ‘hotel’ →

[otel'sito] (Bolivia) vs. [ote'lito] (Peninsular) (Prieto 1992:170). Ingrid Norrmann-

Vigil (2012) also points to such differences between Porteño Spanish and Peninsu-

lar Spanish.

In Greek, there are differences in diminutive formation between Cypriot va-

riety and Greek Greek: diminutive suffix -u is used in the former one, while the

latter one prefers -ak. These two morphemes are functionally equivalent, i.e. simi-

lar in their meaning and function; the only difference between them is in the va-

rieties they belong to (Leivada/Papadopoulou/Kambanaros/Grohmann 2017, Pa-

papavlou 2009).

Differences resulting from intra-systemic factors are found as well in Arabic

diminutives, particularly in Kordofanian Baggara Arabic, where vowel alternation

(central/back to high) that affects all vowels, and suffixation of -ay could be “a re-

interpretation of the two traditional Arabic diminutive markers (the affix -ay- and

vocalisms in i/ī)” (Taine-Cheikh 2018).

At the same time, origins of the various suffixes are generally ascribed to

the influence of a substrate or adstrate (Aramaic, Berber, or even Latin). There are

diminutive morphemes that appeared due to the influence of some neighboring

languages, as in case of Arabic and Greek, coexisting in Cyprus. According to

Owens (2013:357):

1
https://www.english-corpora.org/glowbe/
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“Cypriot Arabic has substituted the Arabic diminutive formation by the

Greek diminutive suffix, including Greek gender-number inflection, such

as masculine payt-payt-ui-payt-ukkya ‘house-little house-little houses’”.

The differences are found not only in the formation of diminutives, but also

in the ways of their usage. In Spanish, for example, the usage of diminutives re-

flects varying levels of politeness. J. Cesar Felix-Brasdefer (2006) mentions that in

Mexican Spanish requests with diminutives are rated as more polite than in Pen-

insular Spanish. The same is observed in the Ecuadorian and Coastal Spanish – ac-

cording to Maria-Elena Placencia (2008), Quiteños tend to be more polite, which is

shown in a larger number of politeness formulas and diminutives than in Coastal

Spanish.

In Arabic, there is a gender difference in the usage of diminutives in seden-

tary and Bedouin dialects. The former ones demonstrate the general tendency of

diminutive usage in Arabic – there the diminutive items are restricted to the

speech of women and children, mainly women referring to children. Saada

(1970:323) notes that “a woman would never use a diminutive when addressing a

man”. In contrast, in Bedouin dialects, diminutives are not limited to women’s or

children’s speech and are present in men’s speech as well. As for the meaning of

these diminutives, the majority of them in sedentary dialects are caritative, while

diminutives in the Bedouin dialects can be either caritative or pejorative, with the

latter ones more frequently found in men’s speech (Taine-Cheikh 2108).

Preferences of suffix usage within one language also differ across the varie-

ties of German. In relation to Austrian German this is described inter alia in the

paper by Sonja Schwaiger et al. (2019). The study describes the differences in dis-

tribution of two diminutive suffixes: -chen (Standard German) and Bavarian-

Austrian -erl. The work shows that the choice of suffix is to a large extent deter-

mined by a text genre: in standard language (in media corpus) frequency of -chen

suffix is higher, while in informal twitter texts -erl is much more widespread (the

ratio of -chen to -erl in media corpus is 4:1, in twitter corpus is 1:270).

Moreover, the authors have found that in child-directed speech there are a

bit fewer -erl diminutives than in adult-directed speech, which may be explained

by the fact that when talking to children, adults possibly want to sound more

“correctly” and make more effort to control their speech. Therefore, the study of

diminutives in different text genres may provide a more comprehensive insight

into their variation.

In English, diminutives are usually described in general; apart from the

Southern Hemisphere, there is a scarce number of works, in which diminutives in
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national varieties are discussed, see e.g. Earle (1946) for Scottish English, Kallen

(1997) for Irish English. The largest number of works describes formation and

functioning of diminutives in Australian English (Wierzbicka 1984, Kidd et al.

2011, etc.). Diminutive items in New Zealand English and South African Englishes

are described less frequently (see Bardsley/Simpson 2009, Bardsley 2010 for New

Zealand English); some individual facts for South African English diminutives are

presented in Donaldson (1993).

3. Diminutives in English
3.1. Synthetic and analytical diminutives

Synthetic suffixal diminutives are considered the most typical members of

the category of diminutiveness (Schneider 2003). Speaking of the derivation base,

scholars note that in English, diminutives may be formed from any part of speech,

not necessarily a noun (auntie from aunt (n.), goodies from good (adj.), underling

from under (prep.), etc.) (Schneider 2003, Gorzycka 2012, etc.).

As I have mentioned earlier, some linguists point to the poorness of Eng-

lish in terms of diminutives, while others prove the contrary. Discussing syn-

thetic diminutives, Klaus Schneider (2003) mentions not only a variety of suffixes

used in diminutive derivation, but also several other ways of synthetic diminu-

tive formation. According to Schneider, synthetic diminutives in English can be

formed with the help of:

1. affixation, including: (a) suffixation (-ie, -ette, -let, etc.), with -ie (-y) being the

most productive suffix of the category; (b) prefixation (mini-, micro-);

2. reduplication (full and partial);

3. truncation (initial, medial and final).

Semantics of synthetic diminutives is rather diverse, however, there are

some links between the way of diminutive formation and the expressed senses.

For instance, prefixal diminutives, as a rule, convey only the meaning of small-

ness, while truncated items and diminutives formed by reduplication are usually

expressive. The “core” ones – derived by suffixation – may have both some ex-

pressive meaning and the meaning of smallness.

Lists of English diminutives are not limited to synthetic items. As English is

an analytic language, researchers (Schneider 2003, Gorzycka 2012) include in the

domain of diminutives also analytical units. Analytical diminutives are word com-

binations of an adjective – marker of the category – and a noun. As in the case of

synthetic diminutives, there are two central markers of the category – small and

little – and a range of other markers with the meaning of smallness, such as tiny,
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teeny, teensy, teeny-weeny, teensy-weensy, wee, diminutive, minute, miniature, minimal,

lilliput, and petite. The centrality of small and little is attributed to their more or

less neutral character – they are characterized by a higher frequency of usage and

can be found in more (stylistically) diverse contexts, while the distribution of

other adjectives is more limited and their combinations with nouns are more ex-

pressive and stylistically marked (Schneider 2003). Still, one can choose a “more

diminutive” marker even out of the two central markers of analytical diminutives.

While small expresses solely the idea of smallness, combinations with little are

more subjective and have some additional emotional coloring (Schneider 2003).

3.2. Diminutive richness of texts (including synthetic and analytical
diminutives)

My first hypothesis for this study is that if Australians, New Zealanders and

South Africans really love diminutives, they do not only use the variety-specific

diminutives, but also show a significant increase in usage of the “universal” ones

(items more or less equally distributed among all varieties).

The material for this study was limited to the “core” items of the category

of diminutiveness. As mentioned earlier, in case of synthetic diminutives, these

are items with an -ie (-y) suffix, as 1) this suffix is the most productive one for Eng-

lish diminutive formation; 2) diminutives in -ie (-y) can both denote smallness and

express some kind of attitude. The same is relevant for the marker of analytical

diminutives little. My sample included the words with no apparent tendency of us-

age in one or several national segments of GloWbE. For this, I used a corpus-

embedded tool that allows the visualization of the distribution of language items

within different subcorpora. As for the varieties, here I compared the usage of di-

minutives only in the inner circle ones.

Synthetic diminutives in -ie (-y) were selected on the basis of Schneider’s

(2003) work where he describes diminutives in English in general (the linguist

does not focus on any specific features of functioning of diminutives in the na-

tional varieties of English). I have made a list of synthetic diminutives found in

Schneider’s work and, with the help of GloWbE, defined their overall frequency

and the frequency for each inner circle variety.

The sampling presented a certain number of problems, as the usage of sev-

eral synthetic diminutives in the aforementioned work in the corpus was rather

limited, while other items demonstrated a very significant increase of frequency

in one or several varieties, which was sometimes quite unexpected. Examples of

such diminutives include housie (a significant increase in New Zealand English),
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footie (British English), undies (Australian English), etc. As a result, 10 synthetic

high-frequency diminutives which are more or less equally distributed in the va-

rieties under discussion were chosen for the study.

Analytical diminutives were chosen from the corpus itself. I used the re-

quest of ‘little NOUN’ type and selected 10 diminutives with a comparable fre-

quency in the varieties under discussion.

Observed frequency Expected frequency

Lexeme
SHEs

Other
varieties

SHEs Other
varieties

Over (+) / un-
der (–) use

Log-
likelihood

(G2)

Auntie 401 1582 424,26 1558,74 - 1,64

Foodie 443 1197 350,88 1289,12 + 29,06

Techie 160 817 209,03 767,97 - 15,59

Biggie 268 714 210,10 771,90 + 19,12

Goodies 304 569 186,78 686,22 + 82,99

Cutie 138 599 157,68 579,32 - 3,23

Sissy 111 660 164,95 606,05 - 24,63

Kiddie 169 608 166,24 610,76 - 0,06

Girlie 136 551 146,98 540,02 - 1,06

Doggie 130 529 140,99 518,01 - 1,11

Total 2260 7826 2157,89 7928,11 + 6,08

Table (1): Frequency of synthetic diminutives in Southern Hemisphere Englishes
and other varieties of the inner circle

Observed frequency Expected frequencyLexeme

SHEs Other varie-
ties

SHEs Other va-
rieties

Over (+) / un-
der (–) use

Log-
likelihood

(G2)

Little girl 2632 10616 2834,39 10413,61 - 18,72

Little thing 1950 6783 1868,41 6864,59 + 4,49

Little boy 1721 5928 1636,49 6012,51 + 5,48

Little kid 575 2357 627,30 2304,70 - 5,66

Little child 589 1991 551,99 2028,01 + 3,11

Little guy 502 2198 577,66 2122,34 - 13,04

Little piece 558 1629 467,91 1719,09 + 21,14

Little man 566 1705 485,88 1785,12 - 16,19

Little brother 403 1538 415,27 1525,73 - 0,46

Little sister 341 1352 362,22 1330,78 - 1,60

Total 9837 36097 9827,52 36106,48 + 0,01

Tab. 2: Frequency of analytical diminutives in Southern Hemisphere Englishes and
other varieties of the inner circle

To find if there are any significant changes in frequency of the diminutive

usage across the varieties, the log-likelihood function (Rayson 2002; Rayson et al.

2004) was calculated for the study material, see the tables above. The log-

likelihood function makes it possible to determine if the language unit is over- or

underused in a corpus based on the comparison of its observed and expected fre-
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quencies. According to Rayson (2002), the higher the log-likelihood is, the more

significant is the difference between the frequencies. To ensure the 99.99% accu-

racy of the results, the log-likelihood critical value should exceed 15.13.

As one can see from the tables above, the hypothesis that the usage of di-

minutives is prominently more in the varieties of Southern Hemisphere is not

confirmed by the study material. There is no clear tendency to an increased usage

of diminutives in Southern Hemisphere varieties; the log-likelihood of several

items does not even reach the critical value and there are items characterized by

underuse. This suggests that the differences between the national varieties of Eng-

lish included into the inner circle are attributed not to a higher or a lower fre-

quency of diminutives as a class of lexical items, but are manifested in the distinc-

tive ways of formation and functioning of individual words, i.e. these differences

are lexicalized.

However, even though there is no considerable increase in the quantity of

diminutives, there should be some reasons that led linguists to the conclusion on

the abundance of diminutives in several varieties, mainly in Australian English. In

this case, one can still talk about the diminutive “richness” of the variety based on

their quality rather than quantity, i.e. their diversity.

3.3. Synthetic diminutives characteristic of Southern Hemisphere
Englishes

To conduct a deeper analysis of the diminutives in Southern Hemisphere

Englishes, I combined the data from lexicographic sources with a corpus study.

The analysis of lexicographic sources showed no significant differences in

the inventory of diminutives between the varieties. In line with the previous stud-

ies that demonstrate similarity of Australian and New Zealand varieties (Bauer

1999, Smith 2009, Bardsley/Simpson 2009, etc.), the study proved lexical closeness

of the two varieties regarding the ways of diminutive formation and their fre-

quency.

Differences, however, were found in South African English, with several

specific diminutives for the variety that emerged as a result of language contact

with local Afrikaans, e.g. mannetjie ‘a little man’ or kleinhuisie from klein ‘little’ and

huis ‘house’ (Chudar 2020). The spread of the contact-induced diminutives is, how-

ever, rather typical for the varieties of pluricentric languages (as the literature

review presented above shows).

The analysis of diminutive meanings reveals more interesting results.

Though there are diminutive items shared by all three or at least two of the varie-
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ties, the corpus analysis of diminutives in SHEs allowed the detection of some se-

mantic domains of diminutives that are used predominantly in one of the varie-

ties. Among them are diminutive items that serve as names for the representa-

tives of flora and fauna, elements of the local topography, items naming the dis-

tinctive features of the local social system, etc. (Chudar 2019).

3.4. Analytical diminutives characteristic of Southern Hemisphere
Englishes

As mentioned earlier, analytical diminutives are combinations of nouns

with adjectives – markers of the category. To find any specific patterns in usage of

diminutive markers in the SHE varieties, the log-likelihood function was applied

to the corpus data. Statistical analysis demonstrated that there are some differ-

ences between the expected and observed frequencies of the adjectives used to

form diminutives in the varieties of English under discussion. The most interest-

ing example is the adjective wee which demonstrates a significant rise in its fre-

quency in New Zealand English (observed frequency 449, expected frequency

199.51, log-likelihood 418.82).

In the Oxford English Dictionary, wee in the meaning of ‘little’ is defined as

chiefly Scottish, however, this primarily reflects the origin of the word (according

to OED, wee is originally a noun used in Scots, usually as a little wee ‘a little bit’).

According to GloWbE data, analytical diminutives with wee are found in different

varieties of English, but their usage increases prominently in Irish and New Zea-

land varieties. Speaking of the New Zealand variety, several scholars mention wee

in the meaning of ‘very small’ as a distinctive feature of New Zealand English,

finding its way to the variety from Scotland (Trudgill/MaClagan/Lewis 2003).

Apart from that, there are some deviations in functioning of the most com-

mon markers. For instance, the frequency of small in Australia and New Zealand is

higher than expected; little increases in usage in Australia and decreases in New

Zealand and South Africa. In New Zealand, tiny is found more seldom than ex-

pected. However, these differences are not so prominent as with wee. Still, they re-

flect some preferences in diminutive usage of Australians, New Zealanders and

South Africans.

With the help of GloWbE, I have also analyzed which analytical diminutives

are used more often is SHEs in comparison with other varieties of the inner circle.

According to the corpus data, analytical diminutives characteristic of SHEs are not

frequent and often found in a very limited number of sources included into the
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corpus, as, for instance, little biz (76 tokens from 9 sources), little traveler (68 tokens

from 13 sources). In some cases, there are several diminutives found in one text:

And then our little kiwi friend did something rather peculiar… This curi-

ous little kiwi was incredible… After about 10 or 15 minutes of time to-

gether, the little kiwi continued on his journey to find food, disappearing

among the long grass on the marked track behind us. And then, he was

gone2.

As for the qualitative characteristics, in general, the situation is quite pre-

dictable – among the most common diminutives in the varieties one can find

those denoting concepts that are important for the country where the variety is

spoken, for example: little desert (AusE), little Aussie (AusE), little quilt (AusE), little

kiwi (NZE), little cub (SAE), etc.

In the sample, there are as well a lot of diminutives functioning as proper

names. They include place names, names of local public organizations, businesses,

cultural products popular in the countries under discussion: Little Fork (restaurant

in New Zealand), Little Quilt Store (in Australia), Down the Little Lane (Australian

online shop), Defending the Little Desert: The Rise of Ecological Consciousness in Austra-

lia (book of an Australian professor Libby Robin), Little Birdy (Australian rock

band), Little Karoo (part of a semi-desert natural region of South Africa).

Diminutives found in SHEs can also reflect some values of the respective na-

tion. This is primarily the case with Australian English, where diminutives them-

selves are believed to be related to one of the core values of the Australian nation

– egalitarianism, which is expressed through the concepts of equality and mate-

ship (Kidd et al. 2011). With their playful, ludic character, diminutives make the

speech and the communicative situation less formal and less serious, which con-

tributes to a friendlier atmosphere of a communicative situation. Most transpar-

ently the idea of equality is presented in such diminutives as little mate, little bloke,

or the diminutive little Aussie – an informal name for Australians.

4. Conclusion

Potentially, diminutives as quite a productive class of language items can be

derived from a large number of words to name a variety of different objects, how-

ever, the realization of this potential is predetermined by different factors. Fur-

thermore, one needs to remember that diminutives are often highly expressive,

and, as expressive lexis in general, are prone to change. The nomination process is

characterized by some extent of selectivity, which is reflected in the choice of ob-

2
http://wheremyfeethavebeen.blogspot.com/
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jects of nomination and the nomination types, word-formation units used in mor-

phological derivation, etc. Therefore, it is quite natural that there are differences

in the formation and functioning of diminutives in the national varieties of the

English language.

In comparison with analytical diminutives, the synthetic ones are more

prone to variation in national varieties of English. The formation of synthetic di-

minutives is regulated by the intra-language factors (morphological mechanisms),

which results in more diverse variation (and once again justifies the status of the

“core” elements of the category of diminutiveness attributed to the synthetic di-

minutives). In case of analytical diminutives structural differences between the

varieties are quite limited, however, some formation preferences (as, for example,

in case with New Zealand English) can still be found.

Speaking of semantics, the existence of diminutives, both synthetic and ana-

lytical, that are typical of one specific national variety of English in most cases is

attributed to extralinguistic factors and reflect the distinctive features of the loca-

tion the variety is spoken at.

Among the main factors that predetermine formation and functioning of di-

minutives in national varieties of English one can name the following:

1) Language contact, which predetermines the emergence of some specific

diminutives and the ways of their formation. In my sample, this is primarily the

case with South Africa, where the contact of English and Afrikaans led to numer-

ous lexical borrowings. In case of Australian and New Zealand Englishes, there is

no such apparent evidence of the influence of other languages on the diminutive

system. However, scholars note that the Yorta Yorta language spoken by the in-

digenous people of Australia and Cockney could predetermine such an abundance

of diminutives in Australian English (Curr 1887:569).

2) Intra-language factors should be taken into account as well. If a language

variety is rich in diminutives, it can by analogy stimulate further linguocreative

activity in the domain.

3) The creation of variety-specific diminutives is related to the differences in

the lives of Australians, New Zealanders and South Africans. In every country,

there are some country-specific phenomena that need to be considered. Every-

thing – from the specific features of local environment, including flora and fauna,

elements of local topography, to local people, organizations, businesses, cultural

products and events – needs to be reflected in the vocabulary of the variety.

4) Local social landscape, values of the society also have an impact on func-

tioning of the diminutives. In Southern Hemisphere this is primarily discussed in
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relation to Australians. With their playful character (Dressler/Merlini Barbaresi

1994), diminutives help to express the Australian values of equality and mateship

through the language, making the communicative situation less formal and more

friendly (Kidd/Kemp/Kashima/Quinn 2016).

If diminutives are perceived as a distinctive feature of the variety of a plu-

ricentric language, they do not only decrease the formality of communication, but

also serve as in-group markers, in case of Australian English – markers of belong-

ing to the Australian society. This view of diminutives, in turn, also leads to an in-

crease of their usage, as the language variety adapts to the communicative needs

of its speakers (Labov 1972).

Thus, there are two types of factors that may influence functioning of the

diminutives in national varieties of a pluricentric language – those that lead to a

rise in the usage of diminutive items and those that predetermine the formation

of certain (groups of) diminutives. While the impact of the latter factors may be

verified empirically, it is quite difficult with the former ones, though all of them

must be taken into account in search of truth about the functioning of diminu-

tives.
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Abstract

The article focuses on lexical features of Belarusian Russian. It shows that

the distinctness of Belarusian Russian results from the presence of ele-

ments unique for the variety (qualitative differences between the varie-

ties), and the functional specificity of lexemes shared by different na-

tional varieties of Russian (quantitative differences). The paper highlights

that differences between the national varieties of the Russian language

(in particular, between the non-dominant Belarusian and the dominant

Russian varieties) are of a gradual nature, which is proved by statistical

methods applied to the corpus material, as they demonstrate a significant

increase or decrease in the observed frequency of lexical items compared

to their expected frequency.

1. Introduction

The specific structural (phonetic, lexical, grammatical, etc.) features of the

varieties of pluricentric languages are sometimes quite subtle. This is explained

not only by the fact that there are some structural limits of variation within the

varieties of one language. Equally important are sociolinguistic factors that regu-

late the functioning of language varieties – in particular, the influence of a codi-

fied standard that is often found only in the dominant varieties of pluricentric

languages. See, for example, an observation of Ronald Wardhaugh (2010:34), rele-

vant not only for World Englishes:

“Today, written Standard English is codified to the extent that the gram-

mar and vocabulary of written varieties of English are much the same

everywhere in the world: variation among local standards is really quite

minor, being differences of ‘flavor’ rather than of ‘substance,’ so that the

Singapore, South African, and Irish varieties are really very little differ-

ent from one another so far as grammar and vocabulary are concerned”.

As Michael Clyne (1992:459) notes, the dominant nations “have difficulty in

understanding the ‘flavor rather than substance’ notion”. However, it is clear that

the non-dominant nations also come across this problem: speakers are often not
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aware of the specific features of their own speech or ignore them as not prestig-

ious enough (people say “there are no such elements in the language”, meaning

that these elements are not characteristic of the codified variety). These attitudes

hinder the development of the non-dominant varieties. That is why the detection

and explanation of structural specifics of the varieties (primarily, the non-

dominant ones) is one of the most important tasks for pluricentric studies and, in

particular, for corpus planning.

This article deals with specific lexical features of Belarusian Russian. This is

a highly-variable language variety at the stage of its formation and development

(Del Gaudio 2013, Woolhiser 2012, etc.). Belarusian Russian exists within a Belaru-

sian-Russian language continuum where different social, regional, genre, and

other varieties of Russian and Belarussian, as well as Belarusian-Russian mixed

speech (so-called Trasjanka) are found (Hentschel 2017; Goritskaya 2019). In this

language continuum, linguistic items interact and migrate, which complicates

drawing the boundaries between the varieties, see, for example, the following ob-

servation of a Belarusian:

A jaščè belarusy ŭnikal’nyja tym, što majuc’ upèŭnenasc’ – jany razmaŭljajuc’ na 

čys’cjutkim ruskim jazyku. Bez anijakaha akcèntu. Ne toe što maskvičy, z ix žu-

dasnym maskoŭskim akcèntam. Bo jany, belarusy – ruskija sa znakam jakasci.  

Pry hètym ruskija verac’, što ruski jazyk belarusaŭ – hèta takiaja vos’ dziŭn-

avataja, ale zrazumelaja im, ruskim, belaruskaja mova belarusaŭ1.
[One more unique feature of Belarusians is that they are completely sure they

speak the purest Russian. With no accent. Unlike Moscow citizens, with their

horrible Moscow accent. As they, Belarusians, are Russians with a quality mark.

At the same time, Russians believe that Belarusian Russian is quite strange, but

understandable for them the Belarusian language of Belarusians.]

2. Types of Belarusianisms

Belarusian flavor in Russian manifests itself in different ways. As a rule, lin-

guists take into account words and other linguistic items of Belarusian origin, but

the distinctness of the variety goes further than that: a lot of specific features

originate from Russian itself.

(1) Contact-induced lexical Belarusianisms: They are not restricted to loan-

words from Belarusian for notions important for the Belarusian culture, as mova

‘language, as a rule, Belarusian’ or šufljadka ‘drawer’ (Russian Russian vydvižnoj

jaščik) (a symbol of Belarusian Russian). They also include items that do not fill

any language lacuna and have one-word equivalents in Russian, for instance, po-

1
URL: https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=10207028336587419&id=1850149328
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tixu (characteristic of Belarusian Russian) – potixon’ku, tixon’ko (used in different

countries) ‘on the sly or slowly’. Within the continuum, contact-induced Belaru-

sianisms take a place between code-switching and loanwords (Goritskaya 2019).

Potentially, any lexical items of the Belarusian language can be used in Belarusian

Russian, but in fact Belarusianisms differ in their frequency: usage of some items

is limited, while others are quite widespread (Goritskaya, Suprunchuk 2018).

(2) Intra-systemic Belarusianisms: This type appeared in Belarusian Russian

without a direct influence of Belarusian and realizes the potential inherent in the

Russian language system, see also (Gorickaja 2018). This – a much subtler – class

includes lexemes derived from Russian morphemes, new meanings of Russian

words, multi-word expressions, including the periphrastic ones.

Locally specific lexical items, emergence of which is not due to language

contacts, denote both Belarusian realia (palatka ‘the Lower House of the Belarusian

Parliament’), and the phenomena characteristic of other countries as well (for ex-

ample, morožko – diminutive of moroženoe ‘ice-cream’). The emergence of such uni-

versal items is caused by the constant need for renewal of the vocabulary that

may take place independently in different countries. Some items refer to the texts

well-known to Belarusians. For example, žestočajšij (the superlative from žestokij

‘cruel’), čarka ‘glass (of alcoholic drink)’ and škvarka ‘cracklings’ are associated

with the speeches of Alexander Lukashenko, the Belarusian president.

However, because of a close relatedness of Belarussian and Russian, it is not

always easy to draw a clear boundary between intra-systemic and contact-induced

phenomena. For example, words seen as Belarusianisms by the inhabitants of Bel-

arus (e.g., burak ‘beetroot’ or cibulja ‘onion’) are fixed in different dictionaries of

Russian, sometimes marked as regional, colloquial, dated, spoken, etc.

3. Aim of this study

So, the following question arises: which words can be regarded characteris-

tic of Belarusian Russian? The aim of this article is to present and provide the

methodology that allows to define lexical items characteristic of the variety under

investigation. The paper stresses that the specificity of varieties of pluricentric

languages is not solely about some unique items. The functional peculiarities of

lexical items with wide localization also need to be taken into account. In general,

in modern pluricentric languages, there are few words found in the speech of in-

habitants of only one city or one country. More often, such lexical items are more

or less typical for one or several countries. Dirk Geeraerts (2010:824) noticed:

“The examples we have quoted so far may suggest that the differences in
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lexical choices between languages varieties, like American English and

British English, are a matter of black and white choices: subway is the

American term and underground is the British term. In actual practice,

however, the choices are seldom of a categorical nature. Rather, the se-

lection from among the various lexical alternatives that occur within a

language is a gradual matter”.

Words and other language items with different frequency in several coun-

tries where one language is used lead the researcher beyond the dichotomy of

dominant and non-dominant varieties of pluricentric languages and highlight the

natural graduality of structural differences between the varieties. Such language

items embody ‘flavor’ rather than ‘substance’ notion and act as “both unifiers and

dividers of peoples” (Clyne 1992a:1), and therefore need to be analyzed in more

detail.

4. Corpus study of lexical variation in Belarusian Russian
4.1. The choice of corpus

Texts in standard Russian and Belarusian can be separated quite clearly,

however in real communication languages interact and mix, which makes it diffi-

cult to draw the boundaries within the Belarusian-Russian language continuum.

The solution to this problem is an important methodological question in the stud-

ies of the communicative space of Belarus. The need to address this issue prede-

termined the choice of data for the empirical study of the variety. Belarusian-

Russian mixed speech (“Trasjanka”) is a linguistic phenomenon that exists pri-

marily in an oral form, so I analyzed only written texts to exclude the examples of

mixed speech from the sample and focus on the Belarusian variety of Russian.

The data for this study was extracted from General Internet-Corpus of Rus-

sian (GICR, webcorpora.ru) (Belikov et al. 2013a, 2013b). For this article, I used the

“Livejournal” blog sub-corpus that contains 8.72 billion words. The sub-corpus

covers different countries where speakers of Russian live.

In GICR, the information on the speaker’s location is rather diverse: in some

cases, only the locality (e.g. city) is mentioned, others include the name of a coun-

try, but in many cases, the location is not marked. The total number of localiza-

tions in the sample is over 2500 (according to “Corpus statistics” section on GICR

web site), therefore, a further processing of the data is required. With the help of

a specially created software that allows to group the data by countries, I have cre-

ated profiles (for more about profiles in linguistic studies see, e.g. (Janda 2016)) re-

flecting the distribution of words in different countries.
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Further, while creating the profiles that demonstrate the distribution of

lexical items in different national segments of GICR, I have not taken into account

the contexts with unmarked localization. There are three main samples in my

data: Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. There is not enough data in the corpus to draw

any sound conclusions on the distribution of variants in other post-Soviet coun-

tries, therefore contexts from Latvia, Lithuania, Kazakhstan, etc. were grouped

together with contexts from countries were migrants from the ex-USSR live (USA,

Israel, Germany, etc.). It is a control sample, where the differences between the

varieties of Russian are blurred.

4.2. National profiles of variants

With the help of corpora, it is possible to find out where lexical items are

used and create national profiles of variants that reflect the specificity of their

distribution in different national segments of GICR.

First, the data demonstrates frequency correlation of the competing vari-

ants in Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, and other countries. For example, consider the

diagram 1 demonstrating different preferences for the name of All Souls’ Day

celebrated in a week after Easter. There are several names for it: Radunica, Ra-

donica, grobki, Provody (Provoda), etc. The figure 1 shows that speakers from Bela-

rus, Russia and Ukraine prefer different nominations.

Fig. 1: Ratio of variants Radunica, Radonica and grobki in national segments of GICR

Second, the national profiles help notice the shift of data to one or several

countries. In the figure 2, the profile of the “universal” variants svekla / svëkla for

‘beetroot’ reflects the distribution of national segments in GICR. The Belarusian
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usage of burak is more prominent than of svekla / svëkla. At the same time, Ukraine

contributes significantly more to burjak.

Fig. 2: The proportion of a national segment in the data (based on the distribution of
burak, burjak and svekla / svëkla variants)

When can we say that a language item is characteristic of a particular na-

tional variety? One can analyze only those cases when the majority of contexts are

found in a particular country. It is obvious, for example, that burjak is characteris-

tic of Ukrainian Russian. Alternatively, we can also take into account words like

burak, сf. the Belarusian segments in the profiles of burak and svekla (burak is a

Belarusian equivalent for beetroot, but is also found in some regional varieties of

Russian in Russia; svekla is a “Standard” Russian word). Anyway, there is a ques-

tion: how can we justify our decision for it not to be seen as analytical arbitrari-

ness?

4.3. Statistical analysis

To determine whether the differences in frequencies of lexical items in Bel-

arusian and Russian segments of GICR are significant, the log-likelihood function

was used (Dunning 1993; Rayson 2002; Rayson et al. 2004). This measure of statisti-

cal significance allows us to determine the difference between the observed and

expected frequency of a language item. In my paper, I used the log-likelihood cal-
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culator in Excel made by Paul Rayson (the tables and formulas below as well as the

calculator itself are from his website2).

Corpus 1 Corpus 2 Total

Frequency of word a b a+b

Frequency of other words c–a d–b c+d–a–b

Total c d c+d

Tab.2: Сontingency table to calculate log-likelihood   

To calculate the expected frequency, the fol-
lowing formula is used:

Log-likelihood (G2) is calculated according to
the formula as follows:

To guarantee the accuracy of the results, the critical value G2 for log-

likelihood should be not less than 15.13 (Rayson 2002: 155), p < 0.0001. If G2 is more

than 15.13, the differences in frequency between the corpora are considered sta-

tistically significant. The log-likelihood function allows us to determine the cases

when language items are used more and less frequently in one subcorpus com-

pared to the other. In my study, I have focused on the cases when the observed

frequency of a lexical unit is more than expected. In the following example, a

Russian speaker from Belarus shares his observations on the differences in the

Belarusian and Russian varieties of Russian:

... provereno na neskol’kix žiteljax Moskvy (vozrast ot 21 do 81 goda): slova ssobo-

jka i restik neponjatny ljudjam... T.e. ssobojku ešče koe-kak ponjali po kontekstu, 

a vot s restikom naprjaženka. Vse dumali, čto èto rostiks s opečatkoj. Gygy. (Dlja 

nemoskvičej – Rostiks – set’ mestnyx kurinyx fastfudov tipa KFC ili Mak-

donal’dsa). Ešče mne govorili, čto slovo šufljadka takže neponjatno tut... Gm...

(GICR, Livejournal: lelik_afrika)

[… it was proved by several Moscow citizens (from 21 to 81 years): ssobojka

‘food carried to work, school, etc.’ and restik ‘restaurant’ (diminutive) are

confusing to people … I mean, people at least understood ssobojka relying

on the context, but with restik it was much worse. Everyone thought that

this is rostiks with a typo. Lol. (For those outside Moscow, Rostiks is a local

chain of chicken fast food, like KFC or McDonalds.) Also, I was told that

they don’t understand the word šufljadka ‘drawer’ here… Hm…]

To define if all of these words are characteristic of Belarusian Russian, I

have analyzed their frequency in Russian and Belarusian segments of GICR and

2
URL: http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html
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calculated their log-likelihood, see the following table (2). The cases when the fre-

quency of a lexical item is lower than expected are also of interest. Often, a lower

frequency of a language item demonstrates the competition of variants. If the fre-

quency of one of the competing items increases in one sub-corpus, the frequency

of other ones may decrease. For instance, in Belarus, the frequency of the word

sadit’ ‘to plant’ or ‘to seat, to put’, including ‘to put somebody to prison’, is higher

than expected (G2=349.24), while the frequency of the rivaling sažat’ is, vice versa,

lower than expected (G2=378.06).

Observed frequency Expected frequencyLexeme

Belarus Russia Belarus Russia

Over (+) / un-

der (–) use3

Log-likelihood
(G2)

ssobojka 141 40 6.92 174.08 + 732.54

šufljadka 138 33 6.53 164.47 + 735.85

restik 26 756 29.88 752.12 – 0.55

Tab.2: Frequency of ssobojka, šufljadka and restik in Belarusian and Russian segments of GICR

This requirement is not necessarily followed, especially in those cases when

the competing variants differ in their frequency and/or G2 of the variant with a

higher frequency is close to the critical value. For instance, in Belarus, the fre-

quency of razukraška ‘coloring book’ is higher than expected (G2=83.90), but this

does not lead to a statistically significant decrease of a much more frequent rask-

raska (G2=0.25, that is lower than the critical value), which has several meanings.

However, things are different with the verbs these words are derived from: the

frequency of razukrašivat’ is higher than expected (G2=26.10), while the frequency

of raskrašivat’ is lower (G2=16.37 that is a little higher than the critical value). All of

this demonstrates the diversity of language variation.

Using this method, I have found around 170 words (to date) that, on the one

hand, are widely used in Russia and are present in the dictionaries of the Russian

language, and on the other hand, show higher frequency in the Belarusian seg-

ment of corpus than expected. These lexical variants, along with loanwords from

the Belarusian language (not mentioned in the dictionaries of “Standard” Rus-

sian), are considered as lexical Belarusianisms. In addition, I have found around 30

words, which are under-used in the Belarusian segment of GICR in comparison

with Russian. Increase and decrease in frequency of these words is caused by lan-

guage contact, political, cultural, and other factors.

3
In Belarus compared to Russia.
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In the studies of specific structural (including lexical) features of non-

dominant varieties of pluricentric languages the primary task is to determine the

specificity compared to the dominant variety. As only the Russian variety of Rus-

sian is codified, it is reasonable to use the Russian sub-corpus as a referent one. At

the same time, it is clear that in every country, especially such a large one as Rus-

sia, an internal or second-level pluricentricity is also observed (Clyne 1992a: 3;

Muhr 2016: 20). However, the comparison of Belarus with different regions of Rus-

sia did not seem appropriate, as it would blur the boundaries of the object of the

study and would not take into account the specificity of a national variety of the

language developing in a sovereign state and put Belarusian Russian in line with

other Russian regional varieties (regiolects).

4.4. Functional specificity of lexical variants in the Belarusian and
Ukrainian varieties of Russian

The data of the study allows us to determine some functional specifics of

language items in non-dominant varieties of Russian – Belarusian and Ukrainian.

Due to the structural closeness of Belarusian and Ukrainian and similarities of

their sociolinguistic history, Belarusian Russian and Ukrainian Russian share sev-

eral items that distinguish them from Russian Russian, and the limitation of the

sample to the words unique for Belarus only does not take into account the gradu-

ality of differences between the varieties of Russian. The following metalinguistic

comment illustrates this fact:

Ja živu v Minske s sentjabrja i rešil pereexat’ v Belarus’ nadolgo. V celom Minsk

poxož na Ufu, otkuda ja priexal. On nebol’šoj i spokojnyj, mne zdes’ komfortno.

Kogda ja žil v Rossii, v moej sem’e ispol’zovali nekotorye ukrainskie slova – v nas

est’ ukrainskaja krov’. Kogda èti slova vyletali u menja v reči, na menja stranno 

kosilis’ i prosili perevesti. Zdes’, kogda tak proisxodit, menja vse ponimajut – èto

tak kruto. Kažetsja, ja priexal kuda nužno4.
[I have been living in Minsk since September and I have decided to move to Bel-

arus for a long time. In general, Minsk is similar to Ufa, where I came from. It’s

not large, I like it here. When I lived in Russia, my family used some Ukrainian

words – there is some Ukrainian blood in our veins. When I used some of these

words, people looked at me sideways and asked to translate them. Here, when it

happens, everyone understands me – this is so cool. It seems I am where I need

to be.]

There are certain patterns in the assessment of language items by Russian

speakers from different countries. For instance, structural closeness of Belarusian

4
URL: https://www.facebook.com/humansminsk/photos/a.245920882552009/742456769565082
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and Ukrainian (and in some cases non-linguistic factors, mainly historical and po-

litical) lead to the similarities in specific linguistic features of Belarusian and

Ukrainian Russian. As a result, there are lexical items perceived as Belarusianisms

by Belarusians and as Ukrainianisms by Ukrainians, e.g. mova ‘language’ (often

about Belarusian or Ukrainian), nesgrabnyj / nezgrabny(j) / nesgrabnij ‘clumsy,

awkward’, ščiryj / ščyry / ščirij  ‘true, frank, sincere’ (often about patriots, ironic).

It is interesting that Russians associate some of such words more with

Ukraine than with Belarus. For instance, nezaležnyj and nezaležnost are included

into the new Russian academic spelling dictionary5. According to corpus data,

their frequency in Belarus is not higher than expected, as there is a shift of the

sample to Ukraine, and, as a rule, talks about Ukrainian issues in the contexts

from Russia. Moreover, the corpus analysis has shown that the frequency of some

formal (graphic and phonetic) variants varies by countries, which is caused by

language contact. While in Belarus one finds zababony, šufljadka, svjadomy(j) more

often, in Ukraine zabobony, šuxljadka, svidomy(j) are more widespread.

5. Sociocultural aspect of lexical variation

The usage of the analytical instruments described in this paper leads to the

enlarged circle of lexical items characteristic of Belarus. For example, the sample

includes the items that have higher frequency in Belarusian Russian than in the

dominant variety only due to the extralinguistic factors. As in Belarus the police

forces were not renamed (the Soviet name is still used), the frequency of milicija is

higher than expected (G2=221.69), policija – lower than expected (G2=1933.04). An-

other example: okroshka is a dish more popular in Russia than in Belarus (there is

another recipe for a traditional Belarusian cold soup), and this is reflected in the

frequency of the lexical items: okroška in Belarus is used less often than expected

(G2=83.31), xolodnik (Belarusian dish) – more often (G2=532.53). In addition, accord-

ing to GICR, Belarusians more often use such words as, for example, kartoška ‘po-

tato’, kolxoz ‘collective farm’, partizan ‘partisan’, which demonstrates discursive

differences between the varieties of Russian resulting from cultural, historical, po-

litical and other factors, see also (Šajkevič / Savčuk 2014), cultural factors of inno-

vation diffusion in Latvian Russian are described in (Berdicevskis 2014:239).

Earlier, I have discussed the correlation of Radunica, Radonica and grobki in

Belarusian, Russian and Ukrainian varieties of Russian. The quantitative analysis

has shown that in the Belarusian segment of GICR one can see a statistically sig-

nificant increase (compared to Russia) in frequency both of a more frequent

5
URL: http://orfo.ruslang.ru.
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Radunica (G2=437.87), and of a less widespread Radonica (G2=21.65). Indeed, this tra-

ditional celebration is of a great significance for Belarusians: this is an official

holiday in the country, and the subject itself is important for the culture. Due to

the same reasons, in the texts created in Belarus one can more often find Kupal’e

as a word for the holiday celebrated on the day of the summer solstice (G2=402.70).

Detection of lingua-cultural and discursive differences between the varie-

ties of Russian can be an area for further research. In one of his studies, Biber

(1987) demonstrates that there are functional differences in grammar of American

and British English. The systematization of the discovered distinctive features

points to the fact that American written texts are more interactive and abstract

compared to British ones. The development of corpora that reflect functioning of

Russian in different countries will make it possible to conduct similar studies of

scientific, media, literary, and other texts. Apparently, people living in different

countries may discuss different topics with different frequency and, as a result,

use some lexical items more or less frequently (Geeraerts 2010:823). Recently,

scholars note that to understand the specificity of a variety it is important to ana-

lyze not only the items that are culturally, ideologically, etc. loaded, but also “or-

dinary” words (including collocations), see (Baker 2010:66, Koteyko 2014:66;

Stubbs 1995:387).

6. Conclusion

In general, our study demonstrates that differences between the varieties of

Russian are more of a quantitative than qualitative nature. In other words, the

specificity of Russian in Belarus, Russia and other countries is determined primar-

ily not by some unique lexical items, but by differences in preferences: given the

choice, people from different locations can choose some preferable options, and

this is one of the reasons why speakers are not aware of all the differences be-

tween the varieties. Therefore, words can be considered Belarusianisms due to

their functional characteristics (increase of frequency in Belarus), not only to

their origin (borrowings from the Belarusian language). The emergence of lexical

Belarusianisms is a result of intra-systemic factors as well as language contacts

that need to be analyzed in socio-political and cultural context. The gradual char-

acter of differences between the varieties of Russian results from several factors.

One of the most obvious extralinguistic factors is human migration, which is re-

flected in the corpus data: some Belarusianisms are found outside Belarus result-

ing from the mobility of its speakers. The deeper reasons lie in the nature of lin-

guistic dynamics. For instance, changes in Belarusian Russian arise from both the
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internal factors of language development (which means they can be seen

throughout the territory where Russian is spoken), and from language contact6.

At the same time, the boundaries between the internal and contact-induced phe-

nomena are blurred because of the Belarusian-Russian language continuum.

Therefore, the gradual character of the differences between the varieties of plu-

ricentric languages results from a non-discrete and fuzzy nature of language.

Finally, the description of differences between the varieties as gradual ones

is caused by the research methodology. According to Leech (2015:155), corpus data

itself makes the scholars pay attention to the gradual character of linguistic phe-

nomena and search for the ways of their description. Particularly, this becomes

possible due to the frequency analysis of language items. In introspective studies,

the line between the linguistic phenomena is much clearer, which can be ex-

plained by the human’s striving for the more precise boundaries. However, reality

has a lot of grey areas, and with the help of corpora, linguists can go beyond their

own experience and see some new nuances, previously hidden. It must be noted

that the gradual character of differences between the varieties of pluricentric lan-

guages is not absolute. There is a tendency to some stabilization in the function-

ing of variants in a country or in some parts of the countries. This is caused by a

separate communicative space, within which particular linguistic habits are

formed and innovations are spread. In these communicative conditions, the char-

acteristic features of non-dominant varieties of pluricentric languages, in particu-

lar Belarusian and Russian, are being established.
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The present volume contains ten contributions. Six of them were presented in Stockholm

at the workshop “The Theory and Description of Pluricentric Languages- Beyond Concepts

of Dominance and Non-Dominance, which was hosted at the conference “The Languages,

Nations, Cultures: Pluricentric Languages in Context(s) Conference was held at Stockholm

University in May 2019. Four other contributions have been accepted because some of the

papers presented at the workshop could not be delivered because of difficulties beyond

the control of the authors.

Although many of these papers still utilize the concepts of dominance and non-

dominance, they are used to advance the theory of pluricentricity in general or are used as

tools to explain other linguistic or social phenomena. Each contribution, in its own way, is

a testimony to the usefulness of pluricentricity as a theoretical framework. And, they show

that the alternative concept of “pluriareality” that is favoured by some linguists working

on German has no theoretical basis and cannot describe pluricentric languages correctly.
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